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PREFACE

The Maghreb countries share, in somewhat diffe-
rent degrees, important problems that deeply mark their
educational systems illiteracy and multilingualism.
Illiteracy is being reduced by spectacular scholarization
effort made since independence which emphasize results in
the immediate future, thus meeting the requirements of

modern society. Multilingualism necessitates frequent and
disrupting reorganizations or curricula as the relationc;
ships between Arabic and French in Tunisia, Morocco and
Algeria and English, Italian and hrabic in Libya are mns-
tantly changing.

In addition, education in general is in a period
of transition in the Maghreb countries, and the systems
which are evolving are still ill-defined.

The principal difficulty we encountered in com-
piling this bibliography was that, apart from Elovernmen-
tal publications, material is not easily obtained. Much
recent material has not yet been classified, and many
texts are published outside the country. This is parti-
cularly true for Libya.

We do hope, however,that these issues will be
useful not only to educators and students, but also to
those who have a general interest in North Africa.



PHILOSOPHY AND THEORY OF EDUCATION.

A.I. "Arabisation sous conditions" (Arabization under
conditions). Jeune Afrique No 393. 15-21 July 1968

The article deals with the present state of
education in Algeria and its achievements wdthin the
five years since independence. At the recent confe-
rence of the Ministers of Education of the Maghreb
countries, M. Ahmed Taleb representing Algeria, announ-
ced that his country is now able to "arabize" educa-
tion in the second year of primary schools. In his
opinion, arabization is absolutely necessary, for Al-
geria has to reconauer its personality after I3o years
of foreign domination. There are three ways of arabi-
zing : - the horizontal one i.e. arabizing of educa-
tion class by class, the.vertical one i.e. teaching
one single subject in Arabic History, in all classes
from primary school to baccalaureate, and punctual
arabization which is the most successful one and means
that there are some specific schools in which all
subjects are taught in Arabic (at present there are
at least five of these schools in Algeria).

Arabization is however confronted with many diffi-
culties; the principal one is the enormous difference
between literary and spoken Arab. The present teachers
however, are not appropriate to undertake this task
because they have all had a completely European edu-
cation.

In spite of the massive departure of French tea -
chers after independence, Algeria has succeeded in
filling the gap with Algerian teachers who have been
°grained rapidly thanks to modern methods such as
broadcasted and televised lessons far example, but
the number is still not sufficient and the popula-
tion is increasing.

T. 2. "M.MIZali insiste sur la nécessit6 de coordiner
culture et 6ducation morale" (Mr. M9Zeli insists on
the necessity of.coordinating culture and moral edu-
cation.) l'Action July IOth 1968 (Tunisia).

I.

Mr. MIMi held a conference at IlfEcole des
cadres' in Kasserine. He insisted on the responsibi-
lity of youth and students in.promotingt Tunisia.
Students must forget about individualism. He tried
to define "Moral Education" and he stressed the fact
that teaching, culture and moral formation should
be coordinated in order to permit pupils to be real
patriots and to adapt Tunisian conditions to modern
times.

1.
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T. 3. M.Chedli Fitouri, "Il nous taut adopter un système

democratique qui fait du dialogue" (We must adopt a

democratic system, the principle of which will be a

dialogue) - La Presse. 21st.July 1968.

In his article Mr. Fitouri, assistant of the University

and a man responsible for the Faculty of Letters, deals

with Croe problems of orientation and selection, which

concern students in general, but particularly students

in Literature and Philosophy.
It is absurdpin his view, to limit the number of

students in one sector to the vacancies available,Efforts

should be made to reconcile the immediate and future needs

of society with the student's real vocation.

Mr.Fitouri also demands that there should be

some reforms in the educational system of Tunisia,which

is mainly based on the French educational systemat has

been proved that the French system is no longer appropriate

to the new circumstances and the changes in lifeat is a

system of coercion and oppression.Mraitouri,therefore,
would like to have this system abolished in favour of a new

system that would be democratic and based on dialogue.Other

reforms he thinks necessary are:- 1) that students should

not only be judged according to the final examination,but

also according to their achievements throughout the years.

2) Contacts between teachers and students should be closer.

T. 4 Klmais al Mokni "tarbia, dimokretia fi mojtamain

dimokrati" (A democratic Education in a democratic society)

Al Fikr No.6. March 1957.Pages 35-38.

What is the role of education? The author says

that this is a very difficult question, which has not yet

been answered in Tunisia. The author emphasizes the fact

that Education in a Democratic countrylmeans personal

freedom in a good society. There must be a link between

teachers and pupils,If this democratic ideal is followed

it should give some maturity to the Tunisian society.

Education is the principal pillar of Tunisian evolution.

Other changes will develop therefrom.

T. 5. Lamine Chabi, Former Minister of Education.A foreward.

Al Fikr - No.9. June 1965.

The problem of Education is not only a Tunisian

problem, but also a general 20th century problem.The

author states that the Tunisian Educational system must

be. modernized. Parents must be aware of the importance of

educatioh.Every educator must give the child knowledge

and a strong personality and he must try to create a link

between traditional and modern education.

2.
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T...6. M. Sayah; enseignement profondement enraciné

inspire essentiellement de nos preoccupations" (a deqi,-

ply rooted education mainly inspired by our concerns)
La Presse 21st July 1968.

In a speech addressed to the young teachers who
participated in the seminar of the Youth Union, Mr.
Sayah head of the Socialist Destourian Party, under-
lined the importance of this seminar and of education
in general. This seminar dealt with problems of educa-
tion in general inherited from the colonial era. One
realizes that the Tunisian intelligentsia has been
continuously isolated from the main concerns of its
people. Their educgtion *as such that their intellect-
tual.and Oultural'interests bore no relation to the
reality of their country and nation. M. Sayah even
spoke of the divorce between the educated class and
the aspirations of the people, He expressed his hope
that this seminar might have results. It is not suf-
ficient to make recommendations, to discuss and ex-
change ideas; teachers must not be philosophers but
men of action. One of the most essential conditions
of a valuable education, ha said, is flexibility.
Education must always follow a continuous evolution
deeply cofinected with the social and national reality
otherwise it will be sterile and worthless.

T. 7. Mohamed M9Zali "Manzilatu a-chabab a Tunisi"
(Situation of Tunisian Youth) Al Fikr - a monthly
review. Tunis. N° 7 April 1957 Pages 39.

The aim of the government and the educators is to
guide the young so es to create a harmony between all
members of the nation. In the transitory period, Tuni-
sian youth is seeking its way.

There are different educational levels in Tunisia.
Zitounian education for instance, must be reformed be-
cause it is not adapted to Tunisia. As for other schools
the educational system has been copied from foreign
systems. Hence it is not Tunisian. The author deplores
pre-independence methods and their consequences on
youth. He proposes a reform of the whole Tunisian edu-
cational system, in order that the young feel proud of
their country and of their institutions.

T. 8. "L9enseignant et le reel" (The teacher and reali-
ty) La Presse - 28th July 1968 Tunis.

The article starts by enumerating some of the many
achievements made by Tunisia after its independence,
emancipation of women, extension of instruction and
hygiene, development of industry and tourism, new methods

3.
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of exploitation of natural resources, the use of new
machines and computers. Although Tunisian society is
progressing very rapidly, one of the most important
fields, education is at a standstill. The result of
this gap between reality and teaching is that students
are unadapted to the society in which they are to
occupy important posts. The author accuses the teachers
of using out of date methods instead of illustrating
their lessons with examples taken from modern life. The
same problem exists in secondary schools and universi-
ties where the economical or philosophical do:ctrines
of some thinkers are taught like a 9vérité célestel
(icelestial truth) instead of teaching theories of
modern thinkers which deserve as much attention and
are much more useful to the students. The teachers
have to see the future citizens in their students
and their most importilnt tasks are to adapt them to
the reality in which they have to live.

ADMINISTRATION OF THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM.

A. 9. Education in Algeria. The Great Arabic Maghreb
Annual. Page 31 (1965-66).

The objectives of the Government concerning educa-
tion are to achieve a full scholarization, to fight
illiteracy, to build schools and restaurants, to res-
tore the importance of teaching, to revive National
Culture, to form a qualified staff. The Government
Department of Orientation is-responsible for vocatio-
nal guidance - on a national scale, as well as for
information, coordination and the creation of a Na-
tional University, the fight against illiteracy, and
adult education.

A. IO. nJeunessen (Youth) - Actualité et Documents.
Review No. 100 June 5th 1968. Pages 11-12 Algeria.

President Boumedienne held a press conference
during which he dealt with many subjects, mainly
Youth". The President stated that youth was rela-
tively neglected. Importance must be given to educa-
tion and the problems must be carefully studied so
as to find solutions. Teachers must help the gover-
nment with positive work, and pedagogical methodft
should be changed. The President proposes the crea-
tion of a youth organization, so as to facilitate
guidance.



M. II, Au Maroc, "In Morocco" Jeune Afrique, N° 301
October 16, 1966, Page 74.

In Mbrocco, the 5th Conference of (Union Générale
des Etudiants Marocains) was held. The Members were for
tne Arabization of the educational system and have re
jected the idea of association with other Francophone
countries,

The U.G.E.M is against the application of the new
educational doctrine suggested by the Ministry for
National Education, The U.G.E.M. is also in favour of
tho independence of theUniversity of Rabat, so as to
allow students to.take part in its administration.

T. 12, Presse 26/1/68. M. Ben Salah ouvre le 46me
Seminaire national des étudiants en M6decine0 (Mr.
Ben Salah *opens the 4th national seminar of medical
students).

This seminar has been completely organized by the
students and will take place under the auspices of the
National Ministry of Education, the Departmnt of Public
Health, and the Faculty of Medicine of Tunis.During the
Seminar, all problems concerning students and future
doctors, will be considered, Mr. Ahmad Ben Salah, Secre
tary of State for National Education and Economy will
deliver a speech at the opening of the Seminar and the
Dean of the Faculty of Medicine, Mr. Amor Chedli, will
lecture on the "Problems of Medical Education in Tunisia"

The program of the first day includes a comparative
study of the American and the German Medical systems :

A report will be made by the Preparatory com
mittee for the reform of medical efiucation. This report
will be a sort of dialogue between students and teachers,

T. 13. La Presse, 19/7/68 Ma Ben Salah annonce la créa
tion de directions régionales de l'Enseignement. (Mr.
Ben Salah announces the creation a local directors of
Education).

As chairman of a working team composed of local
inspectors of Primary Education, Mr. Ben Salah, Secre
tary of State for Plan, Economy and Education, announ
ced new development in this sector of Education. Each
department shall have a local inspector. Furthermore,
the Secretary of State proclaimed that new steps towards
decentralization are going to be made starting with the
creation of local directors thnt will assume all admi
nistrptive responsibilities; this will make the educa
tional system more efficient.

5.
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Mr. Ben Salah also spoke of the production of Education
asserting that there must not necessarily be an anta-
gonism lotween rutmtity and ouality.

T. 14. "Clature de la Reunion du Comité Sectoriel de
l'Education Nationale (Closing of the Meeting of the
Regional Committee for National Education). La Presse
Tunis. August 18, 1968

Mr. Ahmed Ben Salah, Secretary of State for National
Education, attended the closing meeting of the Regional
Committee for National Education During the meeting
projecti_ for the new Four Year Plan were examined,
namely, the number of teaching cadres needed at all
levels. Mr. Ben Salah insisted that expenses be redu-
ced because total scholarization would be realized in
Tunisia by 1972.

Audio-visual aids wdll be used in primary schools,
and technology taught at the secondary level. Teachers
will be given courses. Their salaries will be increased
to encourage more people to enter the teaching profession

T. 15. Abdel Krim Aziz 'A - chabeb fil mohit al ma-
drasi' (YOUTH IN SCPOOL ENVIROWENT). A - tarbia a -
chamila : A monthly review. Tunis, N°II, May, 1968.
P. 11 - 13 (continued P. 18).

The Government is greatly concerned with youth for
it is the young people of today that will develon the
country and promote human conditons in Tunisia.
The author states that the reform of the educational
system is essential to artistic and scientific progress
but these elements are not enough; youth must also res-
pect those who have struggled for Independence, and
thosE who are Mtill struggling to develop the country.
The role of the Organization of School Youth is to make
youth aware of environment and of the Tunisian civili-
zation. The methods )/-.e always being changed in order
that they may be more effective. The author gives sta-
tistics of young people enrolled in this organization.
It is mainly composed of pupils elected by their fellow
students.

6 .



III EDUCATION/;L STATISTICS

L. 15. Colloque pedagogique Magrébin uLa Source des
Valeurs" (An eductional Maghreban Colloquium)
'La Source des Valeurs' (The source of Values), Jeune
Afrieue N° 323, March 19, 1967. p. 68.

Libya is independent 'since 1951, this country
has less problems than the three others. There is no
shortage of teachers in Libya, because there is an
average of 30 pupils for every teacher. In primary
schools, all subjects are taught in Arabic, in first
year Secondary Education, the teaching of a foreign
language is compulsory.

L. 16. Educational statistics.' The Libyan Review
Vol. IV, N°1, January I968i p. 38.

According to estimates for 1967, there were
255,516 pupils, including 72,837 girls in primary
schools and 27,288 including 2513 girls in preparatory
schools. In secondary schools the number of pupils was
6,166 including 603 girls.

A. 16. 'Les Centres de Jeunes' (Youth Centers)
Algérie An V, (brochure published by the Department of
Information. p. 187).

Spovts and physical training are not enough
for the education of youth. 72% of the Algerian popu-
1,stion is rural. The Government created 250 centers,
against illiteracy or for prpfessionnal training.
Various workshops allow the young to get a training in
many professions4-,

T. 17. Jeune Afrique N° 393. 15,- 21/7/68. Tunisia :
'L'Education dans le prolongement du Plans (Education
in the extension of the plan).

The main subject of the article is
the recent appointment of Mr. Ahmed Ben Salah as Se-4
cretary of State for Economy and Education and the
resignation of Mr. Mahmoud Messadi whose mission as
Secretary of State for National Education which lasted
10 years, will finish with the end of this school year
The article then, has a retrospective glance on the a
achievements of the past ten years : Mr. Messadi has
been frequently criticized, even by President Bourgui-
ba in a broadcasted speech on March 1st, 1967, because
he refused any advice or discussion:. Nevertheless, the
successes Mr. Messadi had in the Edutational sector
are important; the 4umber of scholarized children
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now reaches one ,million,the rate of scholarization
for boys is 90 c,'0, that of girls, 50%. Such an achie-
vement has even roused the admiration of foreign
observers. The bad effects of such a large extension
of scholarization were however : inadequate equipment,
unsatisfactory qualification of teachers; the reduc-
tion of the duration of secondary education has re-
sulted in an insufficient formation of the students,
only IO % of the law students have passed their first
year exam. Finally, the article deals with the reforms
which will and have to be undertaken by Mr. Ahmed Ben
Salah; he will have to establish a close contact
between university and society, to open discussions
on various subjects he furtner has to coordinate
the number of vacant places and that of students
leaving school or university.

T. 18. A Tunis : 'Budget de l'Education en hausse'
(In Tunis : The Educational Budget is increasing)
Jeune Afrique, N° 314, January 15, 1967. p. 61

In 1967, the educational budget is 28 million
dinars. It increased by 3.430.000 dinars. Austerity
theasures do not concern national education.

Mr. Ahmed Noureddine,Secretary of State for
Public Works, states that the Government's aim is
to link teaching with education. Every teacher must
know that he is a teacher as well as an educator.
The Government intends to give every pupil a tunisian
and socialist formation.

T. 19, 'Students overseas' (Research and Reference
Service) June 1964 p. 13.

There are 2301 Tunisian students abroad, 70 %
of them are scholarship students. They were granted
scholarships either by their own or by the host Go-
vernment. One - third is enrolled in medicine and
nursing, 28% in teacher - training courses. Three
- fourths of them are in France and the rest in
Iraq, Egypt, Lebanon and Syria, and 28% in technical
and scientific studies. Statistics shaw that a ma-
jority of Tunisians who go abroad enroll in French
Universities.

8



Iv. sTRucTUREop_puzugy IN NORTH AFRICA

A. 19. 'A Sbibi M. tKebla nihayat alam addirasi
(Before the end of school year) Al Moujahid Review n°
426, June 30th, 1968. p. 25-28.

The author tries to define the School year, he
states that the school year is composed of 9 months,
in the north and of 8 months in the south; because of
this difference, the author has devoted his article to
the Northern school year. In the North, school year
begins on September 15, and it ends on July, 15; the
author thinks that holidays are an interruption, since
they shorten the school year. According to him, holi-
days cannot be reduced, because the country cannot af-
ford to revise the whole educational system; however
at the end of the school year, the pupils have not
had enough learning, especially because the teachers
cannot cover the whole program. And one of the impor-
tant reasons for this, he underlines, is the shortage
of textbooks.

T. 20 Action 2/8/68 La tunisification de lvenseignement
doit le porter au niveau de celui des pays avancés. .

(The tunisification of education must raise the level
to thPt of advanced coutries.)

The prticle gives a summary of the measures which
are going to be taken in the different sections of
the educational system:

I) in Primary Education , the importance of the
pedagogic task is 'ftressed;this task must be assumed by
the inspectors and directors who are responsible for
the work and the level of the teachers. The number of
capable teachers was to be increased and above all,
the costs of building schools must be reduced in order
to make possible for 35.381 children to be scholarized
in October.

2) Secondary education : there isagreat need for
Tunisian teachers of exact sciences; at present, there
are only foreigners teaching in this field. The exa-
mination system of the baccalaureate has to be revised
for the enlarged University Council has decided that
there will be a special examination of admission to
University.

3) Higher Education : the needs of the country
for cadres and the vocation of the students have to
be coordinated. A direct and permanent contact of Uni-
versity and national life in all its sectors has to
be created.



Tradneeships for students should be increased in
order to familiarize them with the reality of the
country and its evolution.

T. 21, Education in Tunisia. Great Arabic Ergsh
Annual p. 770 (1965 - 1966)

Education is a field in which Tunisia is at
its bast. The large number of primary, secondary and
hi.gla schools show the eagerness of the Tunisian
Au4:11orities to speed up the National movement. The
author speaks of pre-independence period and he
c.P-_,plor:Js the educational system which was split up on
qiffemnt categories, and where Arabic was considered
vs a foreign language.

T. 22. La Presse 26/7/68. M. Mongi Chemli : ?Notre
seconde experience dans l'Enseignement doit etre
basee sur la clartel(Our second experiencu in Edu-
ation must be based on lucidity).

The author of the article, though agreeing com-
pletuly with the measures of the Government in the
educational sector, thinks that 3 questions need to
be answered in more detail. The first one concerns
the creation of local headmasters in primary schools
due to the initiative of the different departments;-
According to Mr. Chemli, there are not enough details
knuwn about the sphere of action and the task of those
directors. Re is anxious to avoid the failure of the
first experience in this field.

The second question is that of the schoolbocks.
Each time a new inspector arrives there are new school-
books to be bought, and the .old ones are put aside.
Mr. Chemli therefore proposes to make better use of
those schoolbooks by distributing them in schools
.which lack of 000ks, ospecially in regions which are
far amay from the centers of distribution.

The third question, Mr. Chemli deals wdth is
the attitude of Tunisian citizens toward foreign tea-
chers ; Pu-eigners are often respected and inspire
17&.iar just because they are foreigners, Mr. Chemli de-
mands that they should be treated according to their
personal morit like everybody else.

T. 23., La Presse, 7/8/68. M. M9Bazaa L?Université
doit participer plus étroitement a l?oeuvre collec-
tive. (Mr. M?Bazaa : University must participate much
more in the work of the collectivity).

10,,
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On the occasion of the NatiOnal Cnnference of

Destourian students which tnok place under the chair

manship of Mr. Mohamed Sayah, head of the Socialist
Destourien Party, Mr. M'Bazaa, Head of the youth Di
vision and Sports of the Secretariate of State for

Social Affairs, defined the role of the University
in the life of the nation. The University, he stated

should be in close relations with all sectOrs of na
tional life, Mr. M'Bazaa further underlined that it

is the task of the university teachers to form a mi
litant elite capable of resuming responsibilities
in the future. He then gave some details on the reor
ganization of the university structures, which is to

give the university administrative and financial
autonomy. Each Faculty will have its own administra
tive council 0 a scientific council, including repre
sentatives of administration, teachers and students.
This council will be of a strictly pedagogic charac
ter and will deal with all questions concerning the

programs and scientific research. There will also be

an extended scientific council for each Faculty which

will be composed of representatives of different
sectors of national life in order to maintain a clo
se contact bdtween the university and society. A Uni
versity Council is to be created whose task will be

to coordinate the different Faculties. The reforms

of teaching programs may be summarized in 3 points

1) Tunisification of history and law. 2) The tea
ching of Arabic language will be compulsory. 3) The

contact between society and university will be

strengthened by traineeships in different sectors.

M. 24. Jeune Afrique. 22 25/7/68, 'Apprendre A
lire question de flbarakao. (To learn to read : a

question of flbaraka")

The article deals with the educational system
in Morocco and its achievements since independence.

In primary education only half of the children whn

have reached school age have a chance to attend a

school in the field of secondary and higher edu
cation, the situation is still more eata2trophic,
only-7% of. the pupils go on attending school. As
Government wants to avoid any sdcial discrimination
it has decided to ctroase the future pupils according

to their age. Thus a child who has not had the chan
ce to be born in autumn will be doomed to stay illi
terate all his life. Though the budget of the Minis
try of National Education has been increased fivefold
representing 17,6 % of the total budget and though

II .
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the number of scholarized children has trebled in
the first 6 years after independence, there are
still a lot of problems to be solved. In the coun-
tryside only one yourgpeasant out of 200 can obtain
a primary certificate. A very small minority of Mo-
rocco's youth can get a higher education ; out of
1.500.000 youngsters only 7500 are students. Fur-
thermore, the level of schoolmasters is very unsa-
tisfactory ; they .are often much too young and of-

ten indifferent towards their mission; that may be
partly explained by the fact that they are only
paid one year after their appointment.

T. 250 L'Action 2/8/68. Interview de M. Ben Salah
L'Agence JPU_ sur l'Enseignement.. (Interview

of Mr. Ben Salah at the U.P.J. Agency on Education.

Mr. Ben Salah Secretary of State stressed
in his interview the necessity of coordinating
Education and Economy in order to realize a harmo-
nious development of the country ; this can only
be reached by contacts and discussions in all sec-
tors and at all levels. When questioned on future
reforms, Mr. Ben Salah declared : the administra-
tive decentralization of education will take place
in the beginning of the nextschool year, each
lgouvernoratt will have'a director of education
for primary and secondary school. In the field
of higher education, a closer collabe)ration betFeen
qniversity and the different higher Institutes
would be good. Furthermore, efforts will be made
tr; develop in young Tunisians a -spirit of civism.
Moreover, certain sectors, such as sciences, sociow-
logy, history etc. will be adapted to Tunisian
reality,

V EDUCATIONAL ORGANIZATION

a) primaryEducation.

T. 26. 'Primary Education' Research and Reference
Service. June 1964. p. 9-I00

The IO Year Plan aims at providing primary
schooling for all six and seven year old children
by 1966-6, and for all five to 14 years old by 1969-
70. During the fiscal 1962-64 period, the Governmnt
set aside a large sum of money for developing old
and new projects. An increase of more than 130 %
in primary school attendance has been noted since
Tunisian independence in 1956.

12.
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T. 27. /L/Instituteur, Niveau et Salairel (LEVEL

AND SALARY:OF SCHOOLMASTERS). Jeune Afrique, April

1968 (Edition Tunisie).

Since independence, great efforts have.been
made to improve the educational system and organi-
zation.In 1957, there were 257808 pupils, in 1967,

the number of'pupils doubled. In 1967 there were
1588 teachers, 786 of them were foreigners and there

were 2021 schools.. Therefore, monitors have been
recruited, because of the departure of many French
teachers, these monitors are not qualified. Wages

were reduced, and the young didnot want to become

teachez's for this reason. The Government is facing

two main problems : the first is the problem of
salaries, the second is the problem of non-quali-

fied monitors.

L. 28. /SCHOOLS IN SOUTHERN LIBYA/ (Sebha). The

Libyan Review, Vol II, N° 9/10, September, October
1967. p.

Every village of this southern region has

its own primary school the Sebha district alone

has 72 primary schools, among them 7 for girls.
In all 12.000 children are attending school. There,

are twelve vocational schools and one secondary
school and two primary teachers.Training schools
situated in Sebha, are exclusively for girls with
70 trainees, the other for boys, 'with 82 trainee

teachers.

M. 29. /13760 PUPILS HAD THE PRIMARY EDUCATION EXAM/

Al Alamt June 29th 1968. p. 44

13760 Pupils both girls and boys asked for
primary schoel examination. A provincial committee

was created so as to supervise these examinations.
Some of.them were*entitled to give marks and others

made final decisions.

L. 30. ?VOLUNTARY WORK CAMTO FOR YOUTH/ The Libyan

Review. Vol III N06 June 1968. p. 41 - 42.

Voluntary camps will start functioning in
Libya on July 20, so as to give the youth an oppor-
tunity to use their spare time for a constructive
and nation building task. The camps have been esta-

blished by the Ministry of Youth and Sports. The
duration of each camp will be 45 days. In all,
there will be ten camps. Voluntary work camps are
expected to help in building clubs, playgrounds,
social centers, welfare houses, cooperative buil-

dings etc.

411$$$ t
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L. 31. Mujaz fi tarik libya al hadith. Summary of

the History of Modern Libya, written by Mohamed
Ben Messaoud , 61 pages.

This book is for sixth year primary school
pupils and outlines the history of Libya. The author?s

aim was to give the pupil a knowledge of his own
country and to make him aware of the difference bet-

ween textbaAtsprinted abroad and those printed at

home. Major subjects covered in this work are : the

Ottoman period, first and second period ; the Italian
domination, Ti17avs struggle for Independence, the

declaratior ndependence.

T. 32. Ibrahim Buzaiane ?Sileitu al madrasa oil
aila' (the link between school and family) a tarbia
a chamila, a monthly review. Tunis, N°1, 1964 - 65

p. 21-24.

The educators' and teachers? school, has to

deal with a very important issue which is the tie
between school and home or the family. Many psycho-
logists have tried to define this link. Teachers
and parents must help each otherstto create a /harmony?

between both educations, and to prevent children
from having psychological ?troubles'. Some parents
want the child to go to school before the normal
school age. Therefore, the school becomes responsi-
ble for these children; then the child is the only
link between school and the family. The author pro-
poses tliet, parents and teachers hold meetings,
with each others, to exchange ideas and opinions,
and to educate the children consequently.

b) Secondary Education

M. 33. Retour A la Technique. (Back to Technics)
p.247-248, Le Maroc A l'épreuvet Jean et Simone La-

couture.

Most Moroccans do not like technical and vol.-

cational education. The Government has difficulties
in convincing the population , of the necessity of
technical and vocational education. There are 16000

pupils in technical schools; this is not enough,
since the country needs thousands of them. Many
pupils prefer to study medicine, law, teaching,
rather than getting a technical degree. .

14.
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M, 34. 'Le Lycée Militaire d'El Kénitra ou les
Hommes de demain.' (the military secondary school
of El Kenitra.or the future men.) F.A.R. July 1966
N°14 p. 12-13.

The military secondary school was established
in 1962. Those who wish to enroll must be 12 years
old at least; a pupil may also be admitted because
he is the child or the relative of a soldier. Im-
portance is given to mathematics and other scientific
subjects as well as to physical training.

M. 35. 'Baianun an imtihanat al Bakaluria was sha-
hadati a -talim ath thanawi 9. (A survey on the bac-
calaureate and secondary education examinations)
Al Alam. June 25th 1968.

There are 950 candidates for the baccalaureate
examination, 172 for the technical one and 1583 for
the secondary examination including the technical
one. The major subjects of these different exami-
nations are : arabici arabic essay, mathematics,
grammar and arabic syntax.

T. 36. La Presse. 26/7/68. M. Abdelwahab Bakir
L'orientation des élèves ne peut se faire sans t

certaine pression. (the orientation of student cannot
be done without a certain pressure.)

The article deals with 13 problems with which
the Tunisian educational system is confronted. The
author regrets that, there is not a strong link
between the theoretical knoW4dge, students obtain
in secondary schools and Tunisian reality in its
social and economic evolution in particular. Up to
nowi the necessary financial means have alSo been
lacking, because SEEN is not capable of covering
all the costs.that would be involved. Nevertheless,
Mr. Bakir; thinks that practical experience in the
fields of natural science, physics and chemistry
on Tunisian soil are urgent and necessary.

The second problem concerns the formation of a
sufficient number of Tunisian teachers ; up to now,
Tunisian. has spent large sums on salaries far foreign
teachers) which are considerably higher than those
4f Tunisian teachers, It is also one-of the reasons
Why Tunisian parents do not want their children to
become secondary-schOml -teachers: They wish them
to be free to choose their professions

15.
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Mr. Bakir thinks nevertheless that there must be a

certain pressure in order to increase the number of

Tunisian teachers and to 'tunisify' the educational
system. Finally, he mentions the question of physical

training. He points out that in this field there is

no need of foreign teachers because Tunisia has its

own institute of physical education.

T. 37. 'Secondary Education' Research and Reference
Service' June 1964. p. IO.

Secondary Education is expanding more slcwly
than primary, but the Ten Year Plan aims at a large

expansion of facilities by 1970. Attendance in 'Ly-

cées, Colleges, Cours Compl4mentaires', technical'
and vocational schools had reached 43.578 by 1963

nearly 3 times more than in 1959.

The language of instruction in secondary schools
has remaineda:very much as it was under the protec-
torate. About two - thirds French and one - third

Arabic, especially because adequate textbooks do
not exist in Arabic ; the language does not yet have

an appropriate modern technical terminology. Offi-
cials do not speculate on the language situation
at the end of the Ten Year Plan thbugh the eventual

goal is a 100 % use of Arabic.
,

T. 38. Jeune Afrioue N° 393 15-21/7/68. 'Le nouveau
baccalauréat' (the new baccalaureate).

The article deals with the system of baccalaureate
examinations in French - speaking Africa. Thi6 yearr
there have been two different sorts of examinations.
The African students of high schools had to pass the

old form of examinations, the. French students howe-

ver could pass the baccalaureate according to the

new system which has been applied in France this

year under their pressure. The, tw.c) main changes are :

11 there is no longer a written part of the examina-
tion, only an oral exam, in seven subjects at least.

2) the jury of examinations must take into conside-
ration the pupil's achievements throughout the whole

year and must not evaluate his capacities according

to one single examination.

L. 39..'Scholarship students' 'The Libyan Review'
Vol III, N°1 Janaury 1968. p. 39.

Fifty-eight st%4ents with secondary education di-

plomas have obtaLned scholarships from the Ministry
of Education for further studies in U.S. Universities.

16.



The students will study civil engineering, dentistry,

journalism, sociologi- and petroleum engineering.

c) Vocational Education

T. 40 Al Bachir AZ-Zribi, 'Mina at taujih al mihni ila

faaliatu al intajt (From vocational guidance, to the

officiency of production) Al Fikr, a monthly review,

N°8 May, 1957. Tunis p. 62 - 70.

This article deals with the close relation -

ship between vocational guidance and production. At-

tention is Arawn to the importance of vocational gui-

dance and the role of psychology. The idea that di-

plomas are not important as training is stressed, the

role of those who supervise vocational guidance is to

help pupils to choose their future profession and also

to give them a thense of duty, Nowadays, every big firm

has got a vocational guidance center and thanks to it,

production is greater.

I. 41. sTodern Look far the bbuth's Handicrafts Centers.

The libyan Review vol II N09/I0 September, October 1967

p. 52.

The southern districts of Libya comprise an area

of 800.000 sq. P:ilometers..There are 139 oasis villa-

, ges in the area, among them the booming town of 9Sebhav

which has a population of 80.000 inhabitants. One

aspect of Sebha's development is the restoration of

traditional handicrafts. Sebha has a handicraft trai-

ning center, specialized in carpet weaving. At this

institution, they try to preserve the local crafts which

are being adapted to the requirements of modern living.

Apprentices are trained in a number of trades to enable

them to earn their living.

M. 42. 'The Moroccan HandicrafttVocational Formation.

The Great Arabic Maghreb Annual (1965-66)p.I7,

For all the important branches of the arti-

sanal sector, apprentice centers have been established.

They are open to all artisans between the ages of 18

and 35 years, who want to learn new methods. Training

periods in foreign countries are proposed to the best

students. Thirty - four of the centers exist at Rabat,

Sale, Meknes, Tangiers etc... Mobile units circulate

in remcte regions of the kingdom in order to demons-

trate and teacil,
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In 1963, national institutes were formed, one: Bar lea-
ther and the other for textiles, the role of which is
to form monitors, instructors and qualified teachers.
A pilot tannery is in the process of being :built at
Beni-Mellal. A regional school of Ceramics was opened
tn 1263 at Wtouan. A ceramic institute will be opened
30(An.

A. 43. Ilia formation professionnelle./. 'Vocational
Eaacations Vlsages de l'Algérie, brochure edited by
tile Ministry for Information. p. 61.

Vocational education is another way of learning and
of serving the country. An institute far professionnal
formation has been established, where pupils are gui-
ded; they do not choose a profession out af pure luck
anymore. As a consequence time is spared, and produc-
tion has improved and increased. Professlonnal forma-
tion isavailable for both girls and boys, that had to
leave school, or that could not study any longer. In
the agricultural and industrial fields, pupils are
also trained adequat.ey.

M. 44. 'Sa Majesté Hassan II, distribue les diplomes
aux lauréat5 de l'Ecole Mohammedia d'Ingenieurs.'
(His Majesty Hassen II distributes diplomas to gra-
duates from the higher Moharnmedian Engineers Institute).
Les F.A.R. N°14 July 1966. p.10-11.

Fifty - four students graduated from the Enginee-
ring Institute, most of them studied electricity, mem.
chanics.His Majesty King Hassan made a speech on this
occaSion, he state&that the Governmunt conSidtrs.this
institute and the formation of cadres and engineering
very important for the development of the country.
L. 45. 'The National Institute of Public Administra-
tion, The Libyan Review vol III N°5 May, 1968. p.34.

Administrative training in Libya started in 1953,
when a Public Administration School was established
in Tripoli with the intention of training junior Govern-
ment officials in book-keeping and accounting. The Ins-
titute is expected to train pupils of the secondary
level. The need for trained personnel is intense. Pro-
grams of study will include leadership conferenceS'aid
seminars, advances administrative programs and cleri-
cal and secretariat training. This institute will help
to fill a gap between available and required personnel.

18.



L. 46.
leum indus
1968, P. 23.

'Training of Libyan officials in the petro-
try' The Libyan RevieW wol III. N°3 March,

The Ministry of petroleum affairs is preoccu-
pied with the training of Libyan citizens in the petro-
leum. The Ministry of P troleum affairs has prepared a
plan which will be launched with the cooperation of
oil companies in Libya. The training program will in-
crease the number of Libyan technicians in the petro-
leum industry.

T. 47. 'Ali Bach Hamba Institute"The Or
Maghreb Annual' (1965-66) po 44.

The Government established the Ali Bach H
Institute, so as to form certain cadres, especial
journalits and archivists. Its activities expand out
side of Tunisia and cover all of Africa. Admission
to this institute is on the basis of competitive exa-
mination. Approximatively 20 to 30 Tunisian and foreign
journalists have received in the course of the last
two years, internationally recognized diplomas. The
Institute organizes also debating groups and lectures
at both national and regional levels on economical-and
technical topics.

L. 48. Police Training School et Abu-Sittah (The Libyan
Review vol II N° 11/12 November, December 1967. p. 42

47)*

eat Arabic

amba

The police training school is situated among
tbe old palm tree groves, near the beach. It is orga-
nized on first class professionnal lines and within
the 25 years since it has been created, has taught
policemen and officiers. It was founded in 1943 in
Tarhuna, from where it was transferred to Abu-Sittah
in 1950. Besides the maintenance of law and order the
security force of Libya operates as firebrigades and
looks after the visa - service as well as immigration
formalities. The training program at Abu-Sittah is

divided into four sections : studies on criminal law,
procedures, investigation methods and duties of police
These courses include both theorical and practical
training.

T. 49. La Presse 7/8/68. La formation des cadres per-
mettra le décollage progressif d'une agriculture mo-
derne. (The formation of 'cadres' will allow a pro-
gressive 'take off' of modern agriculture.).

,
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This article deals with the measures taken to improve
the agricultural situation and refrain the emigration
from the country to cities. Prejudices on agricultu-
ral educ,:,tion diminish and the formation of higher
'cadres? techm_cians and specialists in this sector
c7Alses no longer any difficulties. There remains however
the problem of rural youth which for,a large partsis il-
literate or that has only received a rudimentary educt-
tion. The institution charged of their fyrmation is the
Direction of Research and Yrofessionnfal Formation which
depends on the Under - Secretariate of State for Agri-
culture. The number of young people Who have had no for-
mntion at all or only a very insufficient one is about
63.000g only 500 have attended agricultural centers. To
solve the problem, of the &Migration into cities,

will be controlled, those who failed I.; the final
examinrtion in primary schools, will be absorbed by the
centers of formPtion, which program consists in 2 parts,
a theorical part on general education and a proctic71
one which deals with the technics of agricultural pro -
duction.

T. 50 La Presse. 3/8/68. 68 centres de pré - appren-
tissage en Tunisie pour former 3128 jeunes. (68 centers
of pre - apprenticeship in Tunisia to form 3128 young
people).

Thls cxperience of pre - apprenticeship aims
at giving a good professional formation to young Tuni-
sians and responds at the same time to the demographic
explosion and the progressive industrialization of the
country. Its main objective is to prepare the adoles-
cents to their professional and social life and to make

sure that there are enough vacant pl:Ices for them. The
formation begins in primary school and has two cycles :
-Cycle A lasts 11 months and is for those who have not
succeeded in getting their primary school certificate.
-Cycle B also lasts 11 months and is the continuation
of the cycle A. At the end of this period the yuung
people have to pass a psycho - technical test. In Tu-
nisia there are 68 of those centers at present and plans
htve been made for more centers. Pre - apprenticeship
for women has the snme objective as for men but it must
also develop the cualities necessary to a housewife.

L. 51. 'Accelerryted Vocational training? The Cireat
Arabic Viaghreb Annual n ciL, r

20.
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Soci.n1 development programs Nre one of the

oillnrs :4 development plPnning. Attention was given

to the fact that these social projects should be in

harmony with other projects. Accelerated vocational

training is one aspect of social f:.ctivities that must

be in coordination with other programs of vocational

training in the.industrial, agricultural and educational

sectors, in order to avoid expense and overlapring of

activities.

7 . 52. Intermediate and vocational education. 'Re-

search and Reference Service' June 1964, p.11 - 12.

In addition to the six - year secondary school

program, Tunisia offers a three - year intermediate pro-

g..,:am designed .to provide additional practical training

for those who cannot go to the university. Entralce exa-

minations are compulsory for both programs, and it is

possible for good pupils to transfer from one to the other.

Some vocational training centers are scheduled for cons-

truction, by the end of 1964. They will provide technical

education, for those who have finished their intermedia-

te vocational courses. Some of these centers will pro-

vide instruction for adults in reading, writing and ba-

sic technical principles.

d) Higher Education;

T. 530 Action 28/7/68. Le Président devaht les cadres

supérieurs de l'Enseignement : l'Université dolt créer

des homes utiles. (President Bourguiba to the respon-

sibles of higher education : the University must form

useful men.)

In his speech, President Bourguiba pointed

out that the difficulties the Government met in the

educational sector were only due 'to the rapid extension

of education. Other developing countries which do not

care as much about education as Tunisia does, do not

have those difficulties. Président Bourguiba consi-

ders decentralization as one of the best measures to

overcome some of these difficulties ; he states that

the department of National Education cannot be run in

the same way when the number of students rises from

300.000 to one million. He further declared that ef-

forts had to be made in order to improve the qualifi-

cation of teachers, especially those of primary schools.

He asked the teachers not to neglect reality for the
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sake of ideological principles but to modify them if
circumstances required it. Their task is not only to
educate and to teach but also to contribute to the
success of the present regime and to the progress of
the country He then dealt with the recent students'
rebellion and the advantages and dangers of communism.
He considers it Et; inadmissible that young people who
have not yet reached maturity and have not bven finis
hed their studies, want to determine the sort of regime
uhe country should adopt. He announced that the Govern
ment will not prevent him from taking severe measures
against those young communists for 71e salut de la Na
tion prime a-vant tout? (The salvation of the Nation
above all). President B:3urguiba then expressed his
willingness to carry out thorough reforms, but what he
always refuses is anarchy. He will not allow strikes
to paralize the country as it happened in France..

T. 54. Action 2/8/68071,7étudiant et 17Int6gration'e
(The ;-3tudent and the Integration).

Hecalling the articles which have been written
recently on ouestions like the 'mission of the student'
or the ?role of University', the author wonders why this
problem had not been solved up till naw and what has
been wrong in the ancient conception of the relations
hetween students and society ; he tl'inks it senseless
to try to explain the reasons of the recent rebellions
and unrest of students, for the real causes are in the
structure of the University itself. According to him,
the participation of the students in the national life
has to be intensified, they should have the possibility
to get a complete and objective information and to col
laborate in all constructive works.

M. 550 Jeune Afrique, 22/28/7/68. Hassan II appelle
l'Université a la reforme. (Hassan II encourages Uni
versity to make reforms.)

On the occasion of his 39th birthday which
coincides with the day of Moroccan Youth, Hassan II
made a speech in which he proved to be very familiar
wlth all the problems concerning young Moroccans, and
in which he gave a precise analysis of the present
state of education. The principal problems he dealt
with, were : difficulties in education, the shortage
of employment for young people, the decline of natio
nal education. In his view, the family does no longer
have an educative function and the young people are
desperately looking for new values.



1.1

King Hassan II also talked about the unem-
ployment, of youth and blamed the present system of na-
t:lon-1 education in Morocco, which like everywhere in
the world, is not adnrted to the needs of the courry.
Ile also blamed massive scholarization which va:s the po-
iicy in the first years after independence. Then, he an-
nounced the recruitment of all young people who have not
had a sufficient formation : they will be reoriented in
Alltural centers in order to avoid idleness.

M. 56, tRafd tahdid adad a tulab fil kuliat2 (Refusal
of limiting the number of students.) Al Alam Sune 1968
0. I.

The Government had to decide to limit the
number of students who will enroll at the University,
he?ause of the limited room. The cleneral Union for
Students refused this decision, considering it, con-
trary Zdo the development of the country.

L. 570 2Summer courses for Libyan University students2
The Daily New.s.Vol 1, n° 12 Friday, June 14, 1968.

Fourteen student From the Engineering Ins-
titution and 30 from the fc,culty of Engineering, will
soon receive practical summer courses on the premises
of the ministry of Public Works.

Pre, 58. 2Université moderne et Théologie2 (Modern Uni-
versity and Theology) p. 251 - 254. "Le Maroc A lIépreuvel
Jean et Simonne Lacouture.

The objectives of the Ministry of National Edu-
c-tion are to fight against illiteracy first, then to
establish a University. There are some higher Colleges
end Institutes already.. However, major problems are the
budget and staff. During the pre - independence period
212Institut des Hnutes Etudes Marocaines2 was establis-
hee in 1956, 8 professors were graduated from this hi-
gher institute. But Moroccans prefer to enroll in 21e
Centre d2Etudes Supérieures Scientifiques/ (higher Cen-
ter of Scientific Studies) especially since independence
the Government is facing other problems such as the re-
form of higher Islamic educational programs. In this
school, the te.;ching does not correspond to higher edu-
cation, because the Islanic Institute has primary, se-
condary and higher levels. The educational system and or-
ganizatiOn are archaic. Mr. Allal al Fassi intends to ma-
ke out of Al Quarouiyne, the great theological Universi-
ty of North Africa.
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T. 59. 'Students organizntions' (Rese'Irch and Reference
service) June 1964, P. 38.

A number of Tunisian students abrond have be-
come members of the 'Association des Etudimts Musulmnns
de l'Afrique du Nord, AMENA, (Association of Moslem stu-
dents of North Africa) and of the UGET. The first of thesej,
The Union of North African Moslem Students, is more or
less an independent group while the second, the General
Union of Tunisian Students, founded in Paris, more than
a decade ago, has been accorded an official position as
a (shnnnel between the students, the Tunisian Government,
and the Neo - Destour Party. The UGET has sections in
France, Belgium, Switzerland, Yugoslavia and in the
Middle East. UGET holds quaterly meetingsto discuss
the problems of Tunisian students abroad.

T 60 Action 28/7/63 M. Ben Salah : Nous invitons
tous les intéréssés A ouvrir le dialogue sur tous les
problèmes. (Mr. Ben Salah : We invite all those who
are interested to open a dialogue on all problems).

As the sttrcture of the University of Tunis
is to be renewedlthe Faculty of Medecine too has to
reexamine certain problems of organization. At the
Seminar of Medical Students, Which to6k place at
Carthage, Mr. Ahmed Ben Salah, Secretary of State,
made some suggestions such as, how some problems mi-
gl-t be solved. At first he declared that the Faculty
of Medecine diould become official. Once legally es-
tablished, it would be able to solve thanks to its two
councils., the administrative and scientific ones.pro-
blems of administration and study the reform of edu-
cntien. Mr. Ben Salah thinks that there must be n close
link between theoriticrl formtion nnd prnctical expe-
rience ; the snnitnry institutions should complete the
lectures at the University. Ptarthermore, Mr. Ben Salrh
dealt with the problems of examinations and speciali-
zntions. He proposes 3 kinds of examinations : 1) Im-
provised interrogations, 2) Regular examinations spread
over the Whole year, 3) A final examination that takes
the results of the two others into account.

T 61. 'The University of Tunis' The Great Arabic Ma-
ghl'eb Annual p. 31 - 32.

The University of Tunis was founded in 1960
(decree of March 31st 1960) ; it includes the College
of Arts and Sciences and Humanities, a ollege for

24.
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Mathematics and Physics, a College for Law, Economics
and Polictical Sciences and a College for Theology
and Religious Studies. There are also other institu-
tions such as : the 'Ecole Normale Superieure', the
Research Institute, the National Technological Ins-
titute, etc000 A Medicine School was opened in Octo-
ber 1964.

VI ADULT EDUCATION.

T. 62. L'Action 21/7/68. Deux ans après le debut de
la campagne d'alphabetisation. 20.000 personnes al-
phabetisées. Dans 15 ans l'analphabetisme sera tota-
lement vaincu en Tunisie. (TWO YEARS AFTER THE BEGIN-
NING OF THE CAMPAIGN AGAINST ILLITERACY 20.000 PER-
SONS WERE ALPHABETIZED. IN 15 YEARS ILLITERACY 'WILL
BE ERADICATED IN TUNISIA).

Since the launching of the National Campaign
Against Illiteracy, in October 15, 1966 a meeting
of the National Council of Social Education is held
every year in one of the cities of Tunisia. The
objective of this meeting is to analyse the results
of the past years' ac4evements in this field, to
prepare the program and the methods of action for
the forthcoming year.

Two years after the beginning of the campaign,
20.000 persons were already alphabetized, and the
prospects for future very satisfactory. According to
Mr.Abdelhak Lassoued the Head of the Office of Edu-
cation for Adults this is only a beginning and illi-
teracy will be eradicated in 15 years from now,on.
In each country or enterprise a local committee con-
trols the campaign , assisted by a pedagogical ad-
viser appointed by the Office. It is the enterprise
that assumes all the costs involved, the rent of
the necessary rooms. Apart from the industrial or
commercial sectors, there are centers of education
for illiterate people. These people have to stay
for two years. After the first year, they obtain a
minimum knowledge for reading, writing. After the se-
cond year, they have an intellectual level of pupils
learning at primary school.

T. 63. 'The Campaign Against Illiteracy' (The Great
Arabic Maghreb Annual. p. 35.

Just after independence, Tunisia started res-
toring its culture. Illiteracy was widespread and
it was due to the inadequacy of the educational system.
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, The first thing to do wastrnreform it, and to try to
provide education for everybody by 1968. An effort is
being made by the Government to help illiterate people,
and to make them contribute in their turn to the deve-
lopment of the country.

M. 64. LIEnseignement : de 19indépendance A la libersus
té, (EDUCATION : FROM INDEPENDENCE TO FREEDOM). Le
Maroc A 19épreuve : Jean et Simonne Lacoutvre. p. 234 -
243.

After independence the 9sultan9 immediately
amplified the struggle against illiteracy, children
were rushed to schools, and education meant freedom,
and access to a new and better world. luomen were the
most enthusiastic of the whole population. In June
1956, the sultan launched a campaign, consequently
250.000 women and men enrolled in adult schools. But
this wus not enough, it was necessary to establish
programs, to build schools and to find teachers. In
1956, 130.000 were scholarized. Many volunteers helped
the Government in building schools and in giving funds .

so as to provide equipment and books.

T. 65, La Presse 3/8/68. La Tunisie sert de laboratoire
pour une exp4rience unique dlalphabétisation. (TUNISIA
SERVES AS LABORATORY FOR A UNIQUE EXPERIENCE OF ALPHA-
BETIZATION),

Tunisia,has served es laboratory for an ex-
perience Which'hes never been made before in any coun-
try up till now : the experience of functional alphabe-
tization is not meant to be the final aim but a way to
promote the development of the country. This idea was
conceived at the congress of Teheran in 1964, and at
the first National Seminar of Monastir in 1967. A team
had been set up, which included a supervisor of the
project, an agronomist, a psycho - pedagogue, a repre-
sentative of the National Union of Cooperatives ; three
torgenizations were involved in this project : Institu-
te of Education for grown - ups, the OMVVM the National
Union of Cooperatives. There are two ways of alphabe-
tization : 1) discussions on a subject chosen by the
agronomist and adapted to the illiterate9s level by the
psycho - pedagogue. 2) the results of the work achieved
during the day are illustrated in form of a diagram
which subsequently will be discussed for half an hour.
Finally, one of the pupils has to give a summary of the
achievements of the day. This whole experience is effi-
cient and not expensive.



T. 66. L'Action 4/8/68. 'A mon avis. Education So-
ciale. (IN MY OPINION. SOCIAL EDUCATION).

This article is devoted to the illiterate
grown - ups who have had the courage and the pa-
tience to attend school during two years in order
to learn to read and write, and who want to obtain
the certificate of Social Education and a certifi-
cate proving that they have passed the final exa-
minations after the two years of schooling. The au-
thor says that it is really impressing to see the
fierce will of these grown - ups to acquire the
most fundamental knowledge. The author mentions
particularly the achievements of the ,Gouvernorat'
of Bizerte, where the results of the final examina-
tions have been so good that in addition to the
awards granted to the best pupils, a special price
has been created to honour the hest pupil of them
all. The price consisted this year of a house, which
was offered to Miss Alcha Krifa, 30 years old, who
has had the best marks in the examinations. Her grea-
test desire is to pursue her studies and to keep on
learning.

I. 67. 'Maltese Journalists praise Libya's Progress'
The Libyan Review, Vol III, N06 , June 1968.

A Maltese delegation of Journalists gave its
opinion on Libya's progress, referring to education
and they stated that the Libyan Government is taking
suitable steps to spread literacy in the country ;
that is a good sign and would ensure a bright future
for the country. The foundations of education in Li-
bya have been laid and proper planning will ensure
education%

However, there will be so good results unless
the people cooperate.

T. 68. 'LlEcole des Femmes' qqaMEN'S SCHOOL' Jeune
Afrique N° 301, October I6th 1966. p. 33.

Scholarilation is progressing, the teaching of
modern languages as well. There are many women en-
rolled at Bourguiba's Language Institute, namely
Mrs. CaTed Es-Sebsi, Secretary of State's wife, Mrs.
Chedli Klibi and Mrs. Ahmed Ben Salah.
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VII TEACHERS? TRAINING.

T. 69. Action 20/7/68. 350 jeunes instituteurs en
séminaire A Monastir (350 YOUNG TEACHERS AT THE SEMINAR)
OF MONASTIR).

350 young teachers from all parts of Tunisia gathe-
red at Monastir to participate in the National Semi-
nar of young schoolmasters which was organized by the
National Councii.of the Pioneers of the Republic. The
Seminar was under the presidenc; of Mr. Mohamed Sayair,
Director of the Soicalist Des-,:ourn Party. Mr. Sayah
declared that the Seminar has become a tradition which
made it possible for the responsibles of the P.S.D. to
exchange views with one of the most active groups in
society.

The primary objective of this meeting was to renew
society and to make it an efficient element in the
battle against under -development. Mr. Sayah added that
the Party attached great importance to thidi kind of
seminars.

T. 70. La Presse. 21/7/68. ?Insister sur la formation
pédagogique de llEnseignant9 M. Mokatr Zannad (INSIS-
TING ON THE PEDAGOGIC TRAINING OF THE TEACHER).

The article deals with the problem of peda-
gogical training for teachers in Secondary Schools
and at Universities. According to Mr. Zannad, a tea-
cher must not give a lecture of purely theoretical
value, he should, on the contrary endeavour to maintain
a contact with reality, particularly the reality of
society, he is living in. According to Mr. Zannads fo-
reign teachers frequently take their examples and
comments from the societies.in which they have been
formed. The article also underlines the importance of
theachers in secondary schools and assistants 4 tni-
versities, who have much closer relationswith the stu-
dents than a university professor, who only gives his
lecture in front -of an anonymous audience. Because of
this close contact, Mr. Zannad demands a deeper and lon-
ger Tedagogical training for these educatorsr.dhe there-
fore suggests to introduce a 5th year after the final
examinations with 5 pedagogical lectures and practical
experience in industry or administration. For the same
reasons, he' asks for an extension of the University
Council , which should include representatives of the
industrial and the economic sectors.
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T. 71. 'Séance de travail avec les Cadres Enseignants
du Gouvernorat de Nabeul' L'Action July, I2th, 1968
(Wbrking Session with teachers af Nabeul).

Mr. Amor Chechia held a.meeting with the teasii

chers of the Governorat of Nabeul as well as wdth
primary education inspectors, with headmasters and
headmistresses. The Governor states that the Gover-
nment is deeply1 concerned wdth culture, education;
eclucators must therefore integrate themselves to the
c untry so as bo understand it and consequently

b.e pence-km c.leatlyt what -mativates
their pupils. The Tunisian Government has still much
to do in this field, familial and educational pro-
blems, have to be solved. Conferences must be held,
so as to allow parents to talk wlth teachers and
create a parent - teacher association.

M. 72. 'A la recherche de maitres' (SEARCHING FOR TEA-
CHERS). p. 245 -246. 'Le Maroc A l'épreuve' Jean et
SimoneLacouture.

The shortage of teachers is a major problem
because it prevents total scholarization. The Govern-
ment tried to decentralize teachers' formation. Regio-
nal colleges for teachers were established in Oujda.
Fès, Rabat, Marrakech in 1955 ; in 1956 in Meknès in
1957 in Onarazate, Beni MELLAL, Casablanca, and Ksar
Es-Souk. Adminsion to these colleges depends on the
fourth year al secondary school. After admission,
they are given pedagogical courses and full trainin-
for nine months.

T. 73. La Presse. 7/8/68. Stage de formation dee
Cadres Enseigntnts A Héja. (TRAINEESHIP FOR THE
FORMATION OF EDUCATORS AT BEJA).

Under the presidency of the Governor and in
presence of the administrative and cultural 'cadres'
of the region, a traineeship has started at Béja
which aims at the formation of teachers. In his
speedh, the Governor defined the function of the
teacter in 3 sectors: at school, at home, in public.
The Director of the Local Administration of Educa-
tion at Béja explained the objective of these trai-
neeships : they are supposed to give teachers a more
thorough pedagogical formation and to raise at the
same time, their general cultural level. He asked the
schoolmasters and schoolmistresses to contribute
efficiently to these traineeships by discussing tea-
ching methods and pedagogical theories.



T. 74. La Presse 21/7/68. ?Des Enseignants Tunisiens
en Suisse'. (TUNISIAN TEACHERS IN SWITZERLAND).

The article informs the reader of the depar-
ture of 3 inspectors and IO teachers of secondary
and primary schools to Switzerland. Before leaving
Tunis by plane Mr. Miloud Head of the Delegation decla-
red that the Tunisian Delegation was to attend a seminar
of audiovisual teaching at Geneva. The objective:of
this seminar was to examine the new methods of audio-
vickal teaching in the field of reading and mathema-
tics in particular.

T. 75. L'Action 8/8/68. M. Sayah définit A Sousse la
mission de 1,Educateur dans la Tunisie nouvelle.
(Mr. SYAH DEFINED AT SOUSSE THE MISSION OF THE TEA-
CHER IN NEW TUNISIA).

In a speech addressed to the participants of
the seminnr on Formation of Young Instructors which
took place at the Boy,s High School of Sousse, Mr.
Sayah, Head of the PSD (Socialist Destourian Party)
defined the mission of teachers. He asked the young
teachers to be flexible and in permanent evolution
to make efforts to go on raising their intellectual
level, never to stagnate. He then underlined the im-
portance of seminars which facilitate the contact
and the dialogue between the responsibles of Govern-
ment and the young teachers. He also asked the parti-
cipants to be always aware of their social mission,
which consists in contributing to the creation of a
new society, and not to think- exclusively of the
material advantages this profession offers. He also
pointed out that the long holidays which teachers
dispose should not only be devoted to 'idleness or
personal amusement but also to cultural and social
activities.

T. 76. La Presse 20/7/68 Au séminaire des Jeunes
Institeurs. M. Sayah : 'Tout Tunis.en doit oeuvrer
pour consolider 1,entité national.v. (AT THE SEMINAR
OF YOUNG SCHOOL-TEACHERS; Mr SAYPII : EVERY TUNISIAN
SHOULD ENDEAVOUR TO CONSOLIDATi 2HE NATIONAL ENTITY).

On July 19, a National Seminar of Young Tea-
chers of Primary Schools was held at Monastir under
the presidency of Mr. Mohamed Sayah, Head of the
Socialist Destourian Party. 350 primary school-tea-
chers came to this seminar from all parts of the
country. Before the seminar was opened, Sayah deli-
vered a speech in which 1.1.e said that the Party
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considered this seminar as very important because it
made it possible for young teachers to discuss certain
problems of primary bducation with their homologues all
over the country Mr. Sayah stressed that teaching cons-
titutes the main pillar of the new Tunisian Society.
Then, Mr. Sayah gave a summary of what had been achie-
ved by the commission of Socialist Studies, which con-
centrate on problems of education in Tunisia, inheri-i
ted from the colonial era as well as the .present evolu-
tion has brought about. Mr. Sayah finally made sug-
gestions of how to link education with the social rea-.
lity, so that it could meet the requirements of society.

T. 77. L?Action, 17/7/68. ,Le perfectionnement des En-
seignantsn etudié par M. Ben Salah avec les Inspecteurs
Régionaux de lvEnseignement. (THE PILRFECTING OF TEA-
CHERS, STUDIED BY Mr. BEN SALAH lidITH THE LOCAL INSPEC -
TORS OF EDUCATION).

At a meeting of the local inspectors of Primary.

Schools, Mr. Ahmed Ben Salah announced that a number
of changes in this sector will take place, the most
important of which, will be the decentralization of
teaching. Each department will have its own inspector in
charge of supervising education in primary schools.
All primary schools will have a headmaster whose task
will, be, on one hand, to deal with problems of admi-
nistration, and on the other hand, to make sure that
the teaching in primary schools is efficient. In this
manner, each headmaster will be the representative of
the Secretary of Education. Mr. Ben Salah declared
furthermore that efforts will be made to raise the
level of teachers in primary schools.

Referrigg once more to the headmastors of primary
schools, Mr. Ben Salah said, that the heads of very im-
portant schools could be discharged of their adminis-
trative responsibilities by the nomination of admi-
nistrative agents, so that they would be able to devo-
te themselves exclusively to the farmation and orienta-
tion of young teachers and to the surveying of schoOl
activities. .
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VIII TEACHING AIDS

T. 78. ?ADULT EDUCATION? The Great Arabic Maghreb An-
nual. p.36 (1965-66).

The secretariat of State for Cultural Affairs
has undertaken to recruit and train teachers; there-
fore a training center was established and in 1963 au-
diovisual methods were introduced. 20 teachers work
at this center and they all have received training in
adult education centers. There are already 127 expe-
rimental centers working all over the country. There
is also a center forAntensive training in Tunis, and .

the teachers are selected after a number of gourses
and seminars, following the example of UNESCO. In
other Arab countries the Government sent eight teachers
to a training center for the development of Arab Coun-
tries. Centers were also opened within the agricul-
tural production units of the Provinces of Le Kef,
Gafsa and Béja.

T. 79. La Presse 4/8/69. Les Cours télévisés. (TELE-
VISED LESSONS).

In context with the campaign against illite-
racy, there has been made another and probably rather
successful experience in Tunisia, that of televised
lessons. The author of the article is rather enthou-
siastic about this attempt to educate all classes of
society in all parts of the country though one cannot
yet determine the concrete results of this experience.
However, the author mentions Great - Britain as an
example where similar experiences have been made on
a much larger scale, it is true, the results have
been positive. Tunisia has not the means to equip many
schools with television sets, but even with its mo-
dest possibilities,. it cans at least succeed in redu-
cing illiteracy. In the past year, there were televi-
sed courses in reading, arithmetic, history, geogra-
phy, French and English.

IX RELIGIOUS EDUCATION.

T. 80. L'Action 8/8/68. Education civique et reli-
gieuse (CIVIC AND RELIGIOUS EDUCATION).
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The article wants to show that civic and reli-
gious education can be closely linked and that a
true interpretation and real understanding can serve
as basis even for a modern society ; for the values
of modern societies, such es 'travail, Patrie, Huma-
nité, (WORK, PATRIOTISM, HUMANISM), are nothing but
the exact interpretation of the religious message.
It is ,true; that the divine message has always been
the same, that it has remained unchanged, but the
quality of the 'receiver' can be improved and lead to

a more profound understanding of the messf-Te. Islam
facilitates this understanding much more than Chris-
tianism doPsbecause the Koran has never .been obscure.
Several years before Descartes, Ibn Roschd developped
rationalism by using a verse of the Koran which encou-
rages the believers to use their intelligence and to
acquire knowledge. The Koran also says that reason
and science link Man cirsse to God, for it 'is kncvled-
ge of the art that gives one an idea of the artisan'.
The author regrets.that far many centuries the true
interpretation of the Koran has been neglected; that
religious education was nothing but a task; he would.
like a revival of religious education, for in his opi-
nion, the Koran teaches values which can serve even
the most modern societies of our country.

T. 81. L'Action 19/7/68. M. Klibi t'l,Islam ne deman-
de rien A 19homme qui ne soit A sa mesure'.
(Mr. KLIBI : ISLAM DOESNOT DEMAND ANYTHING OF MAN
THAT EXCEEDS HIS CAPACITY).

The article publiShes extracts of a speech deli-
vered by Mr. Chedli Klibi, Secretary of State for
Cultural Affairs and Information, at a meeting con-
cerned with problems elf religious education. He said
that it was necessary to give a new orientation of .

the teaching of-religioxs in order to maintain it
as a basis of the whold social structure of Tunisia.
Mt. Klibi expressed his gratitude for the aid recei-
ved from the Coternment and especially from Presi-
dent Bourguiba himself, whom he praised as one of the
rare headsof Government who attended religious cere-
monies and who in his speeches gave evidence of his
faith. Furthermore, Mr. Klibi underlined the necessi-
ty Of a thorough religious education during childhood
that could only be guaranted by the family ; the
Mo4em religion should put aside certain elements
which no longer fit in with the circumstances and re-
quirements of the 20th century. In Mr. Klibi's opi-
ion, there are 3 essential points in which religion
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should be taken into account : 1) the importance at-
tached to the intention that preceeds every action
which proves it to be a deeply human religion ; 2)
the fact that religion does not demand anything
of the human being3that exceeds their capacities ;
3) the dynamic character of Islam.

M. 82. 'Au Maroc : la prière a 19école2. (IN MOROCCO
PRAYING AT SCHOOL). Jaune Afrique N° 314. January 15,
1967. p.6I.

King Hassan If ordered that prayers should
be said in schools at all levels. The teaching of
Islamic Civilizationia.compulsory. Speaking of the
links, the Government has with religion, he stated
that, 'every leader who does not prohibit things con-
trary to religious principles, will desobey God'.

'Booksr..reprinted The Libyan Review vol.III.
N°60 June 1968 p. 40.

The Ministry of Information and Culture is
reprinting the religious works of Sayed Mohamed
Ali Senussi. This was stated by the Minister tiol
Information and Culture, for the Death Anniversary of
Mohamed El Senussi. Many of these religious books
were reprinted. The books will be available in all
the Cultural Centers and educational librairieein
the country.

L. 84. t.FirHE MINISTER OF INFORMATION AND CULTURE LAUN-
CHES A CAMPAIGN'. Al Uma, a daily paper, N° 193,
July I6th, 1968. p.1,2.

The Minister of Information and Culture
held a meeting, and stated that the Libyan Govern-
ment has made efforts in order to promote education.
Libya could not develop without generalizing educa-
tion. He stresses the fact thgt impartance,is.befng also
given to religious education in Libya.

X ARTISTIC EDUCATION.

A. 85. S.M. PAUL, 'Le dessin, moyen d'expression de
l'enfant en milieu algérien' (DRAWING MEANS OF.EX-
PRESSION OF ALGERIAN CHILDREN). 1953. p. 277 - 284.

Algerian educators want to understand
children better and find the differences between
European, Arab, or Berber children.
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Therefore, they make the children draw to express
themselves. Mr. Rioux, for example, has thoroughly
studied a number of North Africa children's drawings .

and he concluded that there is no important mental
difference between them. Educators have been studying
spontaneous drawings, made by children. These chil-
dren are fram'a children's house' in Algiers; there-
fore it includes children from different Algerian
regions of both sexes.They are from a Sanatorium, a
Preventorium, girls from Sahara, Biskra, Ouargla and Kabylit
From Kabylia children's designs have characteristics,
which permit educators to recognize them at once.
Some make artistic decorations, some draw mostly wo-
men and in otim_m-drawings the ?home! is emphasized.
Children from Laghouat prefer to draw flowers although
Laghouat is in the Sahara. Other examples are given.

L. 86. ?A MUSICAL AND ARTISTIC INSTITUTE IN TRIPOLI'
'11 Giornale di Tripoli?. Friday, June, I4th, I963 p.1

The Government established a special commit-
tee at the Ministry of Information and Cultural Affairs,
so as to create an Artistic and Musical Institute in
Tripoli. This scheme will be achieved at the end of
the year.

T. 87. 'THE GENERAL REVIVAL OF THE COUNTRY'S CULTURAL
INHERITAGE' The Great Arabic Maghreb Annual. P.31
1965-66.

Beyond the mere problem of fighting illiteracy,
the Government's goal was to revive the Cultural Pa-
trimony. The Tunisian,Government set up the 'Secretariat
bf state for . Cultural Affairs that according to the
de4ree of December IIth 1961, was : to restore the
National Cultdral Patrimony, to give basis and popular
education, to look after public librairies, museums,
conservatories, historical monuments and sites, to hold
cultural meetings with International and Cultural ort;
ganizations etc..'

T. 88. 6/8/68. Cle5ure du colloque sur les Etudes
d'Art Dramatique a Hammamet. (END OF THE COLLOQUIUM ON
STUDIES OF DRAMATIC ART AT HAMMAMET.

The Colloquium mentioned 'above took place at
the occasion of the 3rd Festival of Theatre.
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At the end of the Colloquium an official statement was

given in which the participants expressed their satis-

faction about the success of this 3rd Festival and

particularly about the participation of Libya. They also

recalled the decisions taken in the two former collo

quies and recommended these decisions to be executed.

They also asked the Tunisian Government to get into con-

tact with the other Maghrebin Governments in order to

create a Maghrebin Commission charged with the promo-

tion of Dramatic Art in the Maghrebin Countries. They

asked the respective Governments to facilite exchanges

of theatrical groups. The participants of the Colloquium

consider that theatrical formation responds to the need

of the people for raising the level of general culture.

The participants also recommended that more scholarships

be granted for Dramatic Art students.

XI SPECIAL EDUCATION

M. 89, SOCIAL ACTION AND PROEESSIONAL.: TRAINING.

The Great Arabic Maghreb Annual. (1965-66) p. 24.

The Cherifian Office of Phosphates is considered

as a model enterprise, because of its_mobial action and

professional training levels. It put modern lodgings

at the disposal of its personnel these lodgings were

built by the office A special effort was made for

the education of children, 272 class-rooms were put at

the disposal of the Ministry of National Education, free

of charge. At the same time, the professional training

services offer to all the personnel from the ordinary

worker to the engineer, every way of adapting and per-

fecting their knowledge.

L. 90. 'SCOUTING CENTERS' 9Voici la Libye9. P. 185

The Great Arabic Maghreb Annual p. 36.

Scouting Centers have been established for the

purpose of educating boys and girls, to give them a

social education and in order to get them used to

community lige. Libyan scouts have worked in colla-

boration with other scout organizations, throughout

the workd. There are 5000 scouts in Libya, both boys

and girls. A monthly review is edited by Scouting

Centers called 'Jil oua Risalal (Une génération et une

Mission) (A GENERATION AND A MISSION).
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L 910 FACTS ABOUT LIBYA. 1964; A GENERAL SURVEY
OF LIBYAN EDUC:.TION) p. 114 - 119. NOYADS' EDUCATION.
p; 118 - 119.

After studying the problem of teaching,
Nomad children with the help of the Iraquian Government
which faced the same problem, and a United Nations ex-
pert, it was decided that boarding schools would be
more satisfactory than trying to provide daily trans-
portation over vast distances. Education may help
Nomads to change their habits. Parents tend to stay
with their children while they are at school. Most
of the children return to the old way of family life
with their tribes..

L . 92. GUIDANCE CENTERS FOR YOUTH. 'Voici la Libya'
p. 202 - 203.

The Einistry of Labour and Social Affairs,
has been establishing guidance centers for youth
throughout the country. The aims of these centers are
to give the opportunity to the young to play games
during their leisure time ; to allow them to have in-
teresting social activities, to encourage sports.
rhese guidance centers have two sections. One for thil-
dren and the second for adolescents. Vere are 19
centers in the whole country.

L 93. "GIRL GUIDES" The Libyan Review. Vol III,
n°. 1, May, 1968. p. 41.

The first Conference of Arab Girl Guides
was held in Libya, last month, under the auspices of
the Libyan Girl Guides' Association. Delegations from
Libya, Tunisia, nw:its Morocco, Algeria and the
U.A.R. took part in the Conference. The main topics
discussed were the Arab Girl Guide Movement in general,
the regulations of the Arab Girl Guide Bureaus and
the Scout Conference to be held this summer in Algeria.

T 94. La Presse 8/8/68. Education Physique, Parent
pauvre ? (PHYSICAL TRAINING NEGLECTED ?).

The author of the articles a former coach,
having worked for 8 years in Tunis, tries to reveal
the causes for which the level in physical training
is so loW in Tunisia. He particularly mentions the
following reasons : 1) in Tunisia, sports are not con-
sidered as a serious subjects 2) many foreign teachers
have no sense of responsibility : they consider their
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stay in Tunisia, as a sort of holidays and are not
willing to make any serious efforts ; some of them
even think that the exercises they have learned du-
ring their military service are sufficient fer'Tuii-
sian students, (Tunisian instructor however only
earn the fifth of the salary allotted to foreign
teachers). As a solution to this problem the author
suggests to give the Tunisian teachers the same
rights as those given to foreign teachers.

T. 95. 31.768. Seminaire de recyclage pour les Edu-
emteurs du Centre d'Education Surveillop:de Gammarth:
(SEMINAR OF REORIENTATION FOR THE TEACHERS OF THE
CENTER OF EDUCATION FOR PRE-DELIQUENT YOUTH OF GAM-
MARTH).

A seminar of re-orientation for teachers
at the Boys' Center of Gammarth has been arganized.
Mr. Mohamed Beyrakdar, Principle Assistant of the
Secretary of State for, Youth, Sports, and Social A
Affairs, and Head of Section for Social Protection,

opened this meeting by a speech in which he
outlined the policy of Social Protection in Tunisia.

The work and studies of the seminar, have
been directed by the Head of Social Defence, at the
Secretariat of State for Youth, Sports and Social
Affairs.

Mr. Mondher Ban Ammar, Secretary of State
of this department, inspected and -supervised the
seminar the 'programi-of-wbichl consisted in discus-
sions on the policy of.sonfinement in general, and
an analysis of the educative situation of the cen-
ter of Gammarth in particular. Educational films
made it possible to come to concrete conclusions,
as to the predelinquent Tunisian Educational Centers.

XII COOPERATION

M. 96. "Cooperation et mission culturelle" (Coopera-
tion and Cultural Mission) pages 249 through 251"
"Le Maroc A l9épreuve" Jean et Simone Lacouture

In 1957a cultural agreement, was signed
between France and Morocco; consequently, the latter
recognized two French grammar schools, and four se-
condary ones. Many Europeans were anxious to have a
cultural mission in Morocco. But this agreement :a
also important, because it establishes a "dualitynand
shows the need of the French language in Morocco,
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Children of this country may enroll in French schools,

as there is no segregation between foreigners and
natives. Most of the teachers are French, and if the

agreement had not been established, they would have

left Morocco.

T. 97. LUction 28/7/68. Editorial : Une attitude
nécessairement bienveillante (An attitude to be

necessarily benevolent).

The author, Mr. Moncef Jagfar, opposes those
who fear that the new reform of the Educational
system in Tunisia, will isolate this country from

other corresponding systems. He believes that, the

decolonization, together with political, intellec-
tual and economical liberation of Tunisia are an
unavoidable and normal evolution of the country. In
this regard, a cultural cooperation of foreign tea-
chers is only justified by the fact that it helps

Tunisia to reach the utmost cultural level for once.

The mission of the foreign teacher is to help
the country, to analyse its situation, and make it

discover its cultural wealth and consequently his
attitude must necessarily he benevolent understan-
ding, and not that of an arrogant missionary, who
wants to implant a foreign civilioation in Tunisia.

The new reform of the educational system, mill
facilitate the integration of students in the social
"milieu" and make them proud to be Tunisian and

good citizens.

T. 98. La presse. 7/19/68 "Coopération Scientifique
et Culturelle entre la Tunisie et les U.S.A." (Scien-

tific and Cultural Cooperation between Tunisia and

the U.S.A.).

A nyg agreement has heen made between Mr.
Francis Henry Russel, Ambassador of the U.S.A.. in
Tunis and, Mr, Mohamed Megdiche, Sub-4flanager of the

International cooperation, which enables the "Ame-
rican Smithsonian Institution" to make research work

in the fieldsof archeology, biology, and misology
in Tunisia.

The scientific projects, shall take place on

a bilateral level, which means that American and Tu-
nisian scientists will collaborate closely. The "Smith-
sonian Institution" is supposed to provide, the ne-

cessary means for the maintenance of the excavated

sites, for archeological exhibitions etc...

39.
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Mr. Megdiche, expressed his enthusiasm on this new

agreement, that made it possible, to display the Tu-.

nisia's archeological treasures. He pointed out that

this agreement is in fact an important step towards

a stronger scientific and cultural cooperation bet-

ween the two countries.

T. 99 . L'Action 31/7/68. Stages A l'Etranger pour
les EtudiElnts de l'Ecole Nationale de Cooperation en
complement de leur formation praticue. (Traineeship
in Foreign Countries for The students of E.N.C. in

completion of their p-actical formation.

The article0.announces the departure for Ger-

many of 20 students of the Ecole Nationale de Coope-

ration, for a stay of 3 months, in order to get prac-
tical experience in the field of agricultural coope-.
ratives and banking. This stay is due to the colla-
boration between the Friedrich-Ebert-Sfifting Foun-
dation, and the Ecole Nationale de la Cooperation.
Six other students have set off for Nancy (France) .

where they will stay one month (from 15 july to 15

August) at the Union des Cooperateurs de Lorraine.

Six more students will arrive at Nancy in Septemberu

On the other hand, five Tunisian students have gone

tg Helsinki(Finland)where the second International
Seminar for Cooperative Deyelopment will take place
from July 28 to October 31 "()

T. I00. Jeune Afrique N°363 December 24th, 1967 Page

55. Boursiers Tunisiens en URSS (Tunisian Scholarship
students in USSR).

Tunisia still needs foreign cnoperation, in

the educational field, especially since the lite-
racy Campaign has been launched. This country is not1 .

only helped by France but, by several other coun-
tries such as, the Soviet Union. There are forty
gcholarshipstudents in the Soviet Uniemo.

04

two of them are from Bourguiba's Institution for Or-

phans. These pupils ere enrolled whether in electri-
cal ,..)r mechanical Colleges.

XIII SPECIAL PROBLEMS

T.I0I IlThe National Union of Tunisian Womenn The Great

Arabic Maghreb!' Annual (1965-66) page 30.
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"L'Union Nationale des Femmes de Tunisie" was created,

in the 3rd year following the independence of Tuni-

sia. This organization works to secure the "Women pro-

motiony in order to help them in their new responsi-

bilities in the political, juridical and social rights.

The U.N.F.T. plays an important part in the creation,

the organization, the orientation and the animation

of the different kinds of feminine activities as well

as in family, cultural and social affairs.

T. 102. L'Action 8/4/68 Courrierr "Nos étudiants ne
peuvent-ils avoir une occupation durant les vacances?"

(Letters. Canq our students have an occupation du-

ring summer holidays?).

The author first mentions, the numerous.pos-
sibilities of occupations and amusements, which are

offered to youth, by the Government Party. Then, ho-

wever, he points out that, in a developing country

like Tunisia, young people should not only be con-

cerned with their personal amusements, but that they

should be useful to the society. In comparing the

hobbies of European and Tunisian students, during

their holidays, the result would be negative for Tu-

nisian students, Accordingto what the author believes,

many European students offer their help to social ins-

titutions, as hospitals, homes for old people, whe-

reas Tunisian students, are only thinking about their
pleasures, nnd if they are short of money, they take

care of their studies. Consecuently, they pre beco-

ming more Elnd more isolPted from their society and

are losing the respect of the populatione Mir. Ben Ah-

med, them asks the UGET (General Union of Tunisian
Students) to deal seriously with this problem and ma-

ke concrete propositions to alter the present situa-

tion.

T. 103. La Presse, July 21st 1968 . "Un Professeur
Américain krit sur la Société Tunisienne " (An

American Professor writes about Tunisian Society).

An article written by Mr. William Spencer,

Professor at the "American University" of Washington

has recently been published in Middle-East, magazine

dealing with problems of the Near-East. Mr. Spencer's

main subject is Tunisian Society under the Government

of President Bourguiba. President Bourguiba has suc-

ceeded in convincing the people to participate in

the affairs of the Nation; Mr. Spencer compared the

Tunisian reforms with those undertaken by Mustapha
Kemal AtatuHe in Turkey , but he added that Presldent

Bourguibals reforms have been much mcre effeotive.

The writer stated that the evolution cf the Tunisian

Society reaffirms the traditions of adaptation to
foreign influences which hate been its characteristics
since the beginning of Bourguiba's Government.
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T. 104. Presse 31/7/68. "Mr. Azouz Reba/ : Les priz

de vente des livres scolaires seront encore abaissds"

(Mr. Azouz Reba! : prices of schoolbooks will be

decreasing.

The President Manager of the STD(Sociét4 Tuni-

sienne de Diffusion) speaking to the Secretary of

State of Education about schoolbooks which are ne-

cessary for the next &chool year assured him that

they will be ready in time. He added that there was

a stagnation during last year; books which could not

be sold amounted 250,000 DinarsbMr. Reba! outlined

that prices will be reduced,

T. 105. Revue "Femme" (Avril-juin 1968) Enqutte :

Le copiage (Investigation : Copying) The magazine

"Femme" deals with a problem in which schools and

umiversities are equally confronted at the present

tima4the fact that copying and cheating are becoming

more and more frequent among pupils and students.

Tha article states that the magazine has conducted

an inquiry on this subject, in order to know the

thoughts of those wtho are immediately concerned :

parents, tevhers and pupils. One comes to the con-

dlusion that public opinion does not judge a "chea-

ter" as severally as a thief. ChilAren who would

never steal a penny, consider this &et of theating.quite

natural to take the place of another pupil. Accor-

ding to a Headmaster, it is a consequence of the

detocratization of educationS Some families have net

yet acquired a real understanding of moral values,

and for them, any way of getting ahead is conside-

red as feasible.

M. 106. "Jeune Afriouerevue N°337 June 25th 1967

pages 34 and 35 Christiane Mbarek "Apprendre A se

nourrir" Learning how and what to eat).

In many countries, people are starving, but

in some oth6rs, people are starving because products

are ill used. The role of Science teachers is very

important in this field. Most Moroccans have 2200

calories every day. But this rate is not equally

distributed:for instance in dividing the population

in two classes it can be found that the first one

which is representing 20% of the population consu-

mes 28% of the products, while the second which is

considered as 40% of the population, consumes 32%

of the products. Therefore, the average Moroccan is

under-fed. The author who is a science teacher at
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"Moulay Youssef Secondary School, states that her pu-

blication has aroused her pupils9 interest, and they

asked questions about different food diets An the

world.°

M. 107. "Le Maroc A l?épreuve " pages 243.245 "Jean

et Simone Lacouture. "Le bilinguisme" (Bilingualism)

The Leaders of Al Istiqlal party, insisted

upon the necessity of arabizption. They w.anted to

create a single language i.e a new Arabic language,

But, this project cannot be achieved because of the

silortage of teachers in one hand and the important

French aid to Morocco in the other hand. Unqualified

"Instructors" were recruited to teach Arabic. Some

teachers are for bilingualism, because it is .diffi-

cult to arabize a country that needs foreign aid,

In elementary c-hools, mathematics are taught in

Arabic; for this purpose teachers were trained with

their pupils.

A. I08 "Jeune Afrique" N° 323 March I9th 1967 page

68 "Colloqae Pédagogique Maghrebin" La Source des

Valeurs (An Educational Maghreban Colloquium) (The

Source of Values) "Moderniser l?Arabe" (Nbdernization

of Arabic).

During the pre-independence period, in Al-

geria, all subjects were taught in French. After

Independence, the Government wanted to arabize edu-

cation, but it was not an easy task. Teaching Arabic-

raises cifficult problems. There is a great difference

between literary Arabic, and spoken Arabic. Literary

Arabic :7.3 not really adapted to modern times, betpau-

se of the lack of te&nical words in it. The Moroccan

delegate proposed the creatinn of a modern Arabic

language. Finally, it was agreed that a committee of

professors from the four Countries will be created,

to find out a common pedagogical method, for the

teaching of Arabic in the Maghreb Countries.

T. 109, "Al Fikr" N°2 November 1965, page 38-45 a

monthly review-Tunis Ahmed Abdesselem "Al Fusha wa

al Amia" (Spoken and literary Arabic).

Literary Arabic represents the syntax grammar

and expressions used by Arabs, Thdse expressions were

written at the beginning of the Islamic period. Gram-

marians have taken the Holy Koran as their main. sour-

ce. Dialects appeared in the Second Century of "'He-

gira" which are slightly different from literary Ara-

bic. sudi dialects were influenced by Persian. For Ex-

perts ,Spoken Arabic and Literary Arabic are only

one language, Ibn Khaldoun, however, studied the dif-

ferenaes between dialects spoken in cities, and
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ialects spoken by "Bedouins". According to the au-

thor; illiterate people, can understand literary

Arabic. Therefore he states that, for the Arab people,

it would be easier to learn literary Arabic rather;

than foreign languages. He suggests that few change!:

should be made, in order to enable everybody to learn

literary Arabic. He also suggestclncreating a langua-

ge which would be a compromise between spoken and

literary Arabic. .

T 110. a Tarbia a Chamila, N°1 1964-65 pgges 32-35

Ibrahim Buzaiane "Al Aila wal Biatu a thalitha" (The

family and the third social milieu).

The author tries to define what is called

Lhe third social milieu", he states that the latter

js different from the family environment, and the

schooling one. The child spends most of his time, in

this milieu and is influenced by it : street, movie

houses, radio and television, youth houses stadium

and youth organizPtions. In developing countries,this

third milieu is found mainly, in the street. The Go-

vernement is trying to change things, with the creatit,A

of youth organizations. If children spend their free

time in youth houses; they may develop a hobby, play

games, and read. Parents must encourage their children

to have such activities in order to complete their

education.
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PREFACE

The Maghreb countries share, in somewhat diffe-
rent degrees, important problems that deeply mark their
educational systems : illiteracy and multilingualism.
Illiteracy is being reduced by spectacular scholarization
effort made since independence which emphasize results in
the immediate futurep thus meeting the requirements of
modern society. Multilingualism necessitates frequent and
disrupting reorganizations or curricula as the relationo;
ships between Arabic and French in Tunisia, Morocco and
Algeria and English, Italian and Arabic in Libya are cons-
tantly changing.

In addition:, education in general is in a period
of transition in the Maghreb countries, and the systems
which are evolving are still ill-defined.

The principal difficulty we encountered in com-
piling this bibliography was that, apart from govern/un-tal publications, material is not easily obtained. Much
recent material has not yet been classified, and many
texts are published outside the country. This is parti-
cularly true for Libya.

We do hope, however,that these issues will be
useful not only to educators and students, but also to
those who have a general interest in North Africa.



4.1

PHILOSOPHY kv.D =CRY OF EDUCATION

A 1. "La reforme de l'enseignement superieur" (The Reform of
Higher Education), Actualité et Doctunents review No. 200, June
5, 1968. Page 9.

The government decided to create a hational committee
entrusted with the study of the reform of higher educational
organizations. The author states that it is necessary to
reorganize the higher educational system. The role of the
university is to form socialist Algerian citizens, and to
spread arabization throughout the country.

A 2. "Education Nationale" (National Education), Algerie An V,
Page 170.

since Independence, the Algerian educational system has
been defined as a revolutionary one with a nationalistic
ahd scientific orientation. The authorities made great eforts
to enable a large number of people to go to school, that is, to
provide education for all. btress was laid on the teaching of
Arabic and religion. The government has also tried to encourage
the teaching of sciences, and the training of technical and
scientific cadres.

14 3. Doctor Ahms3d B6Wirluahmorid: "Ka oinYn at taalum"(The Rules
of Learning), Ath thlcan (Cultural Bulletin) No. 2, May 1963
(1st year).

HOw.does one learn? This question itself helps us to
learn. This article defines learning as the recollection of
previously known facts; it is linked with personal experience.
Edouard Lie Thorndike states that learning is an experience or
a mistake, i.e. that when one begins to learn, he is like a .

blind person. The gestaltists were azainst this idea. According
to Thornclike, man wants to repeat the things he likes; learning
depends on the man's situation. The hungry cat, for instance,
does not sleep in the cage, but it tries to get away. The
pupil who has used his intelligence frequently will find mueh
more pleasure in any intellectual exercise than one who has not.

4. Doctor jabeur Om"ir. "TarZik at tarbTa 1;1:5.7ahdafiihati (The
History of Education and its Purpose) Ath theikafa- Education:
A monthly review. Volume II, Lay 1963 (Pr.rt 11).

'0

This article is devoted to the history and purpose of
education. The author states that knighthood has had a great
influence on European education. After the growth of industrial
cities, education became more vocational.
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1.

The European educational system has improved recently. As
for higher education, the "Alropeans were influenced by Arabs.
The first research centers were founded in southern Italy. The

purpose of education is linked with social aims which are
different from one country to the other. They depend mostly on
educators and their views. An economist, for example, would
have an economic goal. At the beginning of the Twentieth
Century, there was a new educational problem because women
started working with men. John Dion, who is an American
Educator, states that education itself is valueless; only
educators and parents have values which they introduce into
the educational system.

M 5. "Promotion sociale" (Social Promotion) des F.A.R.'(secend
year, No. 1, June, 1966).

One of king Hassen II's major goals is to improve social
conditions. Therefore, when he visited the Rif, King Hassen
tried to improve the medical services, schools, houses, and
mosques. The King examined all the social problems of the

area. He inaugurated the Losques of Baudnib, Tazouzarb, and
Ksar esouk and the technical high school which has a science
wing. New classrooms were built in primary and secondary
schools, as well as in technical high schools, and an engineer-
ing college at Beni Lelial. King Hassen 11 has also tried to

increase the m..dical staff of the area. The aim of this
campaign is to'permit southern people to be exposed to
koroccan cultare, to prevent immigration, and to improve the
inhabitants' standard of living.

T 6. K'mais al ham!: "NidhEm at taalim" (Educational.Organization)
Al Fikt, a monthly review, Lo. 2, Tunis, November 1965, Pages

23-26.

The author states that an educational program must include

a specific system with specific goals in order to have educa-
tional unity all throuGh the country. The author briefly
describes pre-Independence educational conditions. To bring

about reform, it is necessary to unify education. Every
Tunisian must believe in Democracy and the necessity for
everybody to have -Lie opiportunity to learn. There must be

vocational guidance and training to permit the arabization of

education in Tunisia. The organization of the educational

system must allow the pupil to learn about all facets of his

life. Education must also develop strong nationalistic ties.

T 7. Othmane al arTfi: "Al m6 4gbI wa shaksiara at tTfl"

(Lducators and the Child's Personality) Al fikr, a monthly
review, Tunis, Eo. 5, April 1957, Pages 68-72.

S ,
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Idost parents and teachers do not consider the child's

personality. Hence they think that children must be closely

watched. Often a child is given importance because of his

intelligence, and the less intelligent child is neglected.

A child's personality is very difficult to understand. The

educator must develop and strengthen the child's personality;

therefore, he raust not adopt a fixed system of teaching. The

educator's role is to understand children's tendencies and to

adopt varied systems of teaching to suit the needs of the

children he is teaching. The educator must consider the child

and What motivates him. Understanding the child's character

and recallin(; one's mai childhood experiences are in large

measure responsible for educators' gaccesses.

T 8. Al BZchir a ZrTbi "A ChabZb t7katan w zamat" (Youth is

a Power and a Challenge) Al Fikr, a monthly review, Tunis, No. 71

April 1957, Pages 44-46.

Psychologists are interested in human growth, and the mind

and its processes. They divide growth into periods, for

according to them every phase of human growth has its particular

characteristics. The first school of thought states that

physiological change plays a great part in human growth, the

second holds that "society" plays a great part in human growth,

and the third.school of thought states that human growth is

influenced by sexuality. Youth is the most crucial phase of

human growth because during this period one is still looking

for stability and security. The author states that youth

represents the strength of nations, .especially for developing

countries. Therefore, it is necessary to build centers for

vocational guidance.

T 9. Doctor nbeilr Omar: "Tarel attarbia wa ahdafilha" (The History

of Education and its (:;oals) Ath thakafa, a monthly review, ±unis

No. 1, April 1963.(continued), Pages 37-39.

The author tries to define education. He states that one

is not only educated at school, but also in his everyday life..

The history of education is a study of the different periods of

education; it also deals with educational systems, and statistics.

In the 16th century, education was influenced by religion, while

prehistoric men were influenced by tribes. Nowadays 'tian is the

most important element. The Renaissance has weakened religious

influence on education. Herbert (1776-1841) was the first to

establish an educational system which was applied in the west.

The development of scientific research has also weakened the

church's educational power. Luther stated that education must

be wide-spread; this has also contributed to the reform in the

European educational systems.



T 10. L'ction, July 31, 1968, Editorial: "Educataur, Guide et
Exemple Reacher, Guide and Bxample)

Recalline the recent turmoils at the University of Tunis,
the article accuses those teachers who directly or indirectly
participated in the events of having failed in their original
goals. In the author's opinion, the teacher's mission must be
that of a guide and example; his profession is a constructive
and not a destructive one. T.he teacher's primary role is not to
be a transmitter of Imowledge, but to form the mind of his pupils,
to develop their reasoning and their judgement. He should teach
them the most noble moral principles, such as sacrifice and
belief, love of the fatherland, and respect for the state and its
institutions. But it is not su:Eficient to teach all those quali-
ties and virtues:, the teacher should embody the:a himself. The
author ap)rovos the oducationaa reforms of the government and
asks for vigorous measures against those teachers who, in his
words, aro "poisoning" Tunisian youth. The nation should protect
itself against those "parasites" who spread disintegration and
failure.

T 11. WHallal adesselem, "La Formation Humaine--C16 du
Devoloppement (Popular Education, the Key to Development),
L'Ae,cion, August 14, 1968.

The idea of thu school aE, an isolated segment of the com-
munity is no longer valid. The school must play a central role
in the local community. It must serve as a center of education
and culture open to adults as well as to children. The
institution should be jointly managed by representatives of the
administration, teachers, parents and pupils, and should provide
information and documentation services and social aids The
complex should include a gymnasium, Playground, swimming pool,
library and cafeteria. In this way, children would not have to
be forced to attend school, it would become a central part of
thoir lives. The school must stimulate a desire for learning,
particularly among those who receive little or not encouragement
at home.

T 12. "L'Influonce de l'Lnseignement dolt rayonner partout"
(The Influence of hducation i.ust bo Felt Everywhere), L'Action,
Tunis, August 24, 1968.

The rolc played by uducators in thiu crucial period of
Tunisian history is of the utmost importance, for they shape
the young minds of the country. °Lducators must not only
accomplish their tasks in the classrooms, but thoir influence
must be felt everywhere. They must teach young children, in
addition to basic skills, morality in order to make them useful
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Tunisian citizens," stated Lr. Ben balah, becretary of L)tate

for National Lducation,

T 13. "L'Importance de l'education et do la formation profes-

sionnelle cooperatives" (The Importance of liducation and
Vocational Training Cooperatives), La ?ress2, July 12, 1968,

Page 4.

The establishment of cooperatives is a necessary staL;e

for better individual progress. It is the basis of a socialist

society. Por this purpose, the people should .bc educated to

value the nucessity for self-improvement which in turn loads to

improvement of the cooperative. People working in cooperatives

should be considered as technicians who need training to improve

their condition. A scheme should be drafted for cooperative

education on a national scale.

T 14, M6ham-6d Fadh.61 al JaZ1T: "Ankil tarbia al hadItha fi al

bilad a nEmia" (blodern Lducational Horizons in Underdeveloped
Countries) A tarbia a eh-6mi1a, a monthly review, Tunis, No. 11,

Lay 1968, pases 20-21,

This article is devoted to a book written by Lohamed Vadhel

al Jamali. The book contains a series of articles and lectures

written durinE; the last 25 years, The author's aim is to develop

a modern educational system which would facilitate the development

of Tunisia. oubject matter includes "love, work and nature, ond

educational experiences of other Arab countries after their

Independence. The author sugGests that it is necessary to

reform the educational system.

T 15. President Habib Bourtsuiba, "L'etudiant destourien doit ttre

la hauteur de,ses responsabilites" (The Destourian Studunt Hust

:Ave Up to His Aesponsibilities), Tp.balta, Auust 24, 1968.

fipeech Given by President Habib BdaraufEE before the adininis-

trative commitize of U.G,B,T.

The President thinks that Destourian students have 4.00ter

responsibilities than other students because, first of all, they

belong to the party and they must act as an example to the

others. Second, the majority of Dostourian students will have

important jobs either as professors or as high administrative

staff. President Baurguiba states as well that it is not unough

to belong to the party, but Destourian shudents should be en-

thusiastic, self-reliant, and should believe in the party's

objectives. According to Bourguiba's philosophy, the Tunisian

educational system is far more advanced than that of some other

countries, one reasoncbeing that it is tailored to Tunisiaa

society.
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ADLI;ISTRATION OF THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM

A 16. "Unification de l'enseignement" (itandardization of
Lducation), The Great Ar-lb Maeireb Annual Page 31 (1965-66).

Before Independence the educational system of Algeria was
ill-adapted to the real spirit of the nation. There was no
ulity in the ducational system. After Independence the govern-
ment began to unify the educational system. Two major principles
were set down;
1) The need to integrate the old private "medersas" with

national education;
2) According to a decree, 600 teachers of private medersas must

also bo absorbed into the rest of the teaching staff. They
would also have the same rights and obligations.

A 17. "Arabisation sous conditions° (Arabization Under-Conditions)
Jeune Afriaue, June 4, 1967.

Dr. Taleb, the Algerian kinister for National Education
declared that arabization in Llgeria is a matter of identity.
Because Algeria has been dominated for one hundred and thirty
years by a foreign country, it is not possible to find enough
teachers to tea&h Arabic to the one and a half million pupils.
There are three systems for arabization: horizontal, which
means gradual arabization class by class;.vertical, which means
teaching one subject in Arabic during the entire secondary
period. Algeria has chosen the third solution which entails
arabizing one school in a certain district of Algeria. Algeria
has at least five schools of that kind.

A 18. "Le maximum d'int6rtt pour l'enseignement" (A Great Interest
in the Field of Bducation), lliaAhreb, January-February 1968.

In his speech of January 5, 1968, President Doumedione laid
groat stress upon the importance of education in Algeria: "In
our country education is a pre-emptive goalwhich must have our
greatest attention, We aim not only at eradicating illiteracy
but also at developing this country in all fields by training
national officials. We are about to open our third university;
this will necessitate the cooperation of new foreign professors.
The training of Algerian officials must be accomplished all the
more quickly in.order to free the country from technical and
cultural domination." The idnistry of :National Education will
have at its disposal 75,000,000,000 NF for the year 1968.
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L 19. "1 maj1as al ala 13: tarbTa wa taalTm Iabdau
(The Council for Higher Education Convenes) L,1 maarifa, No. 356,
Liarch 15, 1967.

In accordance with the Law of .ijducation issued in 1965, the
government created a Council for Higher Education. This Council
began work in January. Its role is to draw up educational plans,
to examine educational problems, and to be responsible for any
new decisions made concerning education. These policies must be
tailored to suit Libya's needs. The Minister for National Edu
cation is the head of this Council; other members are the Under-
Eiecretary for National Education and the Deans of the Faculties.
The Council is a sort of Congress, which coordinates the efforts
of thc Linistry for National iducation, the idinistry for Commerce
and the Plan, and the Ministry for Labor and ;3ocial Lffairs.

M 20, H. M. King Hassan II, "ieddress on the jainiversary of Youth",
les No. 14, July 1966, Page 4.

His Majesty the King states that development cRnAot be
achieved without the necessary staff. There is a Fhortage of all
kinds of personnel. The government has made great efforts to
spread education throughout the country. Schools were esbablished,
teachers were recruited and trained.

M 21. "Changes in the Moroccan Educational System 6ince Independence",
The Educated /frican , Paces 25-26.

,requesrel swim" ,Nrolsolawn^10.M...M.WMI10

Moroccan loaders considered the educational system inherited
from the protectorate to be unsatisfactory in several respects.
There were various systems operating on separdte principles which
caused social and cultural differences. Many of the methods did
not reflect Moroccan values or principles. Personnel was urgently
needed at all levels, Therefore training and recruitment abroad
were necessary. The government decided to develop a new educational
system, which would give opportunities for Moroccans of all cultural
regional, or economic backgrounds, and would give them as well an
education based on morocco's history and traditions.

T 22. Moncef Chenolgi, "La Notation Chiffr6e" (Numerical Grades),
Bulletin Pédagogique,Enneshra Tarbawiyya, Pages 385-386.
I.B.L.1, No. 120, 1967-4, Tunis.

Many teachers are opposud to the present grading system,
especially for deciding marks at the end of every term. For
instance, one pupil receives 6.13, another 11.77. Teachers think
that it is a waste of time and that it is an archaic system ill-
suited to modern schools. They suggest that the marking system
be changed or at least re-examined, They also suggest the use of
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a didactic grading system to assure that pupils would still take
care with their lessons and preparations.

T 23. "1958's,Lducational Reform and the Plan's Forecasts", The
Great Lrabic Laghreb .nnual, Pa3o 77.

Liter Independence it was necessary to reform the whole
educational system. The reform of October 1, 1968 was estab-
lished to adjust education accordints to pupils' abilities and
vocations, to adapt education to the realities of the modern
world, and to make education meet the needs of the country.
The Plan which came into effect on October 1, 1959 aims at
full primary schooling in 13 years.

T 24. "Dans une interview 11 1'4..gence Tunis-Lfrique Presse:
h. Bon balah: L'école doit ttre une poche grande ouverte slur
la vie sociale" (In an interview with the Tunis-...frican Press

.:.gency: kr. Ben Salah: School Idust be an Open Door to Social
Life), L':iction, October 1, 1968.

In this interview, Yir. Bon balah, becretary of State for
National IJducation, once more summed up and specified the
characteristics of the educational rek)rms of the 1968-69
school year. The trend to establish co-educational schools
is to be promoted and even increased. The purpose of this
project is to assure treater harmony between men and women.
By learning to live together from childhood on, boys and
girls will base their relationships on understanding and
friendship, and not, as was the custom up to now in Tunisia,
on'incompatibility and antagonism. The second big matter is
to improve the level of education. To accomplish this,
inspectors of education will no longer deal with administrative
problems, but will exclusively devote their attentiom, to
education. J certain number of primary teachers will be
placed under the authority of a secondary school teacher who
will control the standard and progress of the former. Primary
school will have 30 lessons per wedk. In secondary schools,
two hours of technology aro to be introduced. 1.nother problem

concerns children who have failed in school. kr. Ben Salah
thinks that something should be done for them, such as publishing

a pamphlet which would show them ways of adjusting ilhat wauld

be satisfactory for them.

T 25. Ben balah: "Vous voulons uno participation effective des
cadres enseignants au developpement national" (We Want Effective
Participation By the Teaching Cadres in National Development),
L'itction, July 10, 1968.

kr. Bon *pialah states that there must bo a balance
between intellectual development, which is nationally controlled,
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and education and economic development. Lducation must not
only have didactic aims; teachers.must try to make their pupils
aware of the difficulties which their country is facing.
Teachers themselves must be aware of their responsibilities not
only at school, but also at home. Mister Ben balah proposes that
popular" meetings should be hold so as to make the people

participate in the educational organization, and that different
governmental departments should bu coordinated.

T 26. "Recrutement de Proviseurs et Directeurs de Colleges.
Objet: Postes de Proviseurs et de Directeurs et de Censaurs
vacants ou susceptibles d'ttre vacantsdans les etablissement
de l'enseignemGnt du becond Dogr6 pour la rontreed'Octobre 1968."
(Recruitment of Principals and Directors_of Colleges. Subject:
Situations for Directors, Principals or Vice-Principals which
are, or 'Jill Be Vacant, in Secondary Schools at the Beginning of
the Now Lichool Year in OctOber 1968), L'ixtion, July 21, 1968.

The article lists all colleges and secondary schools in
Tunisia which'have vacancies for directors, principals and vice-
principals, It then gives details concerning conditions to be
met for the respective positions; ite., the qualifications
specified by law necessary for the applicants, the number of
applications to be submitted by each candidate, the date by
which applications must be submitted, and the address to which
they must be sent. The address is: Secretariat of State of
National Education, Director of School i'&dministration, Sucondary
School Division, Office of the I.dministrative Staff.

T 27., "Bonne Chance 'a, l'ecole nouvolle" (Good Luck to the New
School), L';ection, leugust 2, 1968.

The author of the article, kr. M'Halla.Lbdesselem, a
former student of the Veterinary School of Toulouse, Prance,
Overy enthusiastic about the thorough transformations of the
edUgationali system in Tunisia. Ho regrets not having had the
op'pcirtunity to do his studies in Tunisia and participate in the
revolution:against foreign traditions which had nearly succeeded
in transforming the university into a simple "apparatus of
repetition!' theonly function of which would have been to subject
Tunisian students with a "prefabricated" civilization and to
plarge the split between them and Tanioian society and its
pi4oblems.. 'The vathor thinks that the new educational system is
the bast guarantoo for the development of the country in all
s6ctors. Kuither foreign aid nor national economies are able
to lead thc country out of its state of underdevelopment. The
author then expresses his admiration for the openmindodness and
the couraGe of the new Secretary of 8tate of Eiducation,

irr. l'ihmed Bon Salah.
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T 28. "Los 6tablisswents scolaires l'heure de la cooperation"
(chool hstablishm:nts Be&in to Cooperatize), La pesse,
November 6, 1968.

AmonL the various reforms introduced during the new school
year was one particularly pleasant one. It concerns the creation
of school and university cooperatives with the view of diminish

1

ing parents' expenses and implanting a sense of responsibility
in the pupils. The cooperatives teach citizenship and serve as
an initiation to society. Zhey are nn efficient method of
imparting the spirit of solidarity and mutual assistance between
teachers and students. The new cooperatives aim to integrate
students into the social and economic life of the country.
The capital is contributed by the participation of the pupils.
The cooperatives may buy books at a discount of 10% and
exercise books at a discount of 15iL. n elected :,dministrative
Council is in charge of the cooperative; the director of the
establishment acts as advisor to the Administrative Council.

T 29.. 4',1 masalana Zni taalim iadrasana mash-akin iftitahi
sanah a dirasia al jadida" (Education Officials Examine the
Problems of the New School Year), A sabah, Tunis, October 2, 1968

The regional Director of Education held a meeting in fax
to describe to educators and journalists the characteristics
and programs of the new school year. The regional director
also mentioned now educational reforms and gave statistics
concerning the number of pupils in both primary and secondary
school. Hu mentioned the construction of now schools, namely
a secondary school for girls, a youth hostel, and an advanced
Institute of Chemistry. The government intends to establish
coeducation in Sfax and to stress the importance of the
parentS' association.

EDUCLTIONAL STLTISTICS

4 30, "En Llgerio" (In Lageria), Joune Afriga, No, 300,
October 9, 1966, Page 59.

The :41gerian government is faced with educational problems
because of the growth of the population, The school population
is increasing by 150,000 each school year. There is a great
need for now schools. 1000 schools were built in 1966, others
are still being 'Puilt. To achieve education for everyone by
1970, 5,000 now primary teachers must be recruitod.and 2,500
new classrooms must be made available each year. Despite the
government's efforts in this field, many objectives have not
yet boon achieved.

10
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A 31. "Dévoloppement Social" (Social Development), Ici L'Afriaue,
2nd Year, 1.To, 22, Novembor 1968.

In October 1967, 1,350,000 young people were attending
primary schools 170,000 wore attending secondary schools, and
9,000 wore pursuing higher education. Of those numbers 70%
were boys and 30A girls.

Algeria now has 148 genoral hospitals and 13 specialized
hospitals with a total capacity of 42,722 beds.

A 32. "2,136 Jounos Algeriens otudient l'étranger" (2,136 Young
Algorians Study Abroad) La Croix, kay 15, 1962.

Algorian students who are abroad for their studies number
2,136. Thu breakdown according to countries is ad folLows
-Aorth Africa (tunisia and loroeco): 1,138 students
-Arab countries: 421.
-Western countries (Except Franco): 309
-Socialist countries: 268

The breakdown according to courses being studied is:
-Arts: 243
-Law: 206
-Sciences: 53
.4.edicine and Pharmacy: 146
...1Ingineoring and Technology: 270
-Other Faculties: 8
-Secondary Schools: 1210

Only 700 students pursue higher oducation in Algeria while
1200 go to France.

A 33. "Centre National de la Recherche Scientifislue" (National
Center for C6ciontific Research), Annuaire do l'Afriquo du Nord,
1965.

The 1965-66 school year saw the wide-spread use of school
books prepared by tho "Institut P4dagogique ot Technique" which
replaced French textbooks that were no longer suitable for
independent Algeria. Arabization of education is being carried
en. The number of hours of teaching Arabic in Algerian schools
reached 17. But results are not entirely satisfactory. This
is due to thu lack of training of the Arabic teachers, In
1964-65 at the University which has a total student population
of 9,000, there woru 90 graduates in the Faculty of ILcionce, 17
in tha Faculty of Modicine, 2 in the Faculty of Chemistry, 4 in
the bchool of DentistrY, 96 in tho Faculty of Letters, 20 in the
Faculty of Law, and 20 at the National kilitary Academy,

11
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L 34 1J18 ;Anion Pounds to Train Government Lmployees", The
Lipyan_pi69st, October 1, 1968, Vol 1, No. 9.

A total of 18 million Libyan pounds will be spent to train
government employees locally and abroad during the second
Year Dovelopment'Plan, according to a reliable report, The plan
is dcsiE;ned to improve the performancy of Libyan employees in
their duties. Thc training courses will vary from six months
to four years and will be offered both in universities and in
vocational schools.

L 35. "Amiin dir-Elsijadid" (I, 'New bchool Year), Al maarifa 350,
l'Iovebor 16, 1966.

Pigures for the now school year indicate the government's
intorcst in education. One educational official stated that 165
now classrooms have boon built. In Tripoli and its suburbs, 142
now schools wore created, that is, one school for every district.
The luinistry for National Lducation intunds to establish kinder
gartens in both Tripoli and Benghazi.

L 36. "Doveloppoment bocial" (Social Development), ipt_l!Afriaue,
Dovember, 1968.

In Libya there arc a total of 38 hospitals containing
3,657 bods, 400 doctors, and 2,252 hospital employees. A total of
12,500 million Libyan pounds will be spent to improve medical
services during the Five-Year Development Plan from 1963-68.

Education has been provided for 210,210 students who aro
enrolled in 928 schools staffed with 7,110 teachers. The
University, which opened in 1955, includes four faculties. In
1961 a Faculty of Advancod Technical Studios was created. The
breakdown of students is as follows: primary schools, 170,000;
preparatory schools, 17,700; secondary schools; 6,200; special
education, 2,100; higher education, 1,949; free schools, 12,300
Dupils. -

L 37. "A nahdhata taalimra libya" (Educational Improvement in
Libya), Al maRrTfa, No. 302, January 22, 1965, Page 8.

At the beginning of every school yoar in Libya, the number
of pupils is doubled. There are 614 primary schools for boys
and 87 prildary schools for girls. There aro 110 middle schools
for which statistics concerning the number of Dupils are also
given. becondary schools which number 15 are situated in
Tripoli and in lionghazi. The author states that a groat impor-
tance is givon to technical schools bocauso of the lack of
qualified technicians. In Libya there arc 8 technical schools
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with a total of 1190 pupils. There are also teacher training
colleges, both in Tripoli and Benghazi. The government
encourages students to enroll in these colleges because
teaching staff is 1ackin6 in Libya.

38. "L'onscignement secondaire aukaroc" (bocondary Lducatio
in i4orocco), Joune 4griau2, October 7-15, 1968, No. 405.

In the year 1968-69 the number of pupils in secondary schools
amounted to 260,000. This total is inadequate to meet the
needs of the country. Lccording to the 5-Year Development
Plan, uorocco by the year 1973 will need 30,600 students who
have auccessfully passed the "Baccalauréat" examination But
the Diinistry of Lducation has only provided for the education
of 21,700 Graduates. To fill the gap, the state must rely
upon private schools.

k 39. "L'onscignement Superieur au Maroc" (Higher Education in
Morocco), Jeune Lfrique, No. 405, October 7-13, 1968.

IM,M1.44.V1SMINON.0.1M00.10..MNIMv

The number of students in higher education increased from 733
during the 1957-58 school year to 8, 394 for the year 1967-
1968. This means that the number of students increased by
eleven times in ten years. This does not include the 24691
students who are studying abroad.

Distribution of 8tudonts in the Various Faculties:
Literature and Humanities 2,341 27%
Legal, Loonomic and

Liocial Scioncos 2,543
bciences 569
Yiedicine 815
tne..4ineering 200
Normal bchools 2,066

20
Tib

100
0

24%

The tendency to prefer literary and legal careers, however
important they may be, is detrimental to the country vhich
needs scientific personnel. However the government has
provided "more scholarships for scientific students" in an
attempt to improve the situation.

Li 40. "La Rentrée au laaroc" (School OpenIng in Morocco), Joune
idtkayso No. 405, October 7-13, 1968.

In October 1968, 400,000 Moroccan children wore enrolled in
school. This figure illustrates tho amount of money spent by
the vvernment ln the field of: education (For example, a
secondary school student cosp4;r1,050 dirhams a year). Ls of
now the money allocated for R.%1VIonal Education will be

13.
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increasod by 5. But unfortunately only ao% of school-age
children have been reachod this year. Complete, widespread
cducation has not yet boon achieved.

M 41. "Lc Corps .unseignant au haroc" (Teaching Personnel in
korocco), Jeune 41..r19.14.5), No. 405, October 7-13, 1968.

The percentago of LAoroccan as opposed to foreign teachers
in highor education is only 42%.

Foreign Loroccan Foreign
FacAlLor_F3chool Teachers Teachers Total Teachers
Vaculty of Leifors 38 16 4-64 60
Vaculty of Law 30 35 65 46Faaulty of Sciences 54 19 73 73
litaulty of Ludicine 24 17 41 58kaohakimodia bchool for

linginoors 46 19 65 70
Normal School 22 29 51 43

T 42. "Doux millions do dollars de projets do la Bondation Ford
on Tunisio" (Two Union Dollars for Ford Youndation Projects
in Tunisia),41 Prove, July 18, 1968.

During his stay in Tunisia, Vir, David E. Boll, Vico-
President of the Ford Foundation, declared that "most of tho
Ford Poundation projects in Tunisia aro concerned with
vocational training and technical assistance." Those projects
include technical and financial assistance to tho :13ourguiba
Instituto for Living Lani6uages. "Our goals," ho concluded,

,

IIaro to improve, as best wo can, tho woll-being of mankind
and to establish peaceful cooperation."

STRUCTURE OF EDUCATIUNAL ORGANIZ4TION IN NORTH AFRICA

4 43. "Le ministro de l'oducation nationale invite les onsoign-
ants Frangais h revonir" (Tho Linister of National Education
asks Vronch Teachers to Return), Le.honde, October 13, 1962.

On the 12th of October, 1962, kr, Abdorrahmane Ben Hamida,
on Radio Llgiors, adked the former French teachers in 41goria
to help in the first school opening in Llgeria. He asked those
who wont how() to come badk and those who have never boon in
Lagoria to come and participate in tho magnificcnt work of
educating and training young minds in an atmosphere of liberty
and brotherhood. "The hour has come to put your energy and
your knowledge at the service of our now Llgoria. You must
not ignore this now strugg16 for peace and learning,"

ittotroirmt ats o . t z
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A 44. "L'om;eignomont sora arabis6 on Algerio si los onsoig.:.
nants frangais no rovienant pas" (All Teaching will bo Dono in
Arabic if Pronch Toachers Refuse to Roturn), La Croix,
beptembor 8, 1962.

o havo decidod, if the Pronch govornment doos not fulfill
its obligations in the form of aultural assistance, to complutoly
arabize education in 41goria," hr, kohammedi Said, the Minister
of National LducationIstated a fow days bofore tho first school
opening, But Pronch teachers will not come back to 11goria
without being given some 6uarantees for normal working conditions
and security. The iainistor o ]:tducation, not being able to
guaranteo those conditions for the 9000 French toachors noeded,
has docided to rocruit toachers of Arabic.

J. 45. "Rontr6o Scolairo satisfaisanto on 2,1gério" (A Satisfactory
bchool Oponing for Algoria), Le Hum, October 15, 1962.

Algiers, October 14. "Evorything is under control for the
curront school opening," statod hr, Bon Hamida, the Algerian
Minister for National Education. 60A of the Prench teachers
have returned. Tho posts loft vacant will bo occupied by
Al3orian toachors, Concorning secondary schools, evurything
is normal in contors liko 41giors, Tlemcon, and Constantino,
Highor Education poses no probloms at all. "But we must above
all roalize a steady "Algerianization" of our Lducation, stcady
and suro pro6rossivo arabization that will be suited to tho
presont conditions in Algoria."

4 46. "Le consoil executif do L'Unosco vote un cr6dit d'urgonco
do 1 million de NP pour l'Alg4rie" (The Exocutivo Council of
UNESCO Votes to Givo 1 Million NIP for Algorian ssistanco),
Le 'monde, Soptember 11, 1962.

In addition to 1 million NP in financial aid, 60 teachers for
secondary and technical schools were scnt to Algeria. Thoso
tcachers aro undor the immodiato authority of Algerian eovornmont
and will bo paid both by this govornmunt and by UNESCO. At the
prosont timo, Algeria noeds 25,000 primary school toachers and
2,000 socondary school toachers. Tho Algerian University must
be restored. Algoria needs much assistance in dovoloping its
educational systom.

lvi 47. Mounira Cholli, "Civilisation" (Civilization), "Education,
Unit6 sous Conditions" (Lducation, Unifiod Conditions), Jounos
Zifr.ique, Vio. 361, Docombor 10, 1967,. Pago 44.

The Association dos Universités Africainos, comprisod of
36 institutes of hitihor loarninL,, hold a conforenco in Rabat.
labors discussed many problems, tho moot important being to
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coordinate efrican educational programs and to equate diplomas.
Lny ..frican student who has started his studies in one univur-
sity may continuo them in any other 4...frican University and got a
recognized degree. There must be a balance between Lrabic,
Prench and Lnglish. King Hassan II stated that, "Many students
who enroll in foreign universities arc often tempted to stay
abroad oven though their country needs qualified personnel."

ld 48. "Colloque pedagogique Maghrobin,"la source des valeurs"
Maghreban Lducation Colloquium, The Origin of Values), Jouno

323, March 19, 1967, Page 68.

In Morocco, primary school education is complotay
arabized. The government intends to arabize first year
secbndary education as well. The most important problem in
Morocco is the variety in the educational system; there is
the moroccon traditional system, the Moslem arabized system,
the modern bilingual system, the Jewish system, and, finally
the French system of "les missions culturelles frangaiscs."
To make a single system for the whole country is one of the
main objectives of the future educational program.

EDUCi,TIO11:,L ORG:ZaZ TION

Primary Education

/ 49. wizarat al-irsad al-tsaumi (Ministry of National Guidance)
ia-mawaANdtwal-baramMtaujihat tarbawiya al-aqsam al-ibtida'iya
(CurriculaPedagogical DirectivesElementary Sections),
41,1giers, 1964, 126 pages.

This pamphlet outlines the curriculum to be followed at
thu elementary level of education. 41, general outline of the
curriculum is given for the first six yep,rs, and shows .courses
to include i,rabic, religion and philosophy, citizenship and
history, music, French, geography, general sciences, mathematics,
drawing, and shop. The following sections give more details
and some instructions for teaching these subjects.

L 50. "English Introduced in Schools" The Libyan Dicrest

October 1, 1968, Vol. 1, No. 9.

Fox the first time, the English language is to be taught

in Libyan schools. This year it will bc offered to the students

of the fifth elementary classes, and next year to those in the
sixth grade. The Ministry of Education has recruited a good

number of teachers to introduce the English language. EquipMent

necessary to make the teaching smooth and effective has been

supplied by the Ministry.
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k 51, kahjoubi Lhardane, "Les jeunes marocains no savont pas
ils sont" (koroccan Youth Does Not Know What To Do), Jeune

ho, 393, July 21, 1968.

In an interview with Jpurle 4.111112, kr, kahjoubi Lhardane,
former Minister of National Defence, discusses along with other
topics the problem of education and employment of koroccan youth,
He thinks that the young Moroccan people have lost their
orientation; they are exposed to foreign influences without
any moral support from their own country because there is
an enormous split between the generations, But the situation
of rural youth is even worse, Since Independence a large
number of schools have been created, but there are few teachers
who are willing to live in the country. They prefer the
comfortable life of the great cities. There are a lot of .

children who always stay in the same class, who do not learn
anything, who do not even get the "Certificat d'Etudes"
(examination at the end of primary school). .b.oreover there are
not enough opportunities for young people, They can learn a
profession during their military service but even this is not
aufficient. Mr. i.hardane says furthermore that the government
should take more care with idle youth to stop the moral
decline.

M 52. "Special Education in horocco7 yhe Educated Lfrican, 1962,
Pages 40-41.

The expansion of the educational system that is taking
place still has not affected koroccans who have had little or
no schooling, who cannot obtain better jobs, and who are shut
of:brrom:participation in a wider and more varied cultural life,
or from learning better ways of performing ordinary household
or farming tasks. This, of course, slows down the unification
of the koroccan people. L wide range of activities is being
undertaken to remedy this situation. One of the most immediate
tasks is to provide for those children between six and fourteen
who, despite the groat expansion of primary education, are not
yet able to go to school, Their number is estimated to be more
than a million, For them a special system of education which
provides twenty hours of. instruction a week for four years has
been created. Instructors will be drawn from those who have
finished primary school or the first year of secondary school.
Children of eleven who have never been to school will bc the
first group to be taken into the system. Then children of 12
and 13 will be added,

T 53. K'mais el Mokni, 115ajala at-tifl ila a chara
(Wiildren liust -20e1 Secure), Ll frkr, a monthly review, No. 7,

1956.

tr,Ir
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This article deals with childhood and its importance
because it way influence one's whole life. Because during
this period the child may feel inseaure, he must be "loved"
and looked after properly. Harmony between both parunts is
very important for the child. 4art from teaching his Dunils,
the teacher must pay attention to his moral and social training
in an attempt to correct the parents' educational mistakes.
Children must be taught in 4r,rabic.. School must represent a
link between home and society in order to have children feel
secure.

Secondary Education

L 54. Mohamed Ben Masud, Majaz Jagrafia.al alam al,arable
Summary of the Geography orTEC ia-ab Torf37770 pages.

In this book, wri.tten for the second year of "l'enseignement
moyen", the author professes to be able to make pupils aware
and to give them information about the iaab world. Main
subjects dealt with in this work are the following: the
location of the different .:erab countries, Libya in the 1,rab
Worldp-the economy of the i,rab countries, and agriculture
and industry in the 4'4.rab World.

M 55. "Thu Reformed Structure of Secondary Education", The
Educated lefrican, 1962, Pagus 33-35.

In October 1960, at the same time as fundadental reforms
were announced for primary education, complete reorganization
of secondary and technical education came Ento effect. Three
branches of secondary education were formed one, terminating
in the baccalaureat, offers six years of pre-university work;
the second, terminating in industrial or commercial certifi-
cates, offers six years of preparation for middle-level
commercial and industrial employment; the third, terminating
in certificates of vocational aptitude, offers three years of
training for a wide range of industrial, commercial, and
agricultural work. The six-year branches are under the Division
of Education of the Second Degree, while the three-year branch
is under the Division of Technical Education,

M 56. "Reforms in the btructure of Islamic Education,at the
Secondary Level", The EducatO 4rican, 1962, pages 39-40.

In Morocco, reforms in the structure of education at the
secondary level are being undertaken. The six-year course will
be divided into two phases--three years of general studies and
three years of pro-specialization. The latter will be offered
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in three sections: a literary section preparing for the
Faculty-of Letters, a juridicial section preparing for the
Faculty of Law and the (sharia) Faculty, and a scientific
section preparing for the Faculties of Science and bledicine.
It is also planned to award the Baccalauréat at the end of six
years of secondary education,

T .57. "Les liaisons dangerouses" (Dangerous Relationships),
Jeune.Afriale, No. 337, June 25, 1967, page 40.

This concerns an inquiry made into co-education in
secondary and grammar schools in Tunis. The girls who arc
against co-education deplore boys' selfishness, their "manque
d'amitié" and their superiority coMplex. But 71% of the girls
are for co-education; they think it is a prelude to family
life. Forty-one percent of the girls are not against dating
when it ends with a love-match. Other girls think that dating
is immoral. Ls for boys, most of them arc in favor of dating
oven when it does not result in marriage. The author states
that according to this inquiry, girls, boys, and parents think
only of marriage.

Vocational Education

58. "Training of kedical Aides," The Great Arabicisaap
Annual (1965-66), page 51.

The kinister of Social Affaires has been put in charge
of a training program for medical aides. The Minister has
made great efforts and achieved good results in this field.
Since 1963, 1,074 scholarship students have been trained.
There are a total of 20 schools which train students to be
nursing assistants for the Algerian public, "assistantes
sociales," midwives, and 'medical technicians, who after,a
three.-year training period must help doctors in the country.
In many hospitals there are departments for the training of
medical aids.

L 59. "Iftitahti dnrEtTn j7ididatin 1T miiriadFfi Trchadi
iTrai" (Opening of Another Training bession for Agricultural
Bxtension Agents), Al maarifa, Ne. 340, June 10, 1966, page 6.

Lt the opening ceremony of a training session for
agricultural extension agents, tr. Abdeikader Cherif, head of
the agricultural extension work division, declared that
besides financial resources, Libya needs human resources.
Consequently the government has made great efforts to extend
training in various fields. Within the same framework, a
training center for forestry, agriculture, farm machinery,
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animal husbandry, and finally for agricultural extension work,
has boen created. liesides lectures that are to be 6iven
during the training period, the trainees will take part in
the various activities of the agricultural department within
the country. This training is intended to improve agricultural
production.

60. "The Islamic School for Lanual Training and Art hakes
Great strides", Al maarifa, Dio. 363, kay 19, 1967.

This school, which was created in 1899, is presently
making.rapid progress. It had been initially created for
orphans and poor children. Today, instructors from the
(frreat Britain, and Italy teach the 220 students various skills
in such fields as mechanics, carpentry, leather handicrafts,
and metal sculpture. Some students are studying geology in
petroleum companies. The purpose of the school is to train
enough students to meet the nation's needs in these fields.

At present the Libyan government, in Cooperation with
the Board of Lducation, is beginning one of Libya's greatest
projects in vocational training: a vocational school of
woodworking for 600 students. This school will be fully
equipped to provide the necessary teaching facilities.

M 61. "Formation professionnelle" (Vocational Lducation),
Maroc 68 §Inthese, Publication of the Ministry of Information,
page 58.

The Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs has fully
achieved the objectives of the three-year plan. Vocational
training centers were created in Marrakech, bafi, Gojeba,
and Carache, in order to increase the number of skilled
cadres. Ilre National Advance Institute for the training of
tuchnical cadres was created in. Casablanca. The minister of
Labor and Social Affairs said on this occasion that the new
vocational policy is more suited to the requirements of the
country in regard to economic development. This new policy
will help to produce enoubh cadres for tho different sectors
of society. It also intends to broaden the training program
because requirements are becoming more varied. That is also
why authorities established a National Technicopedagogic
Institute and an adult vocation training center.

M 62. "Special Lducation in horocca: Vocational Education",
Tho Educated African (1962), pages 41-42.

J. wide variety of vocational, recreational, and fundamental
education activities are being carried on in both urban and
rural centers. Instruction in housekeeping, hygiene, good
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citizenship, care of animals, and food preparation is made
available to rural women both in regular classes and in special
campaigns in areas where rural centers have not boon organized.
Workshops in manual a .s and crafts,travelling libraries,
movies, art shows and dramatic productions are also provided.

T 63, "'modernisation de l'agriculture en ,Tunisie: Plus de
préjugés défavorables pour l'enseignement agricole" (loderni-
zation of 1,griculture in Tunisia: No Longer Unfavorable
Prejudices Toward 4'.Gricultural Education), La Presse, september
29, 1968,

The article states that Tunisian agriculture could have
rapidly proLressed if there were not two essential difficulties
to be resolved. First, the archaic agricultural methods still
used in many parts of Tunisia, and secondly, the exodus of
rural youth which is increasing. But some years ago the
government took necessary steps to prevent the serious
economic and social consequences that would arise by a slowing
down of agriculture. The training of cadres, technicians and
specialists in this sector, is no longer a problem because
prejudices with regard to the study of agriculture and which
deterred a good number of students are being progressively
abolished. 4gricultural studies are now put under the authority
of the department of National Education like any other scientific
discipline. Remaining is the problem of the rural youth, who is
generally illiterate or has only received pre-elementary.education.
ais future will be taken into account by the Director of Research
and Professional Training. The number of non-educated rural
youths is estimated at about 63,000. Those who have failed in
5th or 6th form of primary education will be integrated into
one of the twelve training centers for rural youth which exist
in the country. Eighteen additional centers aro to be in-
augurated at the end of 1968 and the number of pupils is
_expected to roach 3,000. The program is composed of a theo-
retical part which aims at a general training and a practical
part in which the techniques of agricultural production are to
be taught. Lfter having received a diploma, the student may
either turn immediately to production or Go on studying in
more specialized centers for two years. These studies must
be specialized because the former general training has proved
to be inadequate. Thus in 1975, lb.nisia will have 50,000
specialized agricultural workers.

T 64. "Les centres de formation de la jeune fille rurale"
(Training Centers for Rural Girls), La Press6, .1:ugust 14, 1968.

In 1964 the National Union of Tunisian Women created the
first experimental center of hiaknassy for the education of rural
girls. Every torm 60 girls selected by tho Union are admitted.
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Tho training io frcie of charge and students are boarders.
The experience was a success and the )roject was adopted by
the social Affairs and Sports Board and by the Information and
Cultural .:,ffairs Board. Several other centers were created.
These revolutionary institutions which aim for social justice
for all citizens must reach a greater number of girls who live
in poor conditions in the country.

T 65. "M. Ahmed Ben Salah cloture la conférenceregionale de
l'education sociale bousse" (Mr. Ahmed Ben Salah Closes the
Eocial Education Regional Conference at Sousse), L'Action,
July 23, 1968. .

This conference examined the role to be played by the
technical cadres whithin the economic development of the country
and the improvement of technical "know-how" of workers. Dir.

Ben salah attended another regional conference of technical
cadres as well, during which results of the social education
of the previous year had been reviewed, and the program for
the coming year had been set up. The purpose of the program
is to overcome illiteracy.

T 66. "Vers la creation d'une université populaire" (Toward
the Creation of a Public University), La Presse, July 13, 1968.

Scientific and technical training are not the only efforts
made by "llinstitut de promotion du travail" which depends upon
the vocational education center. To cope with the urgent needs
of the country, courses are being given to civil servants so as
to improve their standards. 450 of them enrolled at the
beginning of 1968. The goal of this institute is to decentralize
education and at the same time to standardize the system of the
various regions of Tunisia. Correspondence courses will be given
at the beginning of the next school year.

Higher Educaticin

A 67. "Enseignement et culture en AlgC.ie" (Education and
Culture in Algeria), Llei2E12/..E2x1211, 1963.

Students must take part in the building of their country.
Algerian students in their general assembly of December 16,
1962, decided that they must not remain indifferent to the
great work of building Algeria and must not wait until they
have completed their studies to asaume some responsibility.
If they do not help in this important struggle, Algeria will
remain in constant need of Prdnch or other foreign cultural
aid. btudents must devote two or three hours a day, or two
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or three days a week to teaching and educating those who know
less than they. Their remaining time may be spent at the
university urthering their education. atudents in the Faculties
of Ledicine and Pharmacy may contribute to the training of such
medical staff as technical assistants of health, btudents in
the Faculty of Letters and the Faculty of Science may teach in
the .three first clasSes of secondary school (first division of
studies). Students in the Faculty of Law may work part time
in national administrations or assist in the training of
administrative staff. If this projcct is immediately adopted,
a period for teacher-training is needed for next summer.

68. "The Training of biedical Staff", The Great Lxabic Maghreb
1,11.uald(1265-66), page 50.

The training of. medical staff is being undertaken by
"le Ministre de l'Orientation Nationale." There is a faculty
for medicine, pharmacy, and dentistry in 4.1giers and a medical
college in Oran and Constantine. In 1963, there were 471
students studying medicine, 106 studying pharmacy, and 48
studying dentistry.

A 69. "La femme dans le domaine social" (omm in the Social
Field), 'Les Femmes 41Jériennes (41gerian Women), a brochure
edited by-777anis ry for =motion, pages 65-71.

Since the.Independence of 4:1geria, all fields have been
open to women, particularly in the medical and medical-aide
professions. There are already women doctors, dentists, and
chemists. ;A the University of ;Ogler's, most medical students
are women. In the coming years, Ugeria will have 400 women
doctors. These wom(!n will play a great part in the development
of the country. 40io of the raedical-aide staff is composed of
woulen. New centers have been opened for nurses' training. /.

center has been established in Constantine for the training of
rural midwives who will provide not Qnly medical services,
but who will also act as advisors to rural vomon, These
institutions help to integrate women into the economic, social,
ahd administrative activities of the country.

4 70. "La róforme de l'enseignement supéricur" (Reforms in
Higher Lducation), Revolution Acfricaine heview, ho. 280,
July 1-7, 1968, pagrir.'

The Council of ministers held a meeting to discuss
educational issues. The Ainistry for National 'Aducation has
decided to reform the higher edUcational system. The purpose
of this decision is to allow all who are ablesto pursue further
studies. The government is going to establish a national

, . 4..1.
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committee that will be entrusted with the creation of new
programs. The committee will be comprised of teachers, students,
and government representatives.

L 71. lituido:A. h l'6,tranLer (btudies for Foreigners) jOTII°

(1968-T969T 71-969.1970)---, paGes 320-321.

General conditions of study affectinL, students from
abroad, pursuing their studies through scholarships awarded
by the Libyan authorities, are being defined under a now law
which has been submitted for adoption to the Council of iainistors.
In the meantime, students who require information or advice, may
write to the Rector of the University of Libya, Benghazi, the
College of :edvanced Technology, Tripoli, the 4dvanced College
for Teacher Training, Tripoli, or the Islamic University, 3eidal.
State scholarships (770) are available to nationals of Libya
for study in the fields of engineering, medical sciOnces,
agriculture, nrts, education, science, law, economics and
comfuerce. Lpplicants from Belgium, France, Italy, the Federal
Republic of uermany, Iraq, Lebanon, korocco, Spain, turkey,
etc., mu-st have a secondary educntion certific6te or its
equivalent recognized by the hinistry of hdubation. On com-
pletion of their studies, scholarship recipients must servo
the government for a specified period.

L 72. "kadiral T. kida ma'tEmara sEhafian",.(The Principal
of the University Holds a Press Conference), Ll maarifa, No. 300,
December 9, 1964, page 2.

On the first day of the school year, the principal of the
university hold a press conference in Jenghazi. He spoke of
higher education in Libya, and of the history of the university.
VII= the Libyan University was first created it was comprised of
the 4..rab Paculty and the Faculty of Education. Then the govern .
mcnt created the Paaulty of Commerce and hconomics, the Faculty
of sciences, and finally the Faculty of Law. .Luthorities intend
to establish a -vaau1ty of 4griculture so as to meet the nation's
needs. In 1963, there were 1145 students at the University of
Libya as opposed to 33 when it was first begun.

L 73. "49 taliban AaltaTkana bil jRmiaah al ad5rikia" (49
Libyan students td :,ttend 41murican Universities), Jl maarin,
bw. 374, Vehruary 21, 1968, page 10.

49 Libyan students went to the U.S.A.'in order to continue
their studies. Those students were chosen by the Liinistry of

National 1Jducation. Before they left Libya, Mr. Buiu, the
Minister of National 'Education, held a meeting with them at
which ho gave an address advising the students about their stay
in the U.S.:L., and the way they must represent their country.
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Doctor ilyan Brown, the .4merican Cultural Attaché, talked with
them as did Libyan teachers who had already graduated fromALlurican universities.

L 74. "Killiatti a dirFsFt Fl fFnra Fl alTF" (Thu Technical
Institute), Al Laarifa, i!o. 302, January 22, 1965, Pas 4-7.

The government created the Technical Institute to meet theincreasing need for technicians and en&ineers. Even workers mayattend courses at the Institute. Its budget collies from govern-
iiwnt appropriations. There is also a cultural agreement
between the Libyan government, the U14 special fand, and UNESCO.
The latter agencies are responsible for recruiting exports andfor special fands. The Libyan government must supervise the
ithpleiLentation of the whole program.

The Institute, which opened in 1962, started with 50
students. It has its own council, the head of which aupervisesboth the course of studius and the administration. 'Modern
laboratories and workshops were constructed. L vocational
diploma is required for admittance to the Institute, itudentsmust spend 5 years at the technical school after which they
uust specialize for throe years. Courses are.taught in English.

75. "Isdarii kilnanin jadId litandim al j-6.07,71 al ilbia.ft New
Law Has Boon Lade to Reorganize HiOlor Education in Libya),
44,1 ivarTf, No. 384, Juno 17, 1968.

eNI1MIIIIMMMINIEN04111111

The government has decided to reorganize higher education.
The University of Libya is now composed of the Faculty of
E;ciences, the Faculty of Law, the Algineering College, the
Teachers' Training College, and the College of Lgriculture.
The Council of the University may establish new colluges and
institutes. The University has its own budget. The Council
of the University, whose mumbers are elected by tho professors
and students, is responsible for all activities which take
place on the campus. The kinistry for National hducation has
its own adwinistration, which is responsible for exams, and
for courses taught at the University, as well as for the
diplomas, and tho disciplinary rules.

M 76. "Institut du Presse idarocain" (iaoroccan Press Institute),
jpusnp rtalle, February 11, 1968.

In a short time, Liorocco will have its first Institute for
the training of journalists for the press, radio and television.
Like the Tunisian liach Hamba Press Institute which is financed
by the German "vrederieh Naumann Foundation", this institute
will assure the training of journalists and technicians. A
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mission from the Crorman 'Voundltion has met with authorities
from the .v_oroccan Inferuation ,gency and from thu Maghreb
4,rabian Press in ordA:r to organize, in uorocco, a course of
studies for the training of jourmaists,

la 77. "La Lohamedia' de Rabat dovrait constituer un bon

uumple do rumtde 1 la cálebre 'fuite de cervcaux" (The
uwohaLmodia" of Rabat iaust Develop a Solution to the PaiLlalas

°Brain Drain" Problem), Join() Ifrive October 15, 1967.

The idohaiAhiodi a bcheol of rtabat is, in a way, the Paculty
of Technolo63r of the university. It aims to train, in a period
of four years, enaineers for all branches of industry. Every

year, suventy graduates in Liathematics are admitted into this

school. The pace of studius is very rigorous. Presence at

lecttres and laboratories is compulsory in addition to personal
work and ahalf-yuarly exaLlinations. There are also several
probationary periods: in uoroccan enterprises at thu end ef

the first year, then in lorance, Spain and .delgium at the end
of the second and third years. Students in their last year
of school must present, before a panel, a model of an engine.
Lll students arc boarders, but for the time being there are
not cnou6h places for everybody so smile students are day

students.

h 78. "Righer Lducation in morocco", The Lducated Lfrican (1962),

pagos 35-38.

±he University of Rabat was established in 1957. It

consists of three faculties, a school of applied medicine, mid
a number of associated specialized institutions. Lt present,

it prepares students for Prench degrees primarily but offers
an increasing number of i,.oroccan decrees. In October, 1960,
it was announced that the scholastic year 1962-63 was the last

in which the University of Rabat would prepare students for

anything but bioroccan deisrecs.

The woot iwportant faculty is the Paaalty of Law and
Political and IJcenemic 6cience. Here, students holding the
baccalaurtiat may prepare for a license or doctorate of Ilw in

the Vrench lanuage with specialization in juridicial science,

political science or economics or a license in Law in ,iabic.

The latter degree may also be prepared for by oandidates who

hold diplomas awarded at the end of tho secondary level in

canters of Islawic studies. Those who hold neither de8ree
ulay prepare for a proficiency in law or a diplarila of lloroccan

juridicial and administrative studios.

M 79. "S.L. Hassan rocoit les lauroats du l'Institut National

des btatistiques" (A.M. Hassan 11 lieccivos the Graduates 'Pram

the National Institute of statistics), uaroc Documents l'Ao. 1,

October 1967, paac 41-42.
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H. L. King Hassan II awardLd certificates to seven students
from the National Institute of Statistics. The ceremony was
attended by many authorities. King Hassan II stressed the fact
that statistics are very important for a developinc country.
They are also important in the field of economics. This
institute was established in 1961 to provide an economic and
statistical education to those who wanted it. The O.N.U. has
provided teachers and scholarships.

T 80. flUtiles la science et 11 la societé" (6c:1-vices to Science
and to 8ociety) L'Lction editorial, July 7, 1968.

Thc College of Ledicine was opened in October 1964.
Professor LeneL;re states that a Tunisian Paculty of wedicine
is a groat achievement yet many Tunisians do not know about
it. Zhe educational standard is quite good; it is equal
nnd even better than that of France. Professors at the
kaculty of tiedicine cre well-qualified, thus enablin3 thou
to make immediate advances and to keep abreast of wodern
techniques and standards.

T 81. "De trés profondus reformes pourraient intervenir dans
les études universitairos" (Ftndamental Reforms Should Be
Introduced into the Uviversity), LE22..e., July 16, 1968,

M. 3en Salah held a meeting with the "Conseil de
l'Université". kany problems were discussed during the
meeting, among them the fact that the higher educational
system is to be reformed. Four essential issues were dis-
cussed: aduission to the faaulties, examination programs,
the organization of the h16her educational system, and the
links between the university and other economic, social, and
cultuyal institutions. The "Conseil" intends to adapt the
reforms to thu needs of the country and to students' vocations.
Froul now on, bighor vocational education must be organized
according to accurate statistics, 1ivoxr fnaulty will have its
own director and its own budget.

T 82. "L'université doit avoir paur mission
gilanisien " (The Lission of University kaust
Tunis,an Typo of han), Ia2spsse, July 20;

de former l'homme
Be to Form the
1968, prT,o 4.

This article is part of a series in the newspaper la Presso
which is called "dossier de l'enseignement" (Filo of LducaTTZET.
First the article briefly summarizes what has been published up
to this date and what subjects will be treated on this page in
the future, ViOWS and speeches of university teachers, students,
pedagogues, etc., have been published in this column. rduch
space has boon devoted to the views that Lr. Ahmed 'Jon onlah,
iJocrotary of ;Jtate of the Plan, Economy and 114ducation,

_ "-IOWA I
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expressed at the opening of the University Council. The
newspaper intends :Durthermore to publish the suggestions .
and objections Dade in the course of the Council seasion, in
particular the su3Lestions of 40 1,..ckhtar Zannad, kr, Chadli
Fituuri and Lr. Parhat Dachraouilthree teachers and LeLbers of
the University Council. In previous editions, the probloLs of
ruformin6 the education in secondary schools have already been
discusse0.v including the adoption in secondary schools of a
democratic system based on dialowie and the use of the results
achieved by the Coomission of Socialist btudios.

83. "ht

realit4
Betwon
1960.

o .13en c.palah: Lalsauler la rupture entre les cadres et la
du pays" (Li.. Ben Salah: 'Jo Lust Eradicate the Split
University and l'unisian Society), I!.!sIni..911., ;,ugust 8,

the Club of the Union of Youth of Haumam-Lif, idr.-
j,hmed Lien Jalah delivered a speech to the educators of the
southern suburbs, declaring that the gap between university
graduates and Tunisian society had to be diminished. s an
exacitplo, he pointed to young law students who upon leaving the
university knew all about legislation and the economy of foreign
countries but nothing or very little of their own. Students
should bu able to apply tho knowledge obtained at University to
the benefit of the country. They should contribute to the
creation of a Tunisia which produces its own scientists and
thinkers, kr, ben salah then accused the students with
Coumunist leanings of being interested only in their own
profit under the pretext of worrying about the situation of
the "petits fellahs." Hu further stated that teachers should
not ramain aloof from the world of politics and economics.
Lessons in Tunisian sociology and 8overnment policies will be
organized for higher education. Knowledge of the frab language
should be required for all branches of higher education.

T 84. "1'1. Lion Salah: ctcr5 des 6tudes la formation sociale
est uno necossite" (Lr. d3on ;.)rtlah; In addition to studies,
Social Training is heeded), La Prosse, July 23, 1968.

Before the University -Board, Ea.. Ben Salah, Secretary of
State for National Iducation examined:
1) 1he structure of the University. he statud that the
university Should provide for the fomation of an administrative
board within each faculty together with a technical, pedagogical,
and

tl.conTt-itnCe of students should be in terms of
the roquireiaents of the government. Students should have a
four week training period in institutions related to their
fields in order to become familiar with their future colleagues
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and with the style of work. Lt the saLe time, students could
examine the socio-economic, cultural, and even psychological
situation of the region.

ADULT EDUC2,TION

A 85. "Les Lissionnaires de l'alphabet" (The Missionaries of
Literacy), Jeune Afrialle, January 22, 1967.

Thu campaign for literacy was bcun just ono year after tho
Independence of 4.lgoria. ..irom Oran to Constantine and Al6iers,
then C:hardaia, several literacy comwittees were croatod in every
rural comilmnity and urban ward. lighty to oiL;hty-five percent
of the ,1.1;orfril population was illiterate. The teachers in
these c'mters were real missionaries of literacy. They had
only a certificate of primary education along with uuch en-
thusiasm. Jut because of a lack of organization and knowledge
of teaching mothods, the caizpaign for literacy failed.

On the other hand, the lessons which aimed to improve the
knowledge of those_who already know a little reading and writing
wore successful. During the 1965-66 school year, Liore than
5,000 students received the Certificate of btudies for ,-dults.
El kaoudjahid reserves ono page daily for the education of adults.
L few vocational enterprises have taken the place of the -.Comer
committees and have begun better-organized study prograals.
Today all the workers of the Algerian Rdilways know how to read
and how to write. The financial aid given by UNLSCO for the
literacy campaigns in the agricultural area of Algiers-6tawi1is
the petro-chemical copidox of Arzow, and in the district.of
Annaba where work in the iAetallurgy of iron is taking place,
is 5,830i000 dinars while that given by Algeria is 14,557,000
dinars.

A 86, Halioua, Larbi and Henry, Jean Robert, "Problemes
Dehagraphiques du Laghreb. L'Education.en Algérie" (Demographic
Problems of the Laghreb and Lducation in Algeria) Confluent,
Lonthly Review, Algeria, No. 50-51-52, April-Lay-June 1965.

This article is devoted to literacy , to the results which
have already boon obtainud in this field, a2id to the problem. of
teacher rucruitillent. Thu author states that the lack of
teachers is duo to the growth of the population and to tho
departure of French teachers. Statistics aro given concerning
illiterate people. The aim of the govornuont is to spread
education, to fight illiteracy, to arabizo education, and to
encourage scientific and technical research. The garernment
also intended to recruit non-qualified teachers who would
receive intensive training and to recruit teachers from other
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Lrab countries. :Lh overi rh 1i ta:ying t sulve t:de

important problems first. There is in operation an educational
plan (1971-72) for secondary education, and if this plan succeeds
it will be applied to hijler education.

L 87, "Ldult Lducation in Libya", The Ldacated Lfrican, 1962,
pqges 64-h65.

L U,N. report stated that it would be unrealistic to

attempt to reduce the rate of illiteracy in Libya, and that
efforts should instead be concentrated on preventing it from

spreading. In 1954, 91.h of the men and 98h of the women were
illiterte. Thu csovernment concontrated its efforts on building
schools, and reducing illiteracy. In 1960-61, there were 131
centers for the instruction of adults on the primary level;
these centers reached about 10,000 students. In iripoli and
Benghazi, secondary school studies are taugn by 162 tcaahers
to 1072 students who are called "evening mcn because of their
inability to be prosent at the regular morning classes. These
young adults are eager to learn but are often defeated by
fatigue.

WIG 88. "L'4lphab6tisation dus 2,dultos du Lz,.ghreb" (Literacy of
.dults in the 1,aghreban Countries), !prub, 1.4o. 25, January-1.ebruary.1968, page 31.

This article L4ves a synopsis of the various ciethods used

by the three kaghreban countries to combat illitoracy. It

states that the massive literacy program launched after
Independence was doomed to fail in spite of the enthusiasm
with which illiterate adults joined the movement. The reasons

for this failure wore: 1) the organization of those campaigns
against illiteracy was insufficient; 2) the teachers were not
qualified enough for this tadk; and 3) governments had not
provided the necessary jobs for those who had passed the
examinations after the two years of training; thus many adults
wont back to their original surroundings and became illiterate
again. Who education biven to the adults was also much too
general; it did not help them to improve their social positions,
thus causing a good number to become discouraged.

This traditional typo of education proving to be of little
benefit, the three countries, in particular ,ageria and tuniaia,
undertook new campaigns which were more organized and selective.
The adults selected to take part in the literacy programs wore
chosen according to their ability to benefit, i.e., priority was
given to hose in the industrial and commercial sectors of

society. L real program has been established; the training is

to last two years, A third year to reinforce this learning has
boon added. *byline the literacy program in .:dgeria and tunisia
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are at the same levul (though l'ageria has the advantage
of receiving financial aid from UnSCO for it had been
chosen in 1965 as one of the countries in which the "projet
pilote" was to be carriud through), the efforts made by Lorocco
in this field are much loss considerable.

T 89. "L'ennulA ..4o. 1 du monde arabe ost l'analphabetisme"
(Illiteracy is thu Numbur One Enemy of the ,',rab 'aorld),
,ugust 30, 1968.

kr, ilafedh, an authority on illiteracy of thu 4rb Lui,cue,
stated after his visit to Tunisia: "Illiteracy is tho number one
enemy of ,ralp-s. Tunisian o:c.perience in this field is conclusive.

pay homage to the giant steps made in the fluid of illiteracy
and socialaidacation and I admit to a great admiration for the
Institutes of Education for :,dults."

T 90. "La Tunisie cálebro la journé internationale de
l'alphabétisation" (Tunisia Celebrates the International Day
of Literacy), L':,ction, beptember 7, 1968.

Tunisia is celebrating on ;Jeptember 8, togoth(sr with all
othur nations, the commuLaoration of th Conference of the
Elinisters of ikl'ucation which took place at Teheran in 1965
under the auspices of UNLSCO. seminar on adult education
which will bo attended by e:uthorities on the national and
regional level will be held on the 30th of Lugust at iein Draham.
IlTom September 8-10, the second national conference on adult
education will take place. It represents a unique occasion to
point out those efforts that have been made in the campaign
against illiteracy and to discuss the difficulties which have
arisen. The authorities of Tunisia and the Mabhruban countries
and thu delegates of UNESCO will exchange views on their
respective experiences. Iturthormore a seminar will be organized
in the "gouvernorats" of Jendouba, Deja and Kef. Taking part
will be government and party officials as well as teachers of
adult education.

TEL.ChER TELMING

L 91. "The Minister of Education Outlines the Progress Made By
His Dopartniont", l maarifF, 344, ;algast 5, 1966, pace 3.

."t the end of the school year, Mr. Tahar Bakir, Libyan
idinister of Education, held a press conference. Ho declared
that his department had overcome the problem of the shortage
of uducators thanks to the opening of the Highur Collegu for
Teachers and of two Institutes for male Rnd female teachers.
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Concernirvl expansion of educational services, he said that
the forthcouing year will be marked by thc opening of many new
schools, This is part of the Libyan Lducational Plan, which
aims to extend education to all parts of Libya.

L 92. "r.greement Providing for the Creation of a School for
Teachers", moarifa, No, 338, Lay 13, 1966, page 8.

agreement providing for the creation of a school for
teachers has been signed by the Libyan Government and UNESCO.
This school will train teachers for both secondary and
vocational education. bummer lessons, as well as evening
lessons and periodical lectures, are schedulud to be held in

this school. Mr. Tahar Bakir, Libyan Linister of Education,
declared that "Libya is greatly interested in the field of
education because.it is education which will prepare coming
generations for a productive and activu life and which will
built the structure of the nation." HL addud thatuthe signing
of this agreement is a groat stride towards comprehensive
education. ",:hat is most needed is education on a high level,"

M 93. "Secondary Education in i.',orocco", The liducated1111 1 11
1962, pages 31-33.

Secondary education has undergone changes very similar to

those that have taken place in primary education since 1956.
The government created sixteen colleges, offering only the

first half of the secondary program. This made it possible
to increase tho number of students in moroccan schools.
Boarding facilities and technical suctions were provided at

some of thesu establishments. i training institute, providing
two year courses for the preparation of secondary teachers,
was opened in October 1957 and the first sixty-two graduates
took up posts in October 1959. In 1960, 28 of the staff wore
qualified only as primary school teachers. The introduction
of a now system of secondary education began in 1957. This
system divides the six years of secondary studius into.two
divisions of equal length.

To provide for the ostimatud 33,000 students in secondary
schools in 1960-61, it was necessary to establish a minimum
of 35 to 40 students per class in the first division and a
twenty student minimum in the second division. Teachers of

some secondary subjects, such as mathematics, had to be
assigned classes at several schools so that all schools
would be able tooffer those subjects..

Mra
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M 94. "Primary Education in Morocco", The Educated African, 1962,
pages 26 - 31

The groat increases in enrollment in 1956 and 1957
created a great demand for teachers. In 1956, 6400 were
recruited as teachers-in-training, after being given courses
of two to three uonths. Regional teachertraining centers had
boon opened in many areas. During 1958-59, more than 800
teachers were being trained at the regional centers to take up
posts in October, 1959. 300 former students at Quarawiyn
University were given an accelerated three-month training course
to prepare theL as teachers. In 1959-60, six primary teacher-
training schools were opened, each with a capacity of sixty
students. Fifty privary teachers with the first or second part
of the baccalauréat were recruited abroad. The number of
inspectors was increased to 106 in 1960 so that no inspector
was responsible for uorc than 200 teachers. Thej*pectors
gave lectures in education, held demonstration cgletbs, and
listened to and criticized test lessons preparedTrthe teachers.
Sy January 1960, 722,215 koroccan children were receiving primary
education.

W.G 95. uLsatidha fi alloughati el inglizia minal maghreb e, arabi
el kcbir youkimouna bi enguelterra" (L (.roup of Professors of
English From the kaghreb Countries Sojourn in England), Bs-babah,
July 25, 1968.

Ton .1gorian, six uoroccan, eight Tunisian and thirty
Libyan professors of English are spending the summer holidays
in lIngland. L11 of them are attending special courses at schools
specializing in modern education. The princiDal aim is to
improve their spdken English.

TEI,CHING ;JIB

A 96. Bahri, 3ernard and Raoul, Pentitre Ouverte; Classe de
64me ann6e do l'Enseignement Prj.i*Open Window:
Sixth grade Primary School, 1965)

In their preface, the authors of this textbook say that
instead of attempting to cover all activitius that may interest
12-year-old boys and girls, they have rather tried to broaden
the children's knowledge by inducing them to think about their
lessons and by training them to express themselves lucidly.

Since each topic in the book includes seven or eight
stories and three or four poems, it is impossible for teachers
to deal with every selection in detail. The authors suggest
that the teachers must choose the texts to be treated in class,
taking into consideration the level and social class of the
children. The remaining texts should be left for individual
reading in the home. The teacher should, however, try to
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determine if the pupil's curiosity has boon sufficiently
aroused to uake him want to road for his own pleaauro.

for thu book itself, thure is, at the end of oach selec-
tion, an explanation of difficult words (impr6visib1o, désns-
traux) and somu questions concorninc, the content of the text.
Tho toxtbook is richly illustratod with photographs that mako
for botter understanding of the text.

L 97. Lohamed _Ben
?rom tho Ancient
Lnglish by maria

massaud Fushaika,
Tiuos Upt..."coaa,(TransfE-ted frou'Italiari into

bherkag) 1964 Chaptur VIII.

Ais majesty Idris el Awal es Senu6si, King of Libya, said
about history, "Tho task of a historian is to sock tho truth,
divulge it, and avoid what does not correspond to it." The
author, Professor B. lqassaud, studied at the "iaisurata"
tarkish school, continued his studios in Damascus, Syria, nnd
obtained a teaching certificate in Arabic, at Dar al-Ulum
Training College, which is now affiliated with the Univorsity
of Cairo. Professor Lohamed Ben Massaud Pushaika is the author
of Many books in Lrabic, the most important boing,a "Goncral
History of Libya." This book is couposod of two big volumes
containing pigturos, goographic maps, and, at tho ond, an
acaurate bibliograp4y. This book obtainod a first prizo at
a competition and, thoreforo, was'adopted as a toxtbook for
Libyan schools. MAjor subjects covorod in this book include
geographical featuros of Libya, Libyan civilization, the Arabs
and Islam, the Patimid nnd tho mouhidin dynasties, the Turkish
period, and Libya under tho Italian rugime.

T 98. Chenoufi, moncef, Isu11otin P6dago1ique ot NasifilTHrbEwiyYa,
"Les gioyons (Audio-Visual .Lothods);
1;k). 120, 1966-67, page 3850

MLAIM

This bulletin attaches great importance to tho use of
t4)nehing aids. It advises toachors to use radios, records,
and movies to thoir courses uore vivid and more interesting.
Those modern audio-visual methods can be used mainly for the
teaching of ;4rabic.. 'Ohm teaching Arabic poetry, the educator
can use a record player. This method has been suGgested by two
teachers of Arabic, Lir. Lacipui and kr. 4yachi, who havo
already experimented.with it. Ooth teachers invite other
uducators to improvo what they have be6un. New techniquos may
be triod at La tiabta and at the Bourguiba Institute which both
have languago laboratories.
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T 99. Mohamed el Béchir Jrad, untialfin6 al ffidrasig" (Our Text-
books), Al Fikr a monthly review, Tunis, N° IO, pages 72-76

In this article, the author tries to answer a criticism
of textbooks un,de by .Lr. Pradj .dhadli in fikr, No. 7, May
1965. The latter is pessimistic. This arffEre is devoted
only to the kiaterial aspect of textbooks and to the price of
texts, not to the content. ..ccording to the author, Ex. Pradj's
criticisw of textbooks is not objective because'he deals only
with the bad side of textbooks. The author stresses the fact
that criticism ml.st be positive, so as to help illiprove textbooks.

T 100. "Un nouvem contenu" (New Subject latter), La Presse,
hop 375, July 15-16,.1968, page one (editorial).

One of the hiost fwous teachers of uathematics reflects
upon the quality of his teaching and upon his pupils' minds.
Ho is trying to determine which has changed. Undoubtedly,
mathematics rules have not changed at all. What have changed
are the pupils' Liinds. Educational systems present many
contradictions. The subject matter is the same, while our
country in changing. Lethods have been reformed, but they do
not really change. Our children's minds are, however,
changincs because of radio, television and movies. The author
suz5tsests that these elem.ents should be used as teaching aids.

T 101. "Id. Ben balah: Fixer los besoins" (hr. Ben Salah: To

Detcruine the Needs), La Presse, July 31, 1968.

kr. bon Salah, oecretary of State of the Plan and Edu-
cation, thinks it necessary for the authorities of the SEEN to
prepare a list of all the textbooks which will be needed in
the next school year and to publicize this list in the news-
paper and in pamphlets. The '3TD on the other hand should
study the quality of the necessary textbooks in order to help
the 81;2LEJ to calculate the costs. If one could deteruine the
exact nuhlber of textbooks needed frou the privary schools on,'
the results could be of great help in detemining the number
of books to be sold in a year, and in assuring that delivery
of these books has boon hiade by oeptehiber 15: The control of
punctual delivery is by the way one of the tasks of the local
authorities, according to mr. Ben Salah.

RELIGIOM EDUC4TION

A 10. "4. lcseria Will Aot Have a 2robleo A.th Secularization,"
Jeune Ltalla.:(1, October 16, 1966.

The idinistry of Dducation will assuwe the responsibility
not only for education in the public schools but also for
reliGious teachincs offered in the Islawic schools. vir. Saadouni,

kinister of dabous ivattors) stated, "Religious
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Education must follow the standards fixed by public education and
become part of an effective and unified educational system. If the
Islamic Institutions depend solely upon the Ministry of Habous,
additional instruction would have to be given to students by the
Ministry of Education".

M 103. "Reforms in the Structure of Islamic Education at the Adven-
ced Level". Tte-Educated_African. 1962 page 40.

At the advanced level of Islamic education, the government intends
to create a Shgrig Frculty in which Islamic subjects, the history
of religion, and comparative law will be studied. It also intends
to integrate this Faculty with the University of Rabat. In this
program, priority is being given to the introduction of foreIgh
language and scientific subjects. The major problem is to find qua-
lified staff. In October 1959, training courses for primary tea-
chers in traditional schools were offered at centers of Islamic
studies in Fez, Tetuan, Meknes and Marrakech, each including about
200 trainees. At the same time, a general training and educational
center with 40 students was opened in Rabat. To enable modern tea-
ching methods to be used, the average number of children per class
will be reduced from more than 100 to 50. Because of serious dif-
ficulties in finding science teachers for the secondary level in
traditional schools, students at the University of Rabat are being
encouraged to take up teaching careers.

M 104. "Higher Islamic Education", The Educated African, 1962
pages 38-40.

Islamic education is offered at the Quarawiyin University in
Fez, Ben Youssef University in Marrakech, and the Centers of Isla-
mic studies located in Tetuan, Meknes, Oujda, Taroudant, Al Jadida
Chaouan, and at the 2,639 lower-level Koranic schools. Strong sup-
port from the government of Morocco has made it possible for the
number of students receiving traditional education (other than in
Koranic schools), to increase from 3,603 in 1955-56, to 24,436 in
1959-50. This support ha's provided for improved and expanded li-
ving and teaching quarters, scholarships for boarding students,
food and medicine for day students, and grants to teachers. Re-.
cruiting campaigns have been undertaken in other Arab countries to
provide more staff. New ouarters have been found mainly in unused
barracks and in buildings confiscated by the state. Classes have
been moved out of mosrues, and modern buildings are going up to
replace the old dormitories.

T I05. "LIEvolution de l2enseignem.ent traditionnel en Tunisie"
(The History of Traditional Education in Tunisia), MaahrIbL
N° 25, January-February 1968, page 26.

In this article, the author traces the development of the edu-
cational system of Tunisia from the middle of the I9th Century to
the present.. The center of education in the I9th Century was the
great mosque of Zitouna which gave its students a good knowledge
of literary Arabic, of religion, and of law, but which completely
neglected mathematics and the natural sciences. The school was
based on custom; there was no school administration, no examina-
tions, etc. Students were only required to learn by heart,
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Influenced by Napoleons'
achiovomonts in Egypt, the boy decided to set up a military
school, '7-1,':uco1e Poly-technique du 3ardo." Founded in 1840,
it formed cadres which played important roles in tho army and
administration, btudonts woro taught modern scionces and modern
languagos. In 1875, the famous high school, badiki, was croatod
to train an elite vorsod in two.culturos, the Arab and tho
Pronch. Thus tho students of hitouna were more and Liore over-
taken by the students of Sadiki. They had difficulties in
gotting high positions. 2flamorous secondary schools of the
Prench typo were created, but tho Zitouna was not oven partially
roforued until 1950. Since Independence, howevor, the tradi-
tional education of tho Qroat laosque Zitouna has been integrated
into the modern school system.

Me numerous annexes of Zitouna in various Tunisian cities
have boon transformed into secondary schools. The Zitouna it-
self has been linkod to the University of Tunis and is now
callod tho "Faculty of Theology and Religious Science."

ARTISTIC EDUCATION

L 106. "The Linister of Information Inaugurates the First
hxhibition of Books", A-z71441, No. 609, July 16, 1968, page 1.

The Minister of Information has inaugurated the first book.
exhibition. This oxhibition was organized by the High Committee
for Culture and Arts. Th e purpose of the exhibition, which
includos books printed since the 16th Century, is to encourage
the printing of moro books in Libya.

L 107, "IcnratUn jadiE 1T1 WR tbrailln° (A New' Adminis-
tration for Arts and Culture), Al maarifa, No. 329, page 8.

A now office for arts and culture has been created in the
Libyan Ministry for Culture and Information. This office will
deal with theator, popular arts, and the printing and publica-
tion of litorary works.

Tho art division will carry out a research program on
popular arts. Authorities will draw up an accurato plan,
based on modorn sciontific research methods. Jim inquiry will
bu made concerning peoples' hobbies and preferences. Officials
intend, as woll, to create a theatrical company, the mombors of
which will be traincdd to bocome profossionals At present there
aro only "amateurs" in Libya.

Six_new books arc being printod at a state-owned printing
house.
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11 108. "Culture et beminaires" (Culture and Seminars), Jeune
4tirkaus., may 6-12, 1968.

Thcre hao boon an increase in the number of "culturn1
weeks" in Lorocco. The operation started simultaneously in
almost all the towns of the kingdom. Meetings were followed
by e7,thibitions. During the opening cereuony, lar..kohdi Ben-
bouchta, 6ecretary of State of Youth and Sports, dealt with
the role of Youth in the preservation and transmission of
culture. He called to the attention of young woroccans the
iuportance of their national cultural heritage.

On the saKie day, Lpril 15, Mr. Benbouchta opened =Inter-
national Conference entitled, "Connaissance de l'adolescent
et des probleues poses par son integration sociale (Knowledge
of the ;,dolescent and of the ProblelAs of his social Integration).

la 109. "Le Centre Cincuatographiquo Marocain" (The moroccan
Cinematography Center), brochure edited by the ministry for
Information, pa6es 32-33 and 36.

The illoroccan Cinematography Center is supported by the
Linistry for Information. It is a public organization which
deals with all questions and problems concerning the cinema.
It is also entrusted with the coordination of movie production
in Uorocco. Every week the center produces and distributes
newsreels all over Morocco.

1;loroccan Cineua has enough koroccan technicians to produce
LAoroccan filLs, Television programs and newsreels. Uost of
these technicians were trained in foreign schools in Paris,
Los Lngeles, Moscow, or Rome

T 110. "M. Klibi: La Culture Lrabe est un ensemble de cultures
differentes 4crites dans la ratme longue" (Mr. Klibi: Iaab
Culture is a Mixture of Dil:ferent Cultures Written in the Same
Language), La Presse, :Lugust 21, 1968.

Mr. Chedli KUM., Secretary of State for Cultural
Lffairs and Information, gave an address in Sfax concerning
culture in Tunisi,li socialist society. :according to Iva% Klibi,
Tunisia must have her own unique culture. Culture, he added,
represents all the activities and opinions of a whole society.
The government hopes to cultivate and spread culture by
establishing cultural houses, arid by adult education. The
struggle against illitoracy represents a 'renaissance of our
aultural heritage, especially of folkloric arts. This ren-
aissance will permit many people to understand any kind of
music. Iir. hlibi insisted on the fact that Tunisian music
should be revitalized and modernized.
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SPECIa EDUC'eTION

L. 111. 1'4coute du pays et du mondo" (The% Lonitor of tho
Country and the (t:orld), Vts:14us do , Brochure édit4o
par los soins du Linisteroade frnfcTruation, 2ages 76-77.

Lftor Independence, newspapers found in Llgoria were
weapons of colonialism. ThA, govornment started at once to
review tho activitius of all branches of mass media. iduch
Kionoy is beinc; spent in ordor to modernizo thu publicntion of
newspapers and to facilitate the, development of radio and
television, which provido, abovo all, an uffoctivo means of
spruading inforthation, culturo, and education. Television is
becoming popular throughout tho country. ihe govornmunt is
attecupting to croate "television contorsu in the towns because
lessons to cothbat illituracy are boing offerod on toluvision.
The governmont wants to educate and inform the idgerian pooplo
at the saue tiuo as they are boing entertained.

112. "Personnel Training", Lla6orle 4..n V, Brodhure issued by
the 4.,1gurian luinistry for Inforathion, page 118.

Tho staff of tho post and telecomIdunications offico is
composod, in great part, of people oLiployed sinco 1962. The
aduinistration made evury effort to help its young omployees
attain 'promotions. Thorcforo, it has organized courses
intonded te prepare them for the numerous examinations. The
results have been encouraging bocauso a largo number of the
eiaployeos have passod thu oxaminations.

Because of the various sorvices porformod by the post
office, it must have dkillud and sipecialized employous.
.1,uthoritios arranged for their training at the National School
of Telocommunication 6tudies or at National or RuEiional
Training Contor2.

Lngincers will temporarily receivo training abroad.

L 113. "The ,Cmerican bchool of En81i h at Tripoli", Tho Dr14117"
Nyws, June 16, 1968, page 3.

The annual graduation cerumony of the Lmorican fJchool of
English took place in Tripoli recently. 165 stadonts woro
awarded certificates by the Director of Cultural 4",ffairs.

Lyon the 4',1abassador attonded the ceromony.
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L 114. "The Libyan News Agency", The Libyan Review Vol. III
N° 3, Merch 1968, page 35.

Prior to beginning its official functions at the
beginning of 1966, the LN.;.. conducted two training courses,
oneof which dealt with editing and translation and the other
with teleprinter operating. The nuLber of trainees in both
courses was about 56 young Libyan .Lien. In the last two years
the LNI. has recruited Lion: qualified personnel and is
collecting nnd distributing news in an efficient uanneri

115. "Les jeunes recues du centre d'instruction d'El Hajeb"
(The Young Recruits at the Instruction Center at El Hajob),

I:10. 36, Lay 1968, pages 6-7.

Pupils recruited at this idilitary training center idust
be 20 years of p,ge,. Instructors uust be aware of the La-port-
ance of their lAssion. Their task is to form strong, well-
disciplined on, able to face their responsibilities. Pupils
have theoretical courses as well as practical training.

14 116. .abos Lahlou,
necessite, uti1it4
Languages Necessary
second year, _No. 1,

"Tt'enseignehient des langues étrangeres:
u. abilsit?( Is the Teaching of Foreign
and Useful, or Extravagant?) Les.y.L...11.1
June 1966, pages 11-14.

Recent international exchanges have shown that it is
necessary to know a second language. The author states that
in uany countries the second language is often the lang:uage
of culture, and is even the official language at school.
L foreign language is often necessary for foreign affairs
when the idother tongue has not been adapted to Lodern
Thc, author states thpt the teaching of foreign languages is
probla,1 and proposes the reforD of teaching uuthods.

T 117. "Génciraliser la pr6vention rautibre dans les écoles"
(Teaching Traffic bafety in Schools), La Presse, Noveuber 6,
1968,

Ehe introduction of instruction in Traffic Safety was
received with great enthusiasu by pupils who studied and
practised the rules of traffic. Instruction in Traffic
8afety is still at an experildental stage in Tunisia whereas
in .wurope safety courses are now widespread: This should be
the case in Tunisia as well where people's ignoranco of these
questions is, to say the least, pitiful. Children play in
the streets and adults cross without paying attention to the
traffic. Knowledge of traffic rules hiust be encouraged and
school patrols scattered throughout the Republic.
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COOPER.TION

. 118, "Le Colloquo kahrobin sur l'instabilite de la famille
et les droits de l'enfant" (Maghreban Colloquiura on the
Instability of the Pamily and the Rights of Children),
.ctu-Ilité et Docunents, No. 100, June 5, 1968, page 29-30.

iho conference was convened to create family legislation
which would unify thu great iaaghreb. Problems such as divorce
were discussed. It was decided that both parties must agree
to separate or find reasons to justify this separation,
mbers wish to establish comi,lon procedures throughout tie

whole Lozhrob. Thoy stress the fact that divorce should be
stopped and that the judge must attempt to keep thu couple
together,

L 119. "Ouverturo des Jeux Scolaires et Universitairus
Laghrebins a Lager" (Opening of the Laghreban School and
University &apes at .1Giers), L':.ction, July 6, 1968.

.t the .nasser ithletic Club, President Houari Boumedienne
opened the first iaaghreban School and University Games in which
more than one thousand young people from Libya, morocco,
Tunisia, and .1geria participated. On the said() occasion, iar,
nen 1.ahmoud, :,1gerian Llinister of Youth and Sports, stated,
"This athletic and cultural meeting marks the beginning of a
mutual cooperation between young people from the four countries
and is a pledge for the success of endeavors to build a coon
future,"

L. 120. "6000 instituteurs egyptiens pour l'arabisation des
écoles on .lg4rie (6000 Egyptian Teachers for the Lrabization
of Schools in .lgeria), 142_11L2.12, October 24, 1962,

.ccording to an agreement made by Mr. Mohammed Khider
during his visit to Cairo, concerning the "arabization" of
education in Lageria, one thousand Egyptian teachers are
expected in .1Giers by the 15th of November and another
thousand by the 15th of December. The .1gerian government,
which asked for 6000 teachers, received 7000 applications
from men and 500 from women. The instructors are former
2tudonts of French schools in Egypt. Their knowledge of
French will be very helpful to them. Moir wages will be
2,100 NF per month.

L 121. "Ln Official from the Oasis Oil Company Ends a Training
Course in Beirut), -1,1 maarifa, No. 297, page 2,

Mr. Mahmud Uhalbun, director of government relations in the
Oasis Oil Co,ipany, has recently returned from Lebanon where he
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successfully ended a training course in business management.
He participated, together with 21 delegates fro-La 6 other
rab countries, in a training course for high-level officials

which was held in Lebanon. This training is part of a long-
term proram beinE carried out by the coupany and intended to
iuprove the abilities of Libyan staff serving in the coupany.

L 122, "Conference of 4.,rab Ministers for Lducation and Plan Held
at Tripoli", 4). rTfa, 338, May 13, 1966.

ddrossing the conference, the head of the Libyan dele-
gation, ir hihar Bakir, Linister of Education, outlined
the historical, econoLiical, and cultural factors that
influenced the development of education. He gave statistics
on the increase of the number of students in Libya.

Zhe conference passed a resolution under which Arab
countries and particularly Libya would launch a 15-year
literacy caigpaign, recruit more educators, and ostablish
balance etween thooretical and practical education.

M 123. "La MUCF au Liaroc" (The French University and Cultural
Lission of 1.1orocco), LaProsse, ;0eptember 13, 1968.

The decIsion of the KUCF to introduce school foes in
its institutes has siven rise to violent protests and
threats of strikes from the teachers of secondary schools
of the LIUCF. Under those prosaures the jACT1 finally made
up its mind not to carry through with.this project. Its
sdhools will rem:,in free of charge. "Wory teacher throughout
tne i;loroccan kingdom will kt.:ep his position. hducation in its
schools will even be improved by the adoption of new teaching
methods.

NILO 124. "Il faut clue l'école aillo au-; éreves" (8chools kust
Be Nearer to the Pupils), Jeune ;,frigac, ,',11.ust 27, 1967.

Parents living in rural areas want their children to go
to school but it is often nucessary for them to travel groat
distances to roach a school. This poses a difficulty because
everyone who finishes primary school must go to a town in
which there are secondary schools. Then he enters the
uniVersity and must settle in the capital city. This makes
for a difficult situation in underdeveloped countries.
Parents who used to pay about 300 NI' a year for the education
of one child see these expenses increased four or five times.
Charges roach 1,300 NF per year. But the rural population is
not capable of Lreeting these sums so they take money out of
their capital s:nd rural areas slowly become poorer and poorer.
In addition, the concentration of secondary schools in big
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towns involves the creation of boarding schools that cost
uore than classroous. So secondary schools must be built
nearer the pupils as is the case with primary schoolp. The
construction of some classrooms in rural areas is cheaper than
the creation of boarding schools in large cities.

MI5 125. "Encyclopedic. du Uaghreb" (Encyclopedia of thu ilaghreb),
joun2.!Iriaup, 1,!0. 363, Decemb(,r 24, 1967, Page 55.

The permanent office for arabization which depends upon
the .:,rab League is cou.oiling gubject uatter for an encyclopedia
on the great i',rabic:rartghreb. Th,I; aubject Laatter will include
ethnicity, language and dialects, religion, tradition, insti-
tutions, folklore, social and artistic life, as well as fauous
men's biographies frou ancient tiues up to the present daY.

mLa 126. "Echanges Culturels" (Cultural Exchanges), Joune.
ay 6-12, 1968.

Lioroccan Cultural Week, which took place fram
the 12th to the 16th of February in Rabat and was extended one
week in es, and following the Conference of the National
Schools of :Administration, regular teacher exchanges were
pstablished. Professor Chadli Bouyahia of the Paculty of
Letters of Tunis gave lectures in Fes and Rabat, while Professor
;.hued al-Yacoubi of the Faculty of Letters of Rabat lectured
at the University of Tunis. Cultural exchanges have been
tnking place for many uonths.

MO 127. "Une Experience interessante de collaboration Liaghrebine
sur lu plan philosophique" (:,n Interesting Experiment in
Eaghreban Collaboration in the Philosophy of Education),tinor,i Ellacement becondaire etIcapn
"CP6-dagogic bulletin 25: Secondary Edlica-6TUF), page 13.

Frou the 6th to the 10th of bopteuber 1965, a seuinar on
the philosophy of education for teachers in the biaghroban
countries took place at the International Center of Pedagogic
3tudies at Sevre (Prance), Por the first tilde, Tunisia,
:dgeria, and uorocco considered the possibility of collabora-
tion and exchange in the field of philosophical education. .11

couuittee has been created which is to have representatives
. in the three countries. Regular meetings are to take place.

Further couuon projects include: 1) tho publication of a
'collection of texts by L.rab writers; 2) 'the coupilation of a
bibliography of all J,rab works translated into French. .1,11

these projects are, however, to be considered as only a begin-
ning; they are intended to load to further and still closer
cooperation.

117A11,-- ^
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T 128. "Colloque pédagogique Maghrebin: la source dos valeurs"
(Iiaghreban Lducation Colloquium: The iDource of Values), Jelin()
4frivs., 'Je. 323, 'Larch 19, 1967, page 68.

The mahreban ministers for National Lducation held a
conference on education. Besides ministers, several teachers
attended the meetings. Principal issues discussed during the
conference concerned the problems caused by the teaching of
4rabic. This is a very important question both for the whole
nation and for future Maghreb unity. Mr. Lessadi stressed the
fact, ""nat language is the source of intellectual values for
every nation.° Vdhun the pupil learns a language, his ideas
become clear. 411 ilaghreb countries arc arabizing their edu-
cational systems but they have not achievodtho same results.
In l'unisia the first and second primary yuars are completely
arabised and durinL; the following primary years great importance
is given to ierabic as well. s for secondary education,
although .:.rabic is very important, sciences and mathematics are
taught in Ytench.

T 129. "Le B.I.T. et la organisent un cours do formation
des ouvriers forestiers h 4in-Draham" (The International Labour Orv
nizationand the F.4.0. Organize Training Courses for Foresters
at 4in-Draham), L'4ction, November 5, 1968.

Twenty officials from 41geria, 1..orocco and tunisia begin
the study of forstry techniques. .2he courses begin on the
18th of kiovember 1968 with thu cooperation of the Tunisian
Forestry Board, and aim at the improvement of the economic
conditions of forest exploitations and the social conditions
of foresters. sJvury year thu and the T.L,O. organize
similar courses in underdeveloped countries. In previous years
those meetings have tal:en place in 4sia, western 4frica, and
eastern 4frica.

SPECII,L PROBLEMS

4 130. "L'union Nationalo dos Femmes _ag4riennos" (The National
Union of 41gerian Women), Les Pommes 4dg6rionnos (41gerian
.iomen), a brochure edited 71t-Tierrifilistry for Information,

paaes 35-37.

41gerian women have their own organization which permits
them to study their problems and to participate-in'Pelitical
activities. The first meeting held by the National Union of
41gerian Uomen took place in November 1966. It gave women the
opportunity to affirm their equality with men. Zhe role of
this organization is to help the govermient in its struggle
avsainst illiteracy as well as with other social problems.
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The aim of the orgnnization is to defend women's rights,
to fight for the frevedom of women, and the improvement of
their social condition, T1Lat is why the UNIV. urges women-to
become educated md has opened centers to achieve this end.

L 131. "The Woman's Role" The Lilgan Review Vol. III, No', 1,
January 1968, page 8

This is an extract from the Libyan Prime Linistor's
address Liven on Decembar 21, 1967, on the day of the cole-
bration of Libya's independence. The author states that
women uust be prepared to mold a future generation of young
people who believe in their nation. Ho stressed the fact
that the most important role which women have to play is
that of teachers of the young.

L 132. Bahia F. Gulik, °:.ttitudes of the Lducated in Libya",
Thc.; Lducated frican, 1962, pages 65-66.

The importance given to examinations tends to place a
6reater value pn grades and diplomas than on learning. For
elf:ample, h.b"'tnk clerk refused to attend Lnglish classes
because ho had already received his certificate from the
secondary school, Intellectual curiosity is rare, The World
Bank laission expressed concern about the heavy migration from
villages to cities among primary school graduates, and the
widespread feeling of disdain for manual work. Libyan autho-
rities are aware of the educational probloms dealt, with at the
Geneva Conference on Public hducation, July 1960. l'urther
programs t6 train rural teachers separately from urban teachers
and to transfer theiA when possible to n,gricultural schools and
vocational training centers are being carried out.

L 133. "Phauratual .Laarat al lIbya w7t nad:itahE" (Thu Bmancipa-
tion of Libyan -viocion) 1 maarifa, Ze. 209,

Libyan woL,on know that Independence was not enough and
that they must struggle alongside the men. First after
Independence, 1.any Libyan c;irls were sent to school and unny
women enrolled at the University, some going abroad to con-
tinue their studies. In the beginning, women could only
become teachers; slowly they entered other idclds such as
journalism and radio announcing. Women's organizations have
been created to advise and direct rural women, In their
endeavor to be equal to men, Libyan women have encountered
many difficulties such as traditionalism and their environr;ent.

I
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L 134. "The Libyan Women Enters the Professions", The Lib an Review,
Vol. II, N° 9/10, September,October 1967, pages 24-

With the changes that followed Independence mon began to
lose some of their prejudicos against women. Thuy themselves
became more educated and began to travel and study abroad
whore tbey cme under the influence of other ways of thought.
Thoy grew accustomed to the sight of wouon in other lands
mingling freely with the men. Purthem6re, as the men became
more educated they began to seek wives who were as educated as
they, and who wore ablu to take their place in society. Thus,
it came to be recognized that women should be entitlod to
participate in the development of the new Libya.

Today Libyan women are not only school teachers, but
they are nurses and pharmacists in the hospitals. nany are
also found in the hi6her ranks of the professions. .'. number

of administrative posts in the government are held by women.
The Linistry of Information, which includes the Libyan
Broadcasting Service, euploys women annbuncors, producers, and
editors,

135. kartenson, Liona, "41.ttitudes vis=41-vis du travail
profossionnel do la femLe Marocaino, Une onqu'ete préliminaire
(Lttitudos Towards Professional Work of Loroccan liouan, L.

Preliminary Jtudy), Bullptin .bconomiclizteset_iDocial du i ,
N.

aaroc
January-March 1966, pages 133-145.

In norocco, the role of women has changed to one of more
equality with uen. This has very iuportant economic and social
consequences. The author has made an inquiry into the matter
to sauple different opinions concerning tile emancipation of
women. Many people were not opposed to it; however, many
young mon rouainod opposed. tended to feel that a job
uight give a woman much work: independence. This may cause
conflicts between mon and women.
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irowtoon.,.., /v _ A tS&4th .

PREFACE

The Maghreb countries share, in somewhat diffe-
.!..-ent degrees, important problems that deeply mark their
educational systems : illiteracy and multilingualism.
Illiteracy is being reduced by spectacular scholarization
effort made since independence which emphasize results in
the immediate future, thus meeting the requirements of
modern society. Multilingualism necessitates frequent and
disrupting reorganizations or curricula as the relationo'
ships between Arabic and French in Tunisia, Morocco and
Algeria and English, Italian and Arabic in Libya are cons-
tantly changing.

In addition, education in general is in a period
of transition in the Maghreb countries, and the systems
which are evolving are still ill-defined.

The principal difficulty we encountered in com-
piling thisApibliography lArs that, apart from 2overnmEn-
tal publications, material is not easily obtained. Much
recent material has not 'yet been classified, and many
texts are published outside the country. This is parti-
cularly true for Libya.

Iftre do hope, however,that these issues will be
useful not only to educators and students, but also to
those who have a general interest in North Africa.

..s..11410..11.10.1.10111...100.101.1.01..10..1110



1TAILMOPHY AHD MEM

I. 1. "Libya Cooperating
71,, July, 1968,

OP EDUCATION

Iiith All", The Lamp Review, Vol. III,

In answer to a question concerning education in Libya,
hr, Bakkoush said, "Education has been expanded during recent
years to such an-extent that the nuiaber of students now totals
more than 300,000, a number which exceeds estimates made and
planned for by the hinistry of Education. But we are working
very seriously with all our available resources to prepare
what we need for better conditions in the future. We are
trying to improve the educational curricula in all fields and
haye.already established vocational training schools. The
education plan to be adopted is based on three objectives:

"First, to establish specialized schools to promote com-
petence in foreign languages, in order to enable the student to
continue his higher studies abroad, and to create a link between
Libya and other countries;

"Second, to co-ordinate and prepare various programs to
create technical ability in qualified individuals, This would
supply Libya with the qualified young men it needs to work in
different fields of construction;

"Third, to create highly-qualified people to employ
scientific methods in modern construction projects, and to
exploit modern technology as far as is possible,"

2, "Constituter une avant-garde cela ne pr4sente pas que des
avantages" (It is Not Always Easy to Form the Vanguard of a
Movement), camualm,2, No, 332, May 21, 1967.

Angry young Libyan students are very anxious to have their
Union recognized. They want to collaborate with the government
without having to be its agents and without having to rebel
against the regime. They wish to contribute in a positive way
to the development of their country.

L 3. "A i a du a chabab fi libya" (Youth Festivals in Libya),
Al Markla, hoe 308, April 21, 1965, page 8.

In 1965, the Libyan government decided to create youth
festivals and competitions between the different youth clubs.
The aim of these festivals is to instill in the young people's
hearts the love of God, and respect for the mother country. The
government's goal is to have youth become accustomed to positive
collective work, To encourage the youth, the authorities
decided to award prizes to the winners.

M 4. "Baad 111 Injaazat Fi Lttalim Ll Ibtidaat" (Some Accomplish-
ments in Primary bducation), The RevielL2LNattaial Education,
1967.

1
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The five-year development plan for 1960-64 aims at
increasing the number of children going to school so that
the rate of scholarization will rise from 35% to 75; to
create 1200 new classrooms every year; to standardize primary
education in order to have standard education fOr all horoccan
pupils; to lay effective plans for the training of teachers;
to arabize the curricula; and to achieve the progressive
marocanization of educational officials by hiring Moroccan
teachers and by the'training of the future teachers.

hi 5. iTiaghrabit Rigel Et-Pali:mil (Moroccanization of Teachers),
Et.Farbia El Uatania, Lorocco, 1961.

Inspectors: bince 1959 all positions in regional in-
spection centers of the first category have been reserved for
morcccan officials.

Teachers: There were 18,000 teachers in 1961, out of which
15,000 were Loroccans. When the position of principal of a
school is vacated by a foreigner, the post will, from now on,
be filled by a horoccan. Every effort in the field of education
aims to provide a broad education for all children, and to
assure their welfare. To this end, the kinistrk for Public
Health has been called in to help introduce better methods of
health protection. The education system helps the intellectual
development of children by teaching them fundamental principles
of order and thought, and makes them good citizens by developing
their awareness of what is happening in their society.

T 6. Abdelmajid Attia, "At-Tarbia al-Mutawasila" (Continuous
Education), A Tarbia A-Chamila, A monthly review, No. 1,
1964-65, Tunrg, 13147g-7-38.

Educators once thought that instruction could be limited
to the ear4 years of life. Pormerly, the young child was
taught a trade so that he would be able to make a living. Girls
received courses in cooking and housekeeping. This old
philosophy, which left many gaps in the education of the indivi-
dual, is the.cause of under-development and its consequences
in our country.

The author sugests that evening classes be created for
those who dropped out of school and were not able to finish
their studies. This, he says, would create better understanding
between parents and children. He goes on to say that learning
is a continuous process--one learns throughout his entire life.

He feels that the influence of thenthird circl& must
increase. That is, people must attend lectures, see good films,
read newspapers, and listen to the radio in order to be aware
of changes going on in the world, and to fill the gaps that have
been left in their education.

2



T 7. Foreword, Al Kikr, A monthly review, No. 7, April 1957,
Tunis, page 1.

Before Tunisia can have a literature of its own, it must
develop more fully culturally. In order to accomplish this, it
will be necessary to review educational programs and to tailor
them to the needs of the country. Tunisia must cooperate with
other nations, both for its own development, and for the creation
of ties with other nations. The author stresses the fact that
the present generation is responsible for the future of the
country and for the well-being of the coming generations.

T 8. Foreward, Al Fikr, A monthly review, No. 5, February 1965,
Tunis, Page 1.

This review has tried, from the beginning, to resolve
Tunisian problems, the most important one now being education
and oulture. The article states that Tunisians were aware of
Prench aims and that is why they struggled to liberate the
country and arabize education. Teaching is not the only role
of education. Educators must try to form individuals who love
their country and who try to contribute to its improvement.

T 9. President Habib Bourguiba, "Students and Politics", Le Kef,
Autsust 23, 1967.

This speech was given by President Habib Bourguiba to
members of the new Exeautive Bureau of UGET (General Union of
Tunisian Students), at Le Kef on August 23, 1967. President
Baurguiba dealt with matters such as the effectiveness of
Tunisia's educational system, the nation's future, and the
training of the country's future qualified personnel. The
President said that the student has two tasks: First, he must
continue his studies and complete his examinations. Although
his success is a personal matter, it is nonetheless of interedt
to the nation. Second, the student should prepare himself to
become a good citizen, aware of the problems around him. He
must have a thorough knowledge of the national situation, and
of the problems of the world in general. President Bourguiba
urged students not to feel bitter or disappointed whenever
their applicatiOn for a particular post is not accepted;

T 10. President Habib Bourguiba, "Education, the Basis of all
Human Achievement", Carthage, June 30, 1967.

This speech was delivered by President Bourguiba on the
occasion of the Day of knowledge, marking the end of the 1966-
67 school and University year. Once again President Bourguiba
pointed out the importance of education and its role as a
"social force.I President Baurguiba thinks that education is
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a fundawelital elemont in society as a whole and a necessary
factor for progress and civilization as well. Tunisia has
assigned to her educational system a Drecise objective, that of
making youngsters useful citizens, able to satisfy the country's
need for economic, technical, military, cultural, scientific
and other personnel, It is hoped that this will make it un-
necessary for Tunisia to ask for foreign aid.

ADMI17iISTRATION OP THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM

A 11. "Non h l'Enseignement au Rabais" (No Cuts in the Cost of
Education in Algeria), Annua.dre de l'Afrlaap du Nord V, 1966.

In view of all the problems being faced in the field of
education, the Linistry of National ijducation is ready to adopt
all new methods and innovations to cope with these difficulties.
At the beginning of 1966, Algerian Radio and Television began
broadcasting, twice a week, Algebra lessons based on the

school syllabus. Algeria is asainst cheap education. The

percentage of those who were successful in exams last year
was: 36% in the Baccalaureat. 30% in the examination preparing
for the Baccalaureate, 59% for entrance into secondary school
(Prench division), and40V0 for the Arabic division. The Minister
of National Lducation stated on July 31 that "The strict
requirements needed to pass school exams last year have given
more value to Algerian diplomas."

12. "kore English for Libyan schools", The_Libanonomist,
April 1968.

English is to be taught more widely in Libyan schools,
starting from the next school year.

In the 1968-69 school year, the English language will be
taught in the fifth elementary school class and in the sixth
elementary school class beginning in the 1969-70 school year.
An order to this effect has been issued by the Minister of
Lducation, Mustafa Bayon. Meanwhile, in Tripoli, the Department

of Education is carrying out a survey of educational needs in

respect to classrooms and other buildings, so that they can be
included in the second five-year plan and in the present com-

plementary plan.

Disaussions about educational requirements in Libya are
being held between the Minister of Education and educational
experts.
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L 13: Abdel Halim, Mohammed, "Les 11.6cessités d'une scolarisation
croissante" (Needs Caused by Increasing.Scholarization), Le
Mond2.2121pmatioue, Libya, October 1968.

In view of the fact that the state is making education available
to more and more people, it is necessary to construct new school
buildings, especially a University City and a hospital. Because
education is totally free of charge (higher education included)
the part of the national budget allocated to the Ministry for
National Lducation was raised from the four million Libyan
Pounds previously budgeted for 1968 to twenty-one million Libyan
Pounds.

Li 14. "Le corps enseignant de Oujda proteste contre l'átat de
l'enseignement et du corps enseignant au Name, (Oujda Teachers
Protest Against the State of Education and Teaching Conditions),
Ettalia, December 5, 1964.

The teaching body of Oujda has stated that all school-age
children have the right to attend school and has renounced the
governmcnt decree which says that pupils of primary schools having
reached the age of 14 and those in secondary schools having
reached the age of 18 years may no longer attend school. It has
also asked for more training schools all over the country, the
opening of those which were closed, the reopening and improvement
of sdhool lunch stalls, and for wore scholarships for secondarY
education.

Their protests also concern the bill which attempts to
deprive the teaching body of seniority ranging from 8 to 21 years
and which calls for two month:. summer holidays instead of the
usual three months.

Finally it asks for the liberation of the General Se:tretary
of the National Union of koroccan Students and asks that this
student organization no longer be repressed.

1NI 15. "The New Structure of Islamic Education", The Educated
African, 1962, page 39.

Traditional education is being reformed in Morocco. The
old system included three stages: at the end of the first
three years, the first-degree certificate or alaaur al-aouel
was awarded; after four years of the second sTEFTM7frfnate
of the first degree was awarded, and after six years, a certifi-
cate of the second degree; the third stage consisted of an arts
section and a law section, each lasting three years and termina-
ting in the higher diploma or alimia. Reforms in the first
stage- wrie intended to extend Tri-rfive years, and to establish

. ,
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schools in rural areas to counter the tendency toward.centrali.
zation in the urban centers. The decision to enroll new students
in the regular state system of primary education only which was
announced by the Minister of National Education in 1960, seeks
to gradually absorb traditional education into the system of
modern education.

16. "La situation actuelle de l'enseignement au Maroc appelle
aux decisions" (The Present Situation_of Education in Morocco
Calls for Decisions), L'Av.ant Garde, April 18, 1964.

Because of the failure of their-educational system, the
authorities_have attempted to free themselves of their responsi.
bilities. ..ivery year the curricula, text books, orientation of
different sections of education and the place they hold, in
fact everything, is in a state of confusion. Education has
always shown a deficit because everything has had to be created
from nothing. Even when efforts were auccessful in some sectors
of education, they were achieved to the detriment of other sectors.
For instance, scholarization in primary education was increased
even though in truth it never went over 602; for the whole country.
The increase was obtained at the expense of the quality of
education. As a result, the authorities, being aware of the
failure of their policy, held conferences at which they had great
difficulty in deciding upon any positive action to be taken. The
time for conferences and analysis is over. Decisions are needed.
Only representative assemblies can resolve the problem of educa-
tion efficiently.

M 17. "L'Activit6 16gislative dans le domaine de l'enseignement
on 1964" (Legislative Activity in the Field of Education in 1964),
Annuaire de l'Lfrialledu Nord, 1964.

A decree by the idnister of National Education on May 23,
1964, established one examination for admittance into secondarY
school and for cohipletion of general primary education. In Hay
of 1963 there were two decrees covering these two distinct
diplomas, the first enabling the student to enter secondarY
school and the second to certify the completion of primary edu-
cation. All pupils who enter secondary schools, whatever their
age, are now eligible for the General Certificate of PrimarY
Education.

On May 29, 1964, anather decree ruled that students who sit
for the 13accalaureate "lettres originelles" options B and C,
will from now on be tested in two foreign languages as is the
case in option A. The aim of this decree is to raise the level
of education by providing the students with knowledge of living
languages. Arabic alone is considered to be insufficient.

6



Higher scientific education was dealt with in two decrees on
the 21st of September 1964. The first decree organizes scientific

studies and examinations. Ihe l!cense in sciences consists of
four certificates of Highor Studies plus one preparatory certifi-
cate. There are 24 certificates shared by mathematics and science.

sEle socond decree, si6ned both by the Linister of National
Lducatien and the kinister of Public Health, deals with the
diploma of Doct:)r of idedicine. btudies last six years and include
wany probationary periods. During the third year of studies, a
cow-petitior. is held for the posts of non-resident medical
assistants; at the end of the fourth year another competition is

held for rcsident medical students. The training for non-resident
mc:dical asE,istants lasts three and a half years and for resident

ladical students, two years. Two additional years are required
for sp(Jcialization.

Li 18. "*Lst-ce quo taut a 6t4 pr4vu pour l'arabisation de
l'onseignement" (Has Full Provision Been Lade for the Arabization
of Dducatien?), El. Liam, illebruary 4, 1967.

Arithwetic and social sciences in the first year of secondary
education will be taught in Arabic next year. This is quite

normal for pupils who studied these subjects in Lrabic in primarY

schools. However, the Linistry of National Lducation cannot even

provide enough persons to teach these subjects in French. This

lack of effort to provide the schools with more teachers of Arabic

will bring about the decay of education. lvven the promotion of

pupils from ene class to another will depend on the number of

teadhers available. Ono solution is to give these courses in

Vrench as well as Arabic. btudents in the first-year secondary

course would be put into two different classes. The first class

would receive an arabized education, the second would continue

to be bilingual. This solution is quite sound since arabization

of education was not carried out in all prialary schools.

L note from the hinistry was sent to all kf.oroccan secondary

schools:
All pupils studying in classes preparing for the general

certificate of primary education will learn, upon their admittance

into secondary school, arithmetic, history and geography in

"French. The breakdown- will be as follows:

10 hours for Lrabic Language
8 hours for 'French Language
8 hours for Lrithmetic (taught in 'French)

2 hours for History and Geography (taught in 'French)

Those who had an arabized primary education will have:

10 hours for /aiabic Language
8 hours for French Language
8 hours for Arithmetic (taught in Arabic)
2 hours for Social bciences (taught in Arabic)



T 19. "Residences for the University of Tunis", L'Lction,
oeptember 1, 1968.

kr. Ben balah, becretary of btate for National Education,
announced that from January of 1969 the National Education
Board will do its best to provide eadh faculty with facilities
for room and board as is the case in secondary schools. There
is also the possibility of importing prefabricated buildings so
that students may have comfortable lodgings,and of creating
a certain number of university branches in various districts
of the country to permit decentralization.

T 20. "Los Directions Régionales de l'Enseignement ne consti-
tuent pas une cloison entre l'enseignant et le becrétariat
d'Ltat" (Regional Directors of Lducation are not a Barrier
Between Teachers and the National hducation Board), Lction,
August 13, 1968.

The Regional Director of Education represents the National
laducation lioard and is responsible for educational affairs
such as programs and financial matters. This is meant to make
the National Education Board's task easier and to avoid a
possible contradiction between the training received by the
youth and the real situation of the country. However, contact
between teachers and the National Education Board remains
possible.

T 21. "Le Bilinguisme Re Disparaitra Pas, Bien au Oontraire"
(Bilingualism Will Not Disappear), L'Action, 4'u8ust 13, 1968.

In an interview, Lr. Ben Salah, becretary of btate for
National Education, was asked about the problem of bilingualism
in Tunisia. Li'. Ben Salah stated: "Bilingualism will not
disappear. tall arabization of the first two primary years
has deprived our young pupils of practice in one language.
The result is rather negative. How can French disappear when
mathematics, sciences, etc., are taught in this language?
Lll Tunisian teachers must have a good knowledge of both
Arabic and Vrench in order to be exposed to more information
in the fields of science and art."

T 22. President Habib Baurguiba, "Improving our Educational
bystem", Carthage, March 1, 1967.

In a speech delivered at a meeting of the sub-commission
on educational reform in Carthage on March 1, 1967, President
.60urguiba stated that teachers should feel free to express
their opinions and to offer suggestions on how to speed up
work and save time. Likewiselin the economic field, workers
should express their views on problems of work and productivity.

.,. *kr. _
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The Party is always striving for improveLlent.

The President su3gested that the struggle against
illiteracy and the education of rural women and girls should
be intensified, He wondered if the education system, as it
had bean organized during the past eight years, had braught
Tunisia closer to achieving these objectives and whether
they could be achieved more cheaply and more rapidly. He
stated that Tunisians, especially teadhers, need to be frank
and courageous in order to solve these problems.

T 23. "Thu Ton-Year Plan in Tunisia" The Educated I.frican,
1962, pac?;es 68-69.

In June 1958, President Bourguiba announced a Ten-Year
Plan of educational reform, largely inspired by the Linister
of liducation, idahmui iiessadi. The plan included the follow-
ing major points:

centrally controlled curriculum for all schools,
based on the Sadiqui model, was to be established. It was
recognized that this would require the release of some 800
traditionally-trained teachers judged unqualified to carry
out the new program.

Primary education would become compulsory. To overcome
the shortage of teachers and school facilities, students in
the first two years would be divided into half-day shifts,
and the seventh year of primary education would be abolished:

L compromise was adopted concerning arabization in
primary school. Lducation would be in Lrabic in the first
two years and from the third to the sixth year there would
be ton hours of instruction a week in Jaiabic and fifteen in
Pronch.

Ckcondary education would be divided into a six-year
preparatory pr%ram and a three-year intermediate program.

T 24. "On oriente, on decentralise" (Direction and Decentrali-
zation), Jpune_Agyiqu2, No. 362, December 17, 1967, paLse 47.

Pull sdholarization has nearly been realized in Tunisia.
90h of the boys and 50(70 of the girls are now attending courses'.
L11 school-a6Jo children will be in class by 1973. This
increased enrollment has caused a number of problems in the
educational system. In some cases the quality of education
received has declined. This is due to the reduction in the
number of hours of instruction in the first and second
primary years, and to the fact that teachers are often not
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qualified. In addition, there is a great shortage of teachers.
;. committee on education has outlined reforms for the educational
systom. becondary education is now based on the orientation
cycle in which pupils follow one of the threeryear specialization
courses--general, cuLimercial, or technical. Because this system
of early specialization has caused many problems, the author
stresses the fact that the secondary educational system should be
reformed. A..s for higher education, the government's aim is to
decentralize education; to this end a Paculty of Theology will
be established in Kairouan.

EDUCI,TIONLL STaISTICS

V' 25. "L'enseignement superiur au Maroc en 1964"(Higher Education
in hiorocco in 1964), innuaire de l'ifriaue du Nord, 1964.

The number of students pursuing higher education in Morocco
is 10,136 of whom 1,449 are foreigners. Of the 8,687 Moroccan
university students, there are only 815 girls. The greatest
proportion are enrolled in koharumed V University.

The followinL figures are students enrolled in the various
private and public higher education 6stab1ishments during the
last four years:

1961-62 4,941 1963-64 8,682
1962.-63 5,456 1964-65 10,136

FJ4,3ures released by UNESCO show the breakdown according to
Faculty to be as follows:

Social sciences
Letters
Viedical bcience
idathematics and

bcience
Lngineering
4griculture

4,788 students
3,009 students
1,067 students

722 students
427 students
128 students

M 26. "L'enseignoment au Maroc" (Education in korocco), Chronique
Culturelle, Lnnuaire de l'Afrique du Nord, 1964.

On the 10th of November 1964, the total number of students
in Piorocco was 1,280,695 which is an increase of 58,367 over
1963. :imon6 those are 41,981 foreigners--25,845 in primary
education, 14,687 in secondary education, and 1,449 in higher
education. The percentage of French pupils as opposed to other
foreigners in primary and secondary education is high. We note
an iiiiportant inequality between the two sexes. The total number

V,RAO
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of girls is 360,763 or 28/0. In Higher Education the percentage is
only 15A.

Loroccan students in the French Cultural and University laission
number 8,652 in primary education and 3,928 in secondary education.

Private iaoslem schools have 33,263 students of which 13,428

are girls in the primary division, and 13,092 students of which

3,907 are girls in the secondary division.

191 27. "Le personnel de l'enseignemont primaire Dublie au Laroc en
1964" (Teaching Personnel in Loroccan Public Primary Ldueation in
1964), Chronique Culturblle, lennuaire de L'Lfriqup du Nord, 1964.

The teaching body in Lorocco consists of 25,279 teachers;
16,302 teaching in i4rabic, and 5,461 in French. 3500 teach in

both languages.

The number of French teachers is important. There are

1,519 ?igench teachers out of which 1,127 are women; 20 bpanish

teachers; 65 Lagerians; and 15 from other countries.

iheir qualifications are as follows: 40,336 are elementarY
school teachers of whom 6,566 are certified, 8,969 are trainees,

and 4,801 temporary teachers. There are 5,586 monitors of whom

749 are certified, 1,391 are trainees, and 3,446 are temporary

monitors. 411 good sign is the increase in the number of Elementary

school teachers as opposed to the number of monitors. Regional

training schools have 1,278 students of which only 241 are girls.

Id 28. "L'enseignement Superieur dit originel" (Higher Education

or Original Higher Education), lainuaire de l'Afrique du Nord,

1964.

The University of Quaraouiyine consists of three faculties:

Letters at karrakech (Ben Youssof)
Charia (Loslem Law) at Fes (Quaraouiyine)
Dnoul ed-Dine (Theology) at Tetouan

The Faculty of Letters has 117 students, the Faculty of koslem

Law has 200, and the Faculty of Theology, 57. Persons attending

lectures in Moslem Law but not enrolled in the university number

132.

There are no second-year students at the Faculty of Tetouan

and no third-year students at the Faaulty of biarrakech. There are

no longer any tolba (students) who used to attend lecturep given

by an alem ("learned man") for a number of years until they thought

they had enough knowledge to ask the alem to grant them a diploma

(4aza).
11



hi 29. "La Rentr6 Scolaire au .kiaroc" (school Reopening in Morocco)
Le Petit katin, oeptember 15, 1962.

f NanaMOIIVM119.1014411.41/...M...1.0./

Dr. Youssof Ben abes, Minister of Public Health and National
Lducation, declared that all seven-year-old children will attend
school in 1962-63. 310,000 new puloils and 2,900 new teachers are
expected for the next school year. dith this increase, the total
number of children attending school in Morocco will be 1,500,000.
Leanwhile, Dr. Youssef Ben Abbes left for Paris to contact French
officials frau the lainistry of National Education concerning the
question of the Prench teachers called back to Prance because of
their liberal views.

T 30. "Developpement Social" (Social Developiliont),
No. 22, -14ovember, 1968.

This article gives statistics concerning schools and health
agencies in '1.Lunisia. It states that there are close to 800,000
pupils in primary schools, 78,883 in secondary schools, and
10,000 at the University of Tu.:is and in foreign universities.
There are 78 charitable institutions and 467 dispensaries thraugh-
out the country which are serviced by 666 doctors, 148 mid-wives,
and 5,101 health officers.

STRUCTURE OF EDUC TIONAL ORGANIZATION IN NORTH AFRICA

A 31. "L'avenir de l'education primaire en illserio" (The Future
of Primary Education in Algeria), Conflupnt, No, 50, 1965.

The year 1971-72 will be important in the history of education
in 4.16eria. It will see the achievement of a number of decisions
set up when Algeria became independent. those achievements aro:

Lducation for all Algerian children between 6 and 14 years
of age,

The doubling of the number of teachers in the elementary
schools,

The integration of. monitors .with instructors, .

The "Algerianization" of 9oh of the teaching staff and of
85g of the instructors,

1.11 increase of 60A in the number of teachers of Arabic, and
The generalization of the practice of bilingualism.

A 32. "L'Arabisation de la culture en Lagerie (:.rabization of
Culture in Llgeria), Lchaab, kay 21, 1964.

The campaign for arabization of education in Algeria is not
meant to indicate a dislike of foreign languages. Idhat is wanted
instead is to keep young people from being drawn intellectually
and spiritually to other countries. Arabic must take its place

12
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as our national 1an8uabe and as thc principal interpreter of our
cultural heritage. On the other hand, the arabization of culture
does not necessarily moan reaction. \:e also need a lan6uago that
can cope with our modern world to serve our ambitions for a better

society.

bias 33. "beminaire hegional sur l'ImseiLsnement Technique" (Regional
oeminar on Technical Training) Bulletin PedRaRaillue, lJnsgifsnemont

becondlire et koala 25, page 7.

This article deals with technical training in the secondary
schools of the idagreban countries and other Arab nations such as
Lebanon, Egypt, and bouth .,rabia. The seatinar, which took place
from 4ril l6-24, 1966 was attended by 9 representatives of the
special fund of UNESCO and was under the chairmanship of lar.
Lahmaud Parhat, Director of the iiighar Technologa.cal school of

Tripoli, Libya. The delegates of the various countries sub
mitted papers dualing with the conception of technical training
in the different countries, the educational system, and future $

prospects for technical training. The reports showed that at the

present time Tunisia has the highest level of technical education.
This is probably due to the close collaboration between tho
becretary of Mucation and thi) Secretary of ;.griculture and Public

Works and to the substantial scholarships awarded to students of

technology. btudents who receive these scholarships sign a
contract in which they agree to serve their country for a number

of years after they havd completed their training.

M 34. "Des bujets d'Inquietude" (4Uarming Subjects), L'Avant Garde,

boptember 23, 1965.

For many families of workers, the 1965 school openin& means
the admittance of their children into primary schools or into an

apprenticeship centre which is the last hope for the 60'io of the

pupils who were not admitted into sucondary schools. Only 400 of

those who sat for the secondary school entrance examination were

accepted. Three other pressing problems are: inequality in

school enrollment, the shorta6e of teachers of iaabic, and the

small number of scholarships ti;ranted for higher education. The

school system is to provide room for 50,000 il!ore children. To

handle this increased enrollment, more teachers will be needed

because although some provincial delegations have enough teachers,

others have not.

In secondary education, the implementation of the third..ycar

development plan has boom. It consists of combinine, the first

two years in the first period. The result is that technical
education is shortened into two years instead of three; 500

workshop haurs will be sacrificed. for scholarunips, only

328 were available to the 1,437 students who received the

Baccalaureat.

04, - -
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LI 35. "La Réforme .bcolaire au Maroc" (school Reform in Morocco),
Journoj. de Geneve, July 10, 1960.

Arabic is being tranformed in morocco where an Institute for
Arabization has been created this year. Y.ho purpose of this
Institute is to modernize and unify the different forms of spoken
Arabic in the Middle East countries in order to have one specific
language available in all Arab countries. Mr. Ben Djellaun, in an
expose on the prasress made in the field of education daring 1959-601
announced that Morocco plans to arabize education. Up to now only
one-third of education was given in Arabic. All scientific subjects
were tawcht in French. With the collaboration of Arab experts,
iqorocco hopes to modernize the Moroccan language.

T 36. "A mon vis--L'Alphabetisation" (Literacy--As I (6ee It),
L'Action, eptembor 12, 1968.

This article, written to mark International Literacy Day,
outlines Tunisian achievements in this field. The author points
out that Tunisia spends one-quarter of its total budget on
education and that it has now reached its aim of total scholari-
zation. In regard to adult education, the efforts made in this
area by the government, as well as by the illiterates themselves,
are striking. Apart from the actual centers of literacy which have
become more and more numerous, each factory has become a literacy
center "en miniature." Lccording to some managers, the workers,
because they enjoy their studies, are very conscientious. Adult
education centers are also being established in agricultural
cooperatives, mines and in the Lrmy. According to forecasts;
Tunisia will have trained between two hundred and two hundred fifty
thousand adults between now and the end of the four-year plan.

TRUCTURE OF EDUCATION1.L ORGANIZATION

Primary Education.

4 37, "Les Problems de la scolarisation en Algerie" (The Problems
of Education in Algeria), Annuaire de l'Lf.slau.du_Nord V, 1966.

In 1966 the Ministry of National Education received 21% of
the total National Budget. On the first day of school, 1,500,000
pupils enrolled in primary schools. This is an increase of 150,000
over 1965. This necessitated the construction of 2,500 class-
rooms, many of which wore not ready for the beginning of the school

year, 13arracks were used as schools: There are still one
million children who have not yet been admitted to schools. The

Charter of Algiers clearly states that total scholarization must
be achieved by 1971-72. However, the rate of incr.ease is
presently only 3% per year. At this rate only 85h of the children
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will be in school in 1975.

A 38. "Un bilinguisme de fait" (Bilingualism in Practice),
Revolution Africaino, No. 190.

Although our mother tongue must gradually take the place of
French in our public and private lives, we must not, however,
neglect the huge advantages of bilingualism for communication in
the modern world.. The contribution of French teachers is highly
appreciated. The total number of Frencli "cooperants" in Llgeria
is 7,000. 4.4/1 important increase is to be noticed in the 2,1gerian
educational staff, the proportion pf which rose from 15 in 1962
to 73'h at the beginning of the ladt school year,. The break-down
of idgerian teachers in primary schools is as follows: 14,000
monitors having a Certificate of Primary Education; 10,000
-instructors having a Certificate of Primary Education plus
pedagogical training; 3,000 teachers trained in Normal ;:3choo1s
and some of whom have the Baccalaureate.

hi 39. "hnseigneLient Primaire Obligatoirc au Laroc" (Primary Education
To i;ecome Compulsory in 1,orocco), La Presse, Tunisia, February 21,
1963.

Casablanca: Mr. Youssef Bel Abbes, idoroccan Minister for
National Education, declared that primary education might become
compulsory in korocco beginning next October. kr. Bel Abbes, who
visited all the provinces of the kingdom where he studied the
program to enroll rural youth in school with the cooperation
of local authorities and some representatives from his department,
announced that the program of enrollment for primary schools will'
be revised next year in rural areas. There is a project to
introduce agricultural education in primary schools*and to create
a two-year course following the General Certificate for PrimarY
Education in order to give vocational training to fellahs' sons.

T 40. Lhmed Ben Salah, "La Nouvelle Reforme de l'Enseignement
Primairc ora Caracteriséo par l'Utilisation des Moyens Audio-
Visuels" (Nuw Reforms in Primary bchool Teaching Will Be Character-
ized By the Use of Ludio-Visual Methods), L'Action, August 11, 1968.

hi. Limed Ben Salah, presiding at a gathering at Sousse of
teachers, students, assistant teachers, and other education
authorities, spoke about the particular importance of primary
education. One fault of primary education today, he said, is that
it does not make use of modern teaching methods. The new reform,
however, would introduce the use of audio-visual methods and other
practical work methods which would allow students to enter the out-
side world able to cope with new technological advances being made..
He felt also that student groups should be created to allow
students to accept responsibilities, so that when they grow older
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they will be alile to assume responsible positions and help in the
economic and social develorment of Tunisia. Ho stressed the
great responsibility that teachers have to educate a generation
that will be able to help Tunisia economically and socially.

Secondary ..iducation

L. 41. "Nouvelles Dispositions pour l'Etude de l'Arabe dans les
Lcoles Algeriennes" (Hew Arrangements for the Study of Arabic in
Algerian bchools), Lc Petit hatin, October 23, 1962.

Er. Abderrahmane :ben Hamida, Algerian Minister for National
Lducation, announced that a sixth form based essentially on Arabic
will be created in every secondary school in Algeria. This now
branch of studios will be added to th e. traditional, modern, and
classic sections, in all sixth.-famuclasses of Alis.erian secondary
schools. :.rabic will, from now on, be compulsory for all Moslem
AlL;erian students. In addition to the study of Arabic which is
not a foreign language, the students must study hnglish, German,
Spanish, Italian, or Russian. Arabic will remain an optional
language for non-Loslems.

M 42. "Laroc: Arabisation Difficile" (Arabization in Morocco
Encounters Some Difficulties), Jeune Afrique, October 23, 1966.

At the level of primary education, arabization will be complete
by the year 1966. French will be taught as a foreign language
ten hours per week. The problem remains at the level of secondary
education and this is aue to the small number of Arabic teadhers.
The total number of French teachers is 8,500 out of 45,000. The
total number of pupils is 1,200,000.

M 43. "Le Baccalaureate au Earoc" (The Baccalaureate in Morocco),
Jeune ;,f1.1119., August 20, 1967.

In an interview, Mohamed El Fassi, Rector of all Moroccan
Universities, was asked about the state of the Daccalaureate in
idorocco. The situation is satisfactory. Those who receive the
Baccalaureate achieve a good intellectual level. But there is
only a 50'h rate of success as opposed to 70% during earlier years.
This is due to the generalization of studies, and the inadequacy
of teachers. The difference between the Lioroccan Baccalaureate
and the Franch Baccalaureate resides in the priority given to the
study of the Arab language and civilization. The curriculum
remains the same for mathematics and science.

M 44. "Les Desoins en hnseignements du Secondaire b, la Rentrée

d'Octobre 1965-66" (The Need for Secondary School Teachers for
the 1965-66 School Year), Annuaire de l'AfriaLticia Nord, 1965.
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The increase in the number of pupils in secondary schools
necessitated the creation of 1,647 teaching posts, 650 in the
At.rabic branch of education and 1,697 in French and technical
education. Only 302 of the 650 nosts were filled for ;Arabic
instruction and 1,297 out of 1,697 for *French instruction. In
order to meet the need for more teachers many were asked to
work overtime, oven officials of public offices were asked to
help out.

In primary education tho 1,278 teathers train3d in regional
schools are sufficient to meet the needs.

M 45. "L'Enseignement Public du Second Degré au rdaroc en 1964"
(Public Secondary Iducation in Lorocco in 1964), 4:nnuaire do
1"frigue du Nord, 1964.

Zhe number of students receiving classical education
(teaching done in A,rabic) in the public secondary educational
system is 14,944, of which 1,412 are girls. There are 130,353
students, including 31,416 girls, receiving modern education.
Modern education is divided into education of the Moroccan typo
with 118,371 students and education of the French type with
11,482 students. idoroccan typo education is either bilingual
or arabized. Arabized education is available primarily in
Casablanca, Rabat and Marrakech. The syllabus is the same as
that for bilingual secondary schools. The only difference is
that everything is taught in Arabic, even science and mathematics.

M 46. "Tin Iuportant Prtt de l'A.I.D. au Maroc" (Important Loan
from the Agency for International Development to Morocco),
L'Avant Garde, October 12, 1965.

Lorocco received a loan of 11 million dollRrs to allow for
the building of 21 secondary and specialized schools for 30,000
new students. The agreement was signed by Mr. Ahmed Laraki,
idoroccan Ambassador to the United States of America, and by Mr.
George Woods, President of the World Bank. This project will
begin during 1968. The specialized centers will teach art,
science, trade, economy and industry. The Moroccan government
will begin repaying the 11 million dollars on Ilarch 151 1976.
The increase of 30,000 students in secondary education represents
one third of the total number of students expected to enter
secondary schools under the koroccan Three.Yoar Development
Plan for 1965-.1967. The total cost of these schools will be
16,200,000 dollars.
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Vocational Education

47. "Pomer dos Cadres Fciainins" (Training of Female
Officials), Revolution,i.fricaine, June 26, 1965.

The former Lgricultural and Household Institute, built in
1954, has been transformed into an .i,gricultural Institute, The
establishment consists of two amphitheatres, twenty classrooms,
and many laboratories. 4athough the facilities are quite modern,
unfortunately a large part remains unutilized because of the
change that occumd in the Institute. There is also a large
garden divided into two parts--one for horticulture and the
other for chickens and beehives. The school houses 150 students,
Now the establishment consists of a section of instructors, a
section for technical staff in agricultural works, and a section
for medical assistants. ;:itudent instructors study for two years
in order to become agricultural counsellors. Then they may
take the examination for admittance into the section of technical
officials, When they have received their diplomas they have no
trouble finding omy)loyment,

L 48. "Maahad a 2adrib al Fani" (The Institute for Technical
Training), AC.1 Maar4a, No, 348, September 30, 1966, page 11.

The Institute of Technical Training of the Libyan Ministry
for Industry contributes to the rise of technology in Libya.

In this Institute students are taught to operate diesel
engines and are initiated into the field of mechanics. The
trainees are expected to serve in the kinistry of Industry after
a faur-month training period. Four Jauerican instructors are on
the staff of the Institute. The teaching staff is scheduled to
be composed of Libyans only within two or three years.

M 49. "Enseignement i.gricole" (4'.gricultural Education), 4nuaire
de l'A:driaue du Nord 1965.

The following new policies were announced by E. ;,hardane on
July 3: ,.11 vocational schools are to be connected with the
Division of 4gricultural Education at the Liinistry of National
Education; a governing council for legricultural Education and
Vocational Training composed of representatives of management
and labor fram all technical and vocational institutions will be
established; the Eational School of 14griculture will be open to
those who have the Baccalaureate in elementary mathematics or in
experimental science, or those who pass the competitive entrance
examination; the opening of a National lugronomic Institute is
planned for the year 1966-67.
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T 50. "La Lachine a bosoin des hommes" (Machines Need Men), Jeune
4ril 8-14, 1968.

Por its 150,000 square kilometers, Tunisia has 18,000 tractors
but at a certain level of agricultural development no machine can
fill the place of kan. Tunisian acriculture suffers from a lack
of trained staff. The government is doing its best to fill the
Lap. It is helped by various foreign countries and some inter-
national organizations. During 1964 the College Nord-i.fricain
du 1.achinesme ;,gricole et de Jenie Rural (North :,frican College
of Machine ,,griculture and Rural Lngineering) was created. It
was financed by the Tunisian government and the Food and :,gricul-
tare Organization--F

Instruction is given by eight Tunisian teachers supported by
seven experts from the P.J.O. Studies include: machines and
mechanics; irrigation and drainage; and the preservation of soil
and water. In ten months the students become acquainted with
topography, pedology, electricity, drawing intelligent use and
maintenance of the implements, and all the secrets of practical
modern agriculture. These ten months are followed by a training
period that lasts a year. Because this college has had good
results there is a project to create three more specializing in
forests, cattle breeding, and horticulturo.

The technidal agents trained at kedjez la Bab's college come
between the farmer who follows traditional methods too closely
and the engineer who is removed from the rural "milieu." It is
this technical agent who will promote the agricultural revolution.

T 51. Greenough, Richard, "Nouveaux kaitres pour l'Bcole de Demain"
(New Teachers for the School of Tomorrow), Ramo Lfrialci, pril
8-14, 1968.

Upon luaving primary school, pupi1 who do not have the
opportunity to pursue further studies must not fall back into
semi-illiteracy. They must contribute usefully to the development
of Tunisia. For that purpose, four Normal schools were created
during 1966 under the project devised and elaborated with the
financial help of UNICEF and the technical assistance of UNESCO.
The four schools are located in Tunis, La karsa, konastir and
Monfleury, the last being reserved exclusively for girls. They
specialize respectively in technical industry, raral orientation,
fishing industry, and feminine occupations. studies consist of
three years plus one probationary year. since the beginning
UNESCO has not interrupted furnishing these Normal schools with
technical councils and expert scrvices.
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52, "Dno Oeuvre liumaine; Ll Hidaya" (Social Work), Joune d'tplau2,
No, 323, Liarch 19, 1967, pages 66-67.

The problem of juvenile delinquency concerns all governments,
for this problem exists in all developing countries including
Tunisia. The Tunisian government hab created centers for delin-
quent youth in an effort to educate them. Delinquents and pros-
titutes are in the center called al Hidaya. Apparently there is
no difference between this center and a vocational training school,
Girls are taught embroidery, sewing, hairdressing, knitting, house-
keeping and soon courses will also be given to combat illiteracy.
They play games and have music caurses, Lost of the Girls are
sixteen, many are pregnant. The majority come from very poor
families. Delinquency in rural areas poses more of a problem thnn
delinquency in the towns, this center has a fund of 27,200
dinars which is not enough for such a center

Higher hducation

4. 53. "L'Institut des sciences Medicales" (The Institute of Medical
sciences), Le Londe, October 28, 1964.

M. tiohamed Seghir Nekkache, Algerian Minister of Social
Affairs, announced that the Faculty of Medicine of Algiers will
in the future be a National Institute for Medical Sciences, and
that the next university year will consist of two terms for those
who study Medicine. Algerian projects in the field of medicine
will affect both doctors and those who are still students.
Doctors must spend two years in "hardship" areas giving medical
assistance for which they will be paid by the government. Ls for
the course of studies, adoption of a new full-time program will
shorten the duration of the pliogram. Lt Mc:16a, 100 kilometers
from Algiers, a special school for lie training of health officers
was created in order to supply areas Where there was no medical
center. Equating Al6erian diplomas with French diplomas may
delay the program somewhat.

A 54. "En Alt,;erie; Qubte de 1'Authenticit6" (Quoiit for Luthentieity
in Algeria), JeuniLlataa2, December 4, 1966.

On the opening day of the university, kr, Ahmed Taleb, in
a remarkable speech, defined the part that the University must
play from now on; °Higher Education must be democratic by
selecting the best-qualified students without regard to rank or
social class and lutist adapt itself to present conditions in
Llgeria. It must keep abreast of the economic and sooial develop-
ments taking place in the country so that everyone may benefit;
Studies must develop nationalistic feelings in students. This
quest for authenticity must be among the first things considered."
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55. "Creation de la Commission Nationale des Bourses" (Creation
of a National Commission To Administer scholarships), A-plas,
September 13-19, 1963.

This commission is supervised by a representative of the
Ministry of National .6ducation and by a group of representatives
from all national ministries and organizations. Its purpose is
to define a general policy for the allocation of scholarships and
to.allot these scholarships taking into account the needs of each
ministry.

The Bureau National des Bourses checks the school work being
done by students who have received scholarships. Good results must
be achieved at the end of each school term. It has become easier
to study thanks to the nUmber of scholarships and to the numerous
university restaurants.

A 56. "Huit mille Etudiants Cette Armee en "lgerie" (Eight Thousand
Students in Algeria This Year), Le pionde, October.19, 1965.

Of the eight thousand students who registered at the Univer-
sity last Friday, eighteen hundred arc new. This large number of
students presents some problems on a social and material level.
At the University of AlLiers there is room only for about four
hundred students. As a result an annex was sot up in a secondary
school to absorb the surplus. The university restaurants have a
maximum capacity of two thousand five hundred students, The three
university cities aro inadequate to cope with the increase in
the number of students, and the building of the library has not
yet been completed.

57. "L'Universit6 d'Alger, Foyer de Culture heditorran6an"
(The University,of Algiers, Mediterranean Center of Culture),
kLitaUL2.221212Rative, October 20, 1965.

The University of Algiers trains engineers in four fields:
telecommunications, electronics, chemical engineering and public
works, It now houses the Algerian Institute for Petroleum and
will soon include a section for the study of Petroleum-Chemistry
which is now in the planning stages, Its importance in the
international scientific world is recognized since UNESCO con-
tributes to its development by giving grants from special United
Nations' funds. Today the staff is nearly all Algerian. There

were only six hundred students enrolled in 1962; now there are more
than 2000. 2he presence of a great number of foreign students,
African and European, in addition to many tpreigT teachers, gives
the University of Algiers an African and Mediterranean personality,

A 58. "La Bibliotheque Universitair d'idger" (The University Of
Algiers Library), idr lippub]icain, October 24, 1964.
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After the destruction of the former library of the University

of Al6iers in June 1962, the reconstruction was ordered by Mr.

Cherif Beikacem in 1964. The opening of the new library will not

take place, however, before 1966. It will be a two-story

structure consistins of 300 carrels, cVlecture room and a book

Shop. The library building committee adked for help from the

Algerian nation and from its friends abroad, 80,000 books and

appreciable sums of money were collected.. Th e caUntries which

helped in the reconstruction were: Syria, 1,000 books; India,

furniture; the American Ford Foundation, 132,000 dollars; France,

5,000 books, Great. Britain, a reader of micro-films; the French

editor, hasson, many books dealing with Medicine. But the most

important contribution came from Algeria and espedially from the

Algerian workers.

59. "Effort dans le Domaine Scientifique et Technique" (Ldgeria

hakes :New Efforts in the Scientific and Technical Fields),

Aryluaire de.l'Afraue du Eord, V, 1966..

On July 8, the first School for Engineers was opened. It

assures the training of 35 engineers in Public Works per year.

On September 14, the creation of an Institute for Agricultural

and Food Industries,which will assume the technical training of

Algerians interested in that field, was announced.

On December 6, an agreement was made between Algeria

and/Russia by which 4000 Algerian officials in industry and

agriculture will receive training in fifteen schools built by

Algeria and furnished with Russian equipment.

December 28; Kuwait cooperates in the building of a new

Faaulty of Science with 250,000 paunds sterling,

A 60. "LQs 'Promotionnsdres' l'Universite" (Recently-Promoted

People Attend Classes at the University), La Revolution Africaine,

April 3, 1965.

People who have recently been promoted to new positions, but

who do not have Baccalaureates, have been admitted to the Univer-

sity after having successfully passed a special examination.

These people usually cannot be full-time students because they

work in the morning and as a result are only able to attend

classes in the evening. The University of Algiers has 865 such

students out of a total enrollment of 6,185. Mese students

include 10 judges, 17 high officials of the kain Post Office, and

some members of the Political Bureau ef the Central Committee of

the National Assembly. Another alternative is the "Institut de

Promotion Suporiaure du Travail" which is affiliated with the

Faaulty of Science, and whose students are employed as full-time

workers in national and private enterprises,
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L 61. "Islamic University to I.ttain an International Level", The
IA.bc.D.ALiapai,, October 1, 1968, Vol. 1, :No. 9.

The Islamic University at Boida is being developed to attain

a level equal to that of international universities, its Rector,
Sheikh adul Hamid 4tiya el-Daibani, stated.

Ho pointed out the activities and latdst achievements EI:t the

university which Alas improving its system "from better to best."

Tho Rector said tho Islamic University provides teaching from
elementary classes to the university level. The Islamic University
emphasizes the teaching of Islam and history in addition to
scientific fields.

L 62, "Lmun :aharen kin Umuri al Taxida Ll Libya" (The University of
Libya is Ono Year Older), kaarifa, No. 343, July 22, 1966, pages
2-5.

Year-end examinations were taken in the colleges of Law,
Commerce, Lconomy and Sciences. 220 students passed their
examinations.

The University which was created in 1959 will be enlarged

nuxt year. The construction of a "Universit4 City" which will

buLin in tho coming year will take five years to complete, The

"Université City" is to be located in Benghazi by the sea.

Besides colleges and institutes, the City will include housing
both for professors and students, playgrounds, a mosque, a librarY,

a restaurant, and shops.

L 63. "Talibun klin Libya Pi Tamiat 'Bastern Illinois'" Student

'Prom Libya at the University of Eastern Illinois), Al haarifa,
No,)276, February 21, 1968, pace 12.

Tarok adeikader is a Libyan student who has just recently

received an Iii.L. in Chemistry from the University of Eastern

Illinois, Ho intends to teach Chemistry when he returns to his

country. He commented that the environment at Eastern Illinoie

encourages one to study thoroughly, not only the subject one has

chosen, but others as well. Tarek Lbdelkader went on to say that

the administrative staff of the University permits the students

to think on their own, to resolve their own problems, and to

chose their own way of life. He also tried to define Chemistry

which, he said, "is a science which is closely related to matter."

L 64. "Inniversite de Benghazi Subira Une Transformation Radicalo"

(The University of Benghazi will be the Object of Radical Trans-

formations), Lo Londe Diaomatim2, October 1968,
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Founded in 1956, the present Libyan University near .13enghazi
is about to undergo a radical transformation that will enable it
to alcommalialt 7,000 students in an imposing complex now under
construction near Bendhazi. Plans for the now university buildings
were drawn up in 1967 by a group of London architects who have used
a rather classic style, The total cost of the buildings has been
estimated at twenty million pounds sterling, The Libyan (,;overn-
raent hopes to make the University a Laodel for other lerab countries
to follow.

L 65. "L'Université Libyenne" (University of Libya), Le.tionde,
Diplomtigu2, October 1968,

King Idriss created the first Libyan University on the 15th
of December, 1955 and, at the same time, donated to it his castle
at Ben8hazi. Today, at the Faculty of Letters, there are 1,000
students out of which 100 are girls.

An Institute for Trade and Industry was created in 1957.
Today, in 1968, there arc four such institutes with about 500
students.

In 1959 the Paculty of science of Tripoli was opened. There
is also an Institute for Juridicial Science opened at Tripoli,
two aGricultural school centers, one school for engineers and
four training colleges in Gyrenaique with 1,500 students and 130
teachers, There are hundreds of Libyan students abroad especially
in Higher Lducation.. At the University of Libya stress is put on
scientific and economic research, The University of Libya has
established contacts with foreign universities, for exaiaple,
bt. Thomas University in the U.S.A.

M 66. "University btudents Fight for Arabization", Jeune AfricLues,
October 16, 1966.

In Lorocco where the idoroccan Students' General Union has
just hold its fifth congress, meroccan students called for the
.1.rabization of culture and rejected the idea of korocco becoming
associated with a francophono co,a1unity, The Loroccan Students'
General Union is against the application of the now Doctrine of
Education rocoifildended by the iiinister of National Education. The

Gunoral Union demands total independence for the University of
Rabat in order to allow the students to participate in the
manaaement of the University.

These demands of the Loroccan Students' General Union, linked
with the opposition that has arisen, may bring about a crisis in
the governiaent from which Dr. Benhima, Minister of II;ducation, has
practically rosined.
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Lnst year, Dr, Denhima was asked to establish bilingual
education in thu sucondary schools.

Bei; the op-position is dirocting a strong caupaign in favor of
the complete "rabization of culture, stressing the fact that horocco
cannot indefinitely remain dependent on "JYrance in the field of
:Lducatien,

M 67, "Il Nly a Pas Lssez d'Etudiants dans lc:s Yacultés de Sciences".
(There Lro Not Enough Students in the )Paculty of Science), Jouno
An:IA.112, Lugust 20, 1967,

Lt the time of the Protectorate there wore hardly ten students
in the Faculty of Science while at the same time there was an
overabundance of students in both the Faculty of Law and the
Faculty of i:iedicine, The explanation for this is that it was easy
to find work as a doctor or a barrister at a time when people with
scientific diplomas had difficulty finding a job, Today the
'Moroccan State is trying to rumedy this lack by giving more
scholarships to those who choose a Scientific career,

la 68, "L'hcole Llohammadia dos In6enieurs et des hedecins" (Icloham

wadia, The School.of Engineers and Doctors), Isma..Assia122,
Lugust 20, 1967.

Thu first persons to be promoted from the Mohammadia School
are excellent. They are much sought after in Casablanca, L11
industrial enterprises want to employ them, They are employed
even before their studies are over,

k 69, "Unc Faault6 de idedecine Sera Ouverto Cette Lnnée au Maroc"
(4'& Vaculty of Liedicine Will Bo Created this Year in Morocco),
La Prcspo, algust 4, 1962.

In an interview given to the newspaper "Nation Africaine,
Dr, Youssef Del Abbas stated, "Out of 600 doctors of modecine,
only 75 arc Loroccan." The Lkoroccan Uinister spoke of the
creation of the school of medicine in 1959 in which students could

attend fifth and sixth year coursos and, at the same time, supply

the country with an important number of resident medical students.

Now the policy has boon changed to enable the opening, in October

1962, of a Faaalty similar to those existincs in France. For the

time being, 250 'iliorocean students will study medicine abroad. Tho

now Vaculty will admit 150 students in its first year.

M 70. "Les Etudiants Narocains h l'Etranger" (1uoroccan btudents
aroad), LnnuaireSe l'Afrkgal du Nord, 1964.

1,620 Moroccan young people are studying abroad. Half this

number have national or foreign scholardhips. In France there are

328 students holding university scholarships, 208 holding national

scholarships, and 645 with no scholarship at all. The number of
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koroccan students in Prance is 1,181, 268 of which are women.

In Spain there arc 229 students, Switzerland 37, Germany 33,
ikagium 25, Lngland 18, the United States 13, and Yugoslavia 12,

Only 23 i:ioroccan students study in Syria, 14 in Iraq, and
8 in J_;gypt.

T 71. "Higher 11;ducation", Research and Reference Service, Juno
1964, page 12.

The University of Tunis was established by decree in ILLarch
of 1960, absorbinc: several institutions of hiii;her learning which
had been in existence for some tikle. Vrench aid contributed to
the construction of the new College of Sciences. Throu6h a
Tunisian-Soviet agreement of ...utsust 1962, Rusian aid was assured
for a College of Enginocring to be added to the others sometime
in the future. The US.L.. is giving financial assistance to the
Colleges of Law and Political and EconoDic Sciences, in which
Tunisian authorities estimated 23'70 of tho student body would be
enrolled. The University is composed of existing or soon to be
created schools including: a School of Pine ;,rts, Bourguiba In-
stitute of Living Languages, Higher School of Lusiness, Preparatory
School for Lssociate Professors, Laboratory of Nuclear Physics,
and a Study Center for Economic and Social Research.

72. "The TTational School for Engineers Will Provide 160
lingineers Yearly" Ls-Sabah, October 31, 1968.

Lt a time when higher education is starting on a now basis
to cope with productive life in Tunisia, the construction of the
National bchool for *.liingincers is nearing completion The building
of this school which began in 1961 is the result of the agreement
made by Tunisia and the Soviet Union for economic and cultural
cooperation.

The aila of this school is to provide the country yearly with
35 engineers specialized in, Bridges and Highways, 35 in the
building field, 20 in laechanics and Electricity, 25 in the
agricultural field, and 25 in the aquatic field.

The studies consist of two years for general education and
two years for speciality. The buildings which cover 11,000 square
meters include 16 classrooms and 32 laboratories of which ten
are being furnished by the Russian outfit, The remaining 22
laboratories are being equipped by various Luropean countries.
The National School for Lngineers is situated at the University
City behind El Lenzah,
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T 73. "Nouvelle Orientation de L'Universitó de Tunis" (, New
Orientation for the University of Tunis) La 2resse Lugust 11, 1968.

Thu General kana4sement of Higher Lducation and Research
instructed committees in various centers to establish conditions
for the beginning of the next school year. The decisions reached
were: all young people wishing to enter the University must first
fill in an application form. The committee will study these
applications to see if the student is capable of doing University
work and to direct the applicants into the various faculties
according to their wishes. The new structure of studies adopted
this year consists of a year system as opposed to the system of
certificates, and allows for the division of higher education into
two parts, each one lasting two years.

T 74. "On r6forme l'Ulliversité" (Reforms at the University), Joune
frive, =',ugust 12-18, 1968.7.0100, .nN.

Higher education mdll be reformed so that the quantity and
quality of the puopla trained at the University will correspond to
the needs of the country and to the job market. For this reason,
representatives of syndicates and national organizations, technir
cians from different Secretariats of State, and general secretaries
of the "Comités de Coordination) regional representatives of the
"Socialist Destourian Party") have been included in the University
Council. Dieasures have been taken to establish permanent and close
contacts between the various faculties and economic and social
institutions. In other words, students must have regular pro-
bationary periods within economic, social and cultural enterprises.
Lon:over thu formation of an administrative council within each
faculty composed of elected professors and guperviscd by a
Professor-Director with the cooperation of a pedaL,ogical council
is meant to help decentralize University authority and to give
special attention to the management and distribution of scholarships.

T 75. "Une Boole Nationale Technique en Octobre 1969" (I, National
Technical School for October 1969), La.Presse, jaiGust 13, 1968.

1,1thoui;h the conception of the National Technical School dates
back to 1956, the construction has not yet been totally completed.
The ixsociation of Tunisian Engineers and Technicians discussed
the system of teaching and the general organization of the school.
ilvory year students will take orientation tests and will sit for
verification exams. Deans from foreign universities such as Kiev,
Leninc,rad, and San Francisco will attend these exams which will be
given three or four times a year. It was decided that all students
attending this school must live in residence. Teachers will all be
Tunisian engineers who will have participated, before October 1969,
in a one or two month seminar to take place abroad.
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T 76. "line Universit6 Pu-uuristell (The )ueure *University), ,T.sulp-y.
,Ifrigue., No. 397, .i..uust 12-18, 1968.

Until now the 7,828 students of the University of Tunis have
been attendinb classes in old buildings scattered throuLhout Tunis
and which have been inherited from the Protectorate, or in buildings
meant to be lyc6es but which, for lack of mom suitable buildings,
have become part of the Universityq I

However, in 1959, the National (Board of Education purchased
200 hectares of land three or four kilometers outside of Tunis.
The construction of the road alone cost 400,000 dinars. The various
faculties will be arranged, in the shape of a horseshoe, around a
central axis cocaposed of a library, the rectory, and an athletic
field. Each faculty will have a building for classrooms and another
for research activities. The opening of this complex is planned
for October 1969. The total cost is estivated to be 40 million
dinars. 'Prance, the boviet Union, and the United States of Lmerica
have helped in the construction of the Faculties of bcience,

Technology, and Law.

T 77. "Univorsite--Potit Lexique des Idées Recues" (Small Glossary
of tccepted Ideas), Laj217espe, July 26, 1968.

The author compares the intellectual climate at the University
to a religion with its gods, its ritual, etc. He compares the
ideas the University pretends to propagate with those that it does

in reality. One of the examples he gives: the University pretends

to be without political involvement yet it has given birth to the

mos,t conservative and reactionary elite. Ho reproaches the Uni- .

versity for havinc created the typo of man one ironically calls

an "intellectual", a man maladapted to society and without any use

for it, a "peculiar animal", as the author describes him. But

the most nefarious product of University is the "intellectual of

the colonies , the man of black skin and white mask," theimpostor

and the consumer of foreigh ideas, the man who recites poems he did

not write, who defends values he has never thought about or con-

ceived. The author requires, therefore, that now values be

created. He intends, in future articles, to expose some of the

ideas which are still prevalent at the University and have not yet

been eradicated.

T 78. President lialRib .6aurguiba, "Creating an Ilifective University,"

Carthage, January 31, 1967.

This address was given by President Bourguiba before the sub-

commission for educational reform at Carthage on January 31, 1967.

Speaking to students, President Bourguiba said that hey uust

broaden their areas of interest because their studies will have an

ii4ortant effect on the future of the nation. The University's
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function is to train qualified personnel, not only in scientific
and intellectual endeavors, but also in thc acquisition of moral
and civic virtues._ The Tunisian University is inspired by the
traditions of the Vrench universities; French p:uthorities have
been revising their options. It is profitable to examine the
reforms that are being, or have already been, carried out in
Prance, so as to widen our outlook. The President says that the
University's role must not be merely to "stuff heads" but to
form alert minds and to produce ..,00d citizens. Concrete reforms
will be drafted and impleh,ented durina the 1967-68 academic year.

T 79. "En Tunisic Ecole de Journalistes" School of Journalism
in Tunisia), Jeune....Lfriau'e, No. 314, January 15, 1967. page 61.

The Government will establish, as part of the University of
Tunis, an Institute for the traininc of journalists. 4r. Klibi,
Becrotary of State for Information, states that to be a journalist
one must have a high level of education. In Tunisia, there are
few qualified journalists. The 3accalaureate will be required for
adi,ission into the Institute. Practical training will be stressed.

T 80. "Union de la Jeunesse lunisienne",(Research and Reference
ervice, June.1964, pa8E, 38.

UJT, or the Union of J.lunisian Youth, to which all Tunisian
youth and student broups belonG, was created in 1963 at a national
seminar sponsored by the leo-Destour. The Union includes the
Noo-Destaur youth organization, the youth wins of the party with
a total membership of 60,000 in 1962 and the Lea3ue of Pree
Tunisian Students whose headquarters at Cairo represents groups
not in accord with Noo-Destour policies.

LDULT EDUCLTION

81. "Centre National de la Recherche Scientifiques; Nouvwl:ux
Dk,or,t en d'coir;nomnt Dur',nt l' n:b 1965" (National
Center :ter Scientific Research, New Decrees in the Pield of
Education During 1965), Lnnuaire de l'Lfriclue du Nord IV, 1965.

On June 1 provision was uade for academic inspection in
every department instead of only in the main depart:lents of AlGiers,
Oran and Constantine. ;mother decree established a Certificate
of Primary and Elementary education for 4,dults. The candidates
must be 15 years of ase or older and must not attend any school
of L;enoral education. 14,000 candidates sat for the exam but
only 6,000 passed. The dictation test was taken from "the Charter
of Llgiere."
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I., 82. "Los Centres d'Bducation Populaire do Base en i',1gerie"
(Popular Centers for 'basic ,iducation in Jageria), plseUnenent
et Culture en 1iorie9 June 1962.

Persons from 13 to 50 years of age who wish to attend classes
may do so at popular centers being established for that purpose.
250 centers which were foruurly social centers, have boon reors:ani-
zed to meet the new needs. The creation of 400 other centers is
expected. Tho instruction 3iven in those centers consists, first
of all, of literacy courses and then lessons in dressmaking for
women and in manual work for uen,

M 83. hducation in laorocco", The:Educated 4..frican, 1962,

pa6o
41.

One 1:lajor problem in Morocco is illiteracy among. adults.
Thu first ;:,reat national capaign against illiteracy, which was
carried out from ipri1 16 to June 28, 1956, under the patronage of
His kajesty Lohamed V, reached 300,000 Loroccans of all ages in
the villages and countryside as well as in the cities. 4', year

later, a second campaign was held, at the end of which 20,000
certificates of literacy were awarded. .13y this time a weekly
publication entitled Manar al Lagrhab was made available to the
now literates. Printed in siwplo classical :,rabic, which was
fully vowelized, it gave information and helped now literates to
uaintain a level of proficiency. In 1950-59, 8,000 wouen and girls
became literate through courses taken at basic education centers.
In 1959-60, 760 primary school teachers volunteered to teach
literacy classes as well as their recsular classes, and 26,500
adults were enrolled.

T 34. "Uouen's Groups" Research and Reference bervice, June 1964,
pace 39.

The 'Union Nationale des Pemues (UNFT) organized in 1956, became
a member of the International Council of Women (IOW) in 1960, and
since 1962 has published a periodical called 14.karaa (The Woman),
In 1963 it had some 150 branches throughout the country, with a
membership of 63,000. This independent organization. operates
with covernuunt and 14eo-Destaar approval. In cooperation with the
ministry of Lducation which helped train 76 teachers for the
project, the MITT or6anized 32 kindergartens in Tunis and provin-
cial cities and, in an effort to help fight illiteracy, has
established 109 centers to provide more than 4,000 women with
instruction in domestic arts and public affairs.

T 15. "Social Lducation", The.,LTrea:b ;,rabie Maplareb Lnnurtl
1965-66, pats() 36.
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4Jisrtly after Indt;pcndLnce the country faced a shorta60 of
technicians and skilled labor. Zhe government decided therefore
to try and provide full education on a national scale. In 1958
a National Plan for Education was drawn up and by 1964 it had
already absorbud 25% of the nation's budget. However the reform
of the educational systam was not enough, for it left a large
proportion of the population still illiterate. In 1962 the
:secretary of btate for Cultural Affairs was given the task of
uducating the adult population of Tunisia. A department of
social education was established. It included three sections:
adult education, public housing and public libraries.

T 86. "L'Alphab6tisation" (Literacy), Jeuno Afria12, No. 402,
beptember 16-22, 1968, page 52.

P'rom now on ltteracy courses will be.more efficient. A now
method was proposed at a pross conference hold by UNESCO in Paris
on September 6. Mr. Bolhahseno gave the exaruple of Tunisia. Ho
stated that Tunisian authorities have been carrying on a special
literacy caiupaign in the rural region of ornag since January.
People working in the "cooperative agricole" of Mornag are being
given basic instruction in subjects dealing with their own
activities and interests. This new method of teaching is
integrated and global because it develops both tho mind and
professional skill. Becuse the people are taught subjects that
they like and understand, they learn quickly and effortlessly and,
at tho same tilue, alLiest without realizing it, become literate.
lur. Acher D6léon, Director of tha Educational Department of UNESCO,
status that adult instruction should only be ruade available to

those who need it badly.

T 87. "La Liemaine d'Education Sociale d'Ain Draham: Un Pas Vors
Un Avenir Meilleur" (A Week of Social Education at Ain Draham:
A btep Towards a Better Puturo), L'Jtption, bepteraber 7, 1968.

The Tenth Week of Social Education, organized by the Insti-
tute of Adult hducation in collaboration with the "gouvernorat"
of Jendouba, was held at Ain Draham. The week was tuarked by
festivals and numerous cultural activities. It started with a
paradu which depicted the development of agriculture and of new
plants set up in all regions of Tunisia (ex. the oil works of
;Sfax and the production of local handicrafts in Kaircuan):

After having opened the cclebrations, Lr. bdallah Farhat,
;secretary of 6tate of the Post, Telephone and Telegraph, also
inauburated a local radio station. An Arab language newspaper
reporting on adult education and the efforts made by the government
in this field, was published for the occasion. In his speech,

Parhat stated that priority was being given to the area ofAin
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Draham because of its important natural resources. Industry and
coLiLerce will be developed and at tho sarAo time programs for
adult education will be carried out.

TEACHERS.' TRLINING

A 88. "Ouverture do poux Ecoles Normalos Dans Chacun des 15
Dopartements" (Opening of Two Training Schools in Each One of the
15 Departuunts), Le_lAonde, October 20, 1965.

As a result of the precarious situation existing in the field
of education in ;dgeria in 1962, and in view of the serious shortage
of teachers at the beginning of the school year, Algeria recruited
French and Arab coopurants as well as 11,000 Algerian monitors.
On August 10, 1964, a law was passed which provided for the opening
of two Training ochools in each of the 15 departments of Lageria.
These training schools will: train the future teachers of Algeria;
train bilingual officials; train a greater nuubor of qualified
officials. Ihe six already existing training schools can no
longer moot the needs of the country for qualified teachers. Thoy

can provide the training of 240 young men and women every year while
Algeria ncods 4,000. In addition, these training schools will
help niake education more widespread (1,230,561 students were in
school in January 1965 which raeans 221,679 hiore than the pre-
ceding year) and allow disinherited academies to have qualified
staff at thir disposal.

A 89. "Le Corps lunsoignant on Algorie" (The Teaching Staff in
Algeria), panuc:ire.deyAfrimpcluliord, V, 1966.

The teaching staff in Algeria numbers 31,000 teachers of
which 18,000 teach French and 13,000 4.rabic. Thanks to the
growing nulAber of training schools, 2,500 to 3,000 teachers wore
added to the staff. These training schools do not always produce
fully trained teachers however. btudents uay start working
beginning frou their fifth year of study. Thu Linister of National
1;ducation stated, "The decline in the quality of training received
by our teachers will undanger the future of the country, if it

continues. iiut, for the next few years wo have no choice but to

accept this situation."

A 90. "L'hcole Algerionne--Un oorvice P6dagogiquo Pour honer
l'Bnsuoble des koniteurs au Cadre dos Instruetaurs" (The Algerian
bchool--PodaLo6ical 8ervice to Raise Lonitors to tho Level of

Instructors) Lu Pou21e lapy 25-26-27-29, 1964.
V.

A'L pedagogical service was created to cive professional and
cultural training to uonitors in an effort to raise them to tho
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1ev.1 of instructors. This plan consists of;
- tho creation of a body of podaogical counsollors

supervise young i.onitors;
pc.dagogical probationary periods of faur weeks;

. days set aside for instruction on teachIngLothods
- visits to different classes in different schools.

tho 1963-64 school year 45,000 visits wore paid to diffo
classes by thc peda6,o6ical counsellors. These counsello
have adviscd and checked the young 1.1onitors stop by stop
achieved good results, Pedagogical uothods i.,,proved and
bocaue Lioro and pore aware of their heavy rosponsibiliti

to

In
rent
rs who
, have
uonitors

cs.

I 91. "Kolasa Livalimina Luarikiina Iauduna nal Ifilaiab al
lAurahida" (Five ;.Illerican Teachers Return to tho United 8tatos),

Po. 295, Decoubor 1, 1964, page 2.

Five LLIerican English teachers, belonL,ing to the ;.Lierican
udssion for Econoic DevelopLont, have recently left Libya to
return to the United btates. These teachers have been working
for seven years at tho Libyan University and at the Teachers'
Training Collgo. LLong theu was kill-. Richard Dugan who worked
at the Toadhers' Training College supervising the_language
laboratory and helping students to iuprove their .Unglish.

Dugan has also or&anized a traini% course for non-qualified
teachers in which ho has uade thwa fauiliar with various teaching
aids now available. Lr Harold I'woz, who Was doing the Salle typo
of work in Tripoli, was concerned with ililproving the pedagogical

nothods for the teaching of English.

M 92. "Iincoro de Nouvelles Ecolos Norualos d'Institutours at
d'Institutrices au Maroc" (kore Training Schools in horocco),
1;ttarbia ol .iatania (Moroccan heview of National Education).

1.11.4101 .INWINA.M.NIPOIMONIMOIMOMMININIM.

In 1961, four new teacher-training schools wore built. These

schools wore created for the training of uen and wouen, future

Loroccan teachers, in an endeavor to progressivoly "'Eloroccanize"

educational officials. The sdhool at Fez is reserved for boys,

the school of Casablanca for girls. There is another school
at Oujda. In addition to the four schools, six other training
schools will be created in 1961 in preuises given back by the
Pronch University Cultural Lission.

M 93. Teukine, Rayuondo, "Necessité d'Uno Reconversion de
l'Lnsoigneuent Frangais au karoc" (Need for a Change in Fronch
Teaching in Ikorocco), La Relbve (le Relief), Cerelpat, July 11,

eira In mon OM 1.1WWWWwIrMNP

1962.

If we consider the.future of French in liorocco we notice

that a :;reat nulaber of Vrench teachers who settled in Lorocco a

long tio before Independence have already left Horroco or are
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waitin6 to be pensioned off before leaving for prance. :Sut laany

young teachers, professors and inspectors are drawn to Lorocco
because of the assured hiaterial benefits. hewcomers are more
easily adapted to the new conditions than oldtimers who are still
nostal,ic for the times before Independence. French teachers in
Lorcycco must no lon!ger dream of spiritual conquest. JJecause French
teachers are needed and because the i,oroccan elite still needs
more training the best solution is to persevere and wait.

la 94. "Lt-Takwi:n (Vacational Education), Et-Issrbia
El qtlnia (The Review of,National laucation), 1961..

Teaahers receive additional training and advice from inspectors
who pay visits to classrooms and draw up reports in which they put
their sug,Lestions concerning educational policy and their comments
concernin3 the teaching methods beinc; used. (12,000 reports were
made and 6,000 were adopted by central authorities.) These
reports concern only crtified teachers or teachers-in-training.
Every inspector must deliver lectures and model lessons for the

teachers, uhief inspectors deliver their lectures in the important

towns.

In 1960, 1,100 students entered Teacher Training bohools. A

revised program for teacher-training schools has been elaborated
by an expert from UhESCO. Another program for new teachers will
be applied in October 1961. Teachers of Arabic will be trained in#

mathematics and science and teachers of French will have to study
Arabic in order to be able to teach in this lanGuage in the near

future.

TEACHING AIDS

M 95. "La Radio Tó16vision Larocaine a Inaur!Jur6 le 9 Mars 1955

des Patissions de T6levision Educative" (moroccan Radio and Tele-

vision Began Broadcasting :uducational Programs on Larch 9, 1955),

Annuaire de...l'Afriauej:u...ciord, 1965.

The new educational broadcastin8, different from school
television, is addressed to members of the lower classes who want

to educate themselves and to housewives. f3ubjects tau8ht include

household education, sanitary education, civic and religious
instruction, national and popular culture, and knowledge of the

means of information. The subject alatter is taught throuelh half-

hour daily broadcasts. Jecause elevision is not always available

in the lower classes of society, an effort is being made to equip

all social institutions with receivinc sets, thus allowing the

educational broadcasts to reach a greater number of persons.



T 96,. Chaabaane, iclahmoud ech, "Katarun Iuhadidu Llotalaatra Al-
Atfal Al-Arab" (Our Children's Level of Reading is in Danger),
Al Vikr, A monthly Review, Wo. 7, April 1965, Tunis, pa/?es 44-51.

Educators must help children to develop a love of reading,
Unfortunately there is a 3reat shortaae of books for children,
This situation is shameful and will eventually be harmful to
Tunisia. Because Arabs were previously not interested in develop-
ing children's minds, they did not write many books for them,
Teachers and educators must bec;in to write children's books, or
at least must help editors to do so.

Parents have not encouraged their children to read, one
reason probably being that children's bodks are very expensive.
French books are less expensive and as a result they are frequently
bou0at in preference to Arab books, Althoudi solae books have been
tranclated into Arabic, the author does not advise the educators
or parents to buy them for thcir children, because the text is
often incorrect, According to the author, the solution is to have
all Arab countries unite to create proper reading materials for
Arab children,

T 97. "Public Libraries", The Ureat_Arabic,ma4,hrob Annual, 1965-66,

page 37.

Public libraries came under the control of the Secretary of
state for Cultural Affairs in January 1962, bince there were only
eicht libraries at that time, a two-year plan was drawn up to
provide most rogionra centers with adequate libraries. These
libraries were divided into A, B, and C types according to the
importance of the town.

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

A 98. "L'Lnseignement Religieux" (Relicious Education), bditions du
Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique publie par le Centre
de Recherches sur l'Afrique liediterranean (Reprints of the Dational

Center for Scientific Research published by the Center for Researdh

on Leditorranean Africa), Annuaire de l'Afriguo du kord, IV, 1965.

Religious education is supervised by the Llinistry of Habous.

The "instituts Islamiques" are comparable to lsro6es (hiL!,I1 schools).

Teaching is siven in Arabic and consists of courses in the Koran,

canon law, theoloa, hadith, and sira (which is tho life of the

2rophet i.ohammed), civic education, ethics, modern sciences,
drawing, and gymnastics. AlGeria has 16 Islamic Institutes with

3,453 students. The number of professors is 93 and will soon be

increased to 140. Nearly all of them come from tho Egyptian
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Reliious Acadeilly of El-Azhar. otudents who successfully complete
he studies are awarded a diploma which is El-alia el Islamiya.
There were 96 successful students in this exam in 1965. In the
field of hLher education the creation of a Faculty of TheoloGy or
of Islamic Sciences is still only in the plannin3 stages.

L 99. "Islamic Education in Libya", The Educated African, 1962,
pac,e 65.

In 1958-59, there were 21,946 pupils in Libyan Koranic schools.
otudies consisted largely of recitation of Koranic verses. In the
same year there were several religious institutes containing three
primary sections with 35 teachers and 624 pupils, and three secon-
dary sections with 19 teachers and 273 pupils. The Luhamed kli
al banusi fle1igious Institute had only three teachers and ten
students, but it appears to be undergoing considerable expansion
under capable direction.

L 100. "Les Institutions Islamiques" (Islamic Institutions); Le
Lonle_piplomatiTue, October 1968.

After the Independence of Libya was achieved in 1951, King
Idriss, chief of the mystic fraternity of benoussia, began to in-
troduce reforms in religious education. There had, at one time,
been three Islamic Institutes, the Institute of Sidi viohammed ben
Ali el Senoussi.being the most important before it was closed by
the Italians. However, the Department for Islamic High Studies
which replaced this former Institute now rivals the University of
Ll Azhar in Cairo and the Tunisian University of Zeitouna. Under
the de7;ree of 1956, this Institute now has achieved administrative
autonomy. Since 1957 all Islamic Institutes have been removed from
the Linistry of National Lducation and attached to the Institute of
Sidi 1:.ohammed El benoussi.

In order to enhance the value of the diplomas received by
students upon completion of their studies, the Institute of Sidi
iaohaamed El Senoussi has taicen the name "University iohaLmed el
;Jenaussi." The University is made up of three faculties:

- The first faaulty teaches "Shari'a" or Islamic laws
(Students study besidesbhari'a, civil law, international law,
and coLparative law.)

. The second faculty offers courses specializing in Arabic
and in literary and philosophical subjects.

- The third faaulty is that of Theology.
In all the three branches -Inglish is taught.

The number of students now totals 2000 at bidi Lohammed El
benoussi University. We may add to this figure the 6,000 students
in Libyan Koranic schools. In Libya more than 8,000 youth study
in Islamic Institutes.
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T 101. "L'Lnseignement du Coran" (Teaching the Koran), L'Action,
August 13, 1968.

Before the creation of nursery schools in Tunisia, very young
children used to attend a "kouttab", a single-room religious school
where children of different arc4'es learned Koran supervised by a
teacher called "ideddeb." Why not re-establish these schools in
which children discovered through the Koran the grandeur of Arabic
and the infinity of the Lohammedan Faith?

ARTISTIC EDUCATION

A 102. "L'Ecole Nationale des Beaux-Arts et de l'Architecture"
(The National uchool of Architecture and Pine Arts) Annuaire de
l'Afrinue du hord, 1965.,* ei140

The National School of Architecture and Pine Arts had 80
students in 1962-63 and 300 students on opening day of the 1965-66
school year. Among these, 150 were enrolled in plastic arts and
150 in architecture. The Fine Arts section offers courses in
sculpture, painting, decoration, history of art, perspective, and
calligraphy. The level of studies required for entrance into this
school is the J3accalaureate. Students passinr the final examination
receive a diploma which is equivalent to the Wlicence." A section
of coloring has been created; students having a Certificate of
Primary Lducation can be admitted to this section, b.tudents
entering the Department of Lrchitecture must have a Baccalaureate
in mathematics. Studies last five years. Another section special-
izing in industrial aesthetics is being set up in this school.

AL 103. El iiiogAlphid (Algerian Culture), August 11, 1965.A

The Algerian newspaper El loudic2hid presents objectives forflefla
Algerian culture:

- Culture should no longer be available only to members of the
higher classes; it must be prevalent everywhere.

. Although the :,rabization of culture is a necessity, it is
not detrimental to have a bilingual state.

- Art and Literature must edify socialism which is the most
important event of our time.

- Liberty for the artist must not mean anarchy or the espousal
of views opposed to progress.

- The predominance of French language and culture in Algeria
resulted in a situation in which Algerians knew very little about
their own language and culture. The Algerian people have, however,
remained thoroughly faithful to the Arab and Islamic language and
culture.
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L 104. "Ll Maahad Ll 7atani Lil Musika a Tamthil" (The National
Institution for Lusic and Theatea, il kaarifa, No. 302, January
22, 1965, page 18,

bar. Marchen is the director of the National School of Music
and Theater. He was the one who made efforts to establish such a
school and to supervise it. Mr. Marchen wants the school to
expand and is looking for a large building in which to locate it.
Mr. Marchen states that the aim of this school is to stimulate
artisitic interest in Libya. Lctually only music is now taught at
the school but in 1966 theater and folklore will be added to the

aurriculum, The rules of both easternand western music are taught.
The second part of the school offers evening classes so as to allow
civil servants and those who work to attend the courses.

L 105: Maarad Li Madrasi" (L bchool Exhibit), Ll Maarifa, No,
365, July 31, 1967.

The Linister for National Lducation inaugurated a school
exhibit at one of the pavilions of the Libyan International fair.
Many secondary schools were represented at the exhibit. The

Linister was very pleased with the paintings, sculpture and
handicraft works, shown at the exhibit. The purpose of this
exhibition is to make students' artistic gifts known. The Minister

urged teachets and principals to encourage students to puraue

artistic vocations.

L 106. "Nashra Ta Yu L Talaba Fi Nihaiati Ll Lmi L Dirasi" (Student
A'ictivities at the End of the School Year), Ll Maarifa, No. 294,
hovewber 1964.

During the closing months of the school year, many projects

were undertaken by students throughout Libya. A'A the University,

students were taking examinations. In the primary schools, pupils
in 13enghazi for instance, held an art exhibition in which most of

the paintings were done by the girls. In Soussa, pupils put on
patriotic plays written by Libyan playwrights.

L 107. ":,wgaf Library, L Torch in Tripolitania's Cultural History"

Ilibyan Review, Lay 1968.

Libya is one of the nations that has contributed greatly

towards the preservation of the written word. The El-aatib School

and Library which was founded in the year 1769, is the basis of the

existing Lwgaf Library in Tripoli.

L total of 4,577 books and manuscripts now fill the shelves

of the .",wgaf Library, ',bout 729 manuscripts which date back to

the middle of the 8th, 9th and 10th Centuries represent the

original collection of Mustapha Khoja El Katib who used to
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transcribe outstanding works and add them to the Library, In
addition, the LibTary contains the rich collections of Ahmad Bey
El-Naeb (368 works) and thmad Dia Lddine Bey Montassir (1716 works).

T 108, "Ouverture Hamuamot du colloque our le theatre scolaire"
(Openin at HaLmamet of a Conference Dealin with Drama in the
Schools), La Presse, Tunis, August 8, 1968.

This conference asselabled drama teachers, mana,sers of theatri-
cal troupes and authorities of the Cultural 4.,ffairs and Information
Board. The purpose of the meetin,s was to draw up a program for the
next five years. Zhe Director of the International Cultural Center
explained the role to be played by people having a certificate of
Dramatic Art, and recalled the reasons that prompted the Cultural
Affairs and Information Board to create a school of drama.

SPECIAL EDUCATION

L 109. "Wusulu Mustir Al Jadid Lil Madrasa Al Amarikia Lil Lughat
ii 4.inglizia" (The Arrival of the New Director of the A.lerican
School of English), "Safaru viudaris al Inglizia Pi Benghazi"
(Departure of the Teacher of English in Benehazi), 1.11. Maarifa,
No. 294, November 1964, page 2.

Mr, i_lenjamin Lustou, who is 41 years old, came to Libya to

work as the director of the American School of EnGlish which is
clependent on the American Cultural Mission. Mr. Mustou has been
teachin Spanish and English for twenty years in such places as
Tunisia, biorocco, Mali and England. He is a gradUate of Columbia
University and Long Island University and has studied at Stanford
University in California.

mi.. Edward Pusalb leaves Benghazi. Mr. Dusalb has been
teaching En,:,;lish in the school sponsored by the American Cultural
Service and in Libyan schools. In 1963 he started a program for
adult education and in 1964 he worked as an inspector for teachers
of English in Libyan schools.

L 110. "Nabu A Chabab Idalhanaka A hiadia Bilad" (Providing for
Youth and Sport Activities in the Country), Al kaarifa, ve. 2949
november 1964, page 4.

The Minister for Labor and Social Affairs stated that the
government is greatly interested in youth and the promotion of
sports activities for youth. Sports often contribute to the devel-
opment of the country. Mr. Abdel iaula Lanki urged sports clubs to
make great efforts to recruit more and more members,
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L 111. "1,1 Iamu Riadi 1 JaTlii" (Sports Day at the University),
LiaarifEl, No, 386, Juno 17, 1968,

The University of Libya has set aside one day for games.
Students from the various faculties participate in the games which
include sports, drama, shetchinb, and short-story-telling. The

students were entrusted with the organization and the carrying out
of the games. Libyan girls :participated as well. ;,uthorities

were pleased because this day marked a step forward in thc: develop-
ment of Libyan youth--a major concern of the government, Prizes
were awarded as an incentive and to encourage more students to
participate in the games.

L 112. "1,1 Lihrajan Riadi l Madrasi" (The school Sports Festival),

4:1 kaarife No. 384, June 17, 1968.

4.,t the end of the school year, authorities organized for the
students a sports feedval in which even pupils from the Police
School participated. The Libyan government hns laid great im-
portance upon sports and games in the belief that participation
in sports will instill in the students a sense of responsibility
and discipline, committee has been set up to recruit the best
athletic talent to participate in the forthcomin Maghreban
School Games.

L 113. "burAmer Training of btudents With the :asso Company Has

Ended", 1,1 kaarifa, 300, December 9, 1964.

Wore than 30 students from the University of Libya and from
other educational institutes ended their summer training with the

lisso Company of Libya. This is the fifth time that Esse has hired

students during the summer.

The company saw to it that every student was employed
according to his field of specialization and his wishes. Students

served in the personnel, production, geological, and import-

export divisions. 4', number of students went out in the field in

.denghazi.

In addition to the training, thc officials of Esso also gave

the students the opportunity to visit other petroleum fields.

M 114, "Un Institut Pour la Formation des Cadres Cr6e Tanger"

(1, Training Institute for Officials in Tangiers), Llayrpsse,
tAarch 27, 1964,

King Hassan II traveled to Dakar for the opening of a Pan

1,frican Institute for the training of personnel for Ldministrative

orvices in Tangiers. He sta-tbd that UNESCO has agreed to support
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this Institute which will be open for all 4.frican students.
- Teaching will be done both in Vrench and in Lnglish.

M 115. "Renforcement de la Formation des Cadres" (Intensification
.of the Training of Cadres), idarocfi8 bynthese, Publication of the
idinistry of Information, pac;e 54.

In the training of qualified personnel, 1967 has been marked
by a complete change both in methods and conception. ;, Royal
Institute for Youth and Sports has been created. Luthoritios
became interested in the activities of civil servants. Instead
of short-term trainini.; periods the government established a one-
year course. Specialists in sports and popular education for
youth have had special progressive courses.

In 1967 as well thc (:overnment set up a plan to deal with
the protection of children and adolescents and created a sports
statute and a charter for youth.

T 116. "Professional Training", The,6-rea.t .'.rabic1.2ahreb Lnnual,
1965-66, pa8e 44.

In 1963 the government created a sdhool the purpose of which
was to train much needed personnel and to be of use in cooperative
and agricultural units. The country needed 630 executive agents in
the cooperative and agricultural divisions. 170 agents were
needed for the regional cooperatives. 100 selected pupils take
the course which operates on three different levels.

T 117. "National Institute of Production and Professional Training",
The Great 'rabic MaOreb imnual 1965-66, page 44.

4.4

One of the objectives of the four-year plan is to industria-
lize the country. To achieve this, personnel should be trained,
especially technical agents. Recruitment is made according to
different levels and with the following projects in mind : the
complete practical and technical training of contractors, the
training of technical advisors who will in turn form cadres, the
training of qualified workers and business leaders. This project
has been the object of a study by the 3.E.P. and the recipient of
a special United Nations fund which has undertaken to finance
three-faurths of the cost of the equipment which amounted to
200,000 dinars.

COOPERLTION

h 118. "Un ;,ccord Culturel Original Entre l'Iagerio et le Kuwait"
(1', Unique Cultural figreement :6etweon Llgeria and Kuwait), Lfriau
kediterran6e, November 25, 1965.
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Khalud al huessaoudi, Kuwaitian iainister of National
hducation, Lade an areement durim.5 his visit in ldiors whereby
he aGroed to Grant scholarships for AlGurian students who want
to study in Kuwait. On the other hand, the lts.erian Government
will send to Kuwait some :,16erian teachers who speak Prench to
help raise the level of culture in Kuwait, This exportation of
Prench as a lancuage of high cultural or technical contacts allows
A18eria td 8o ahead with plans to arabize education at the privary
levels.

A 119. "700 :i4Isei6nants -14yptiená Quitteront lo Caire Pour l'41Gerie",
(700 Teachers Leave Cairo for .:.1geria), Le Petit Hltin October 1,
1963.

700 L6yptian teachers are expected to arrive to Give technical
and cultural help in AlLerian schools. 388 will teach in privary
schools, 26 in secondary schools, and the rouainder in TraininG
ColleGes and in the Institutes of Music. This cultural ar,reement
between AaGeria and Lapt will incrLase the number of exchanges of
professors, experts, and students between the two countries. It
also hopes to create aultural centers and to make available
scholarships and E;rants to the students of both countries.

120. "Help Comes Yrou Liiddle Last", ;doer Ituublicapa October
18-19, 1964.

Ninety-seven Jordanian school teachers, uale and female, have
arrivud in laGiers and one thousand 'Egyptian teachers will come on
October 21. In his welcome speech to the Jordanian teachers,

Djidjelli addressed them in these words: "Llgeria welcomes
you and all the other c,raups that come from the lAddle l'ast to
help in the i,rabization of education .while we pmpare our own
officials in this field. In addition to the ono thousand B8yptian
teachers expucted on October 21, 450 syrians, 450 Iraqis and
400 Jordanians will teach durinb the present school year in
Altserian schools.

Ls for scholarships, 582 are bein6 offered by hiddle east
Arab countries to Lacorian students.

L 121. "Ludatu biudir Al Jamiab Al Libya Ian Tokyo" (The Rector of
the Libyan University Returns from Tokyo), Al laarifa, ifo. 324,
pace 22.

On his return frou Tdkyo where he attended for the first
time the Conference of the World University Rectors, kar. Lustapha
Diu declared that he addressed the Conference concerning the
enrollment of students in the Libyan universities. He also
outlined the facilities that the covernment provides for the
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students, Lr, Biu's speech has drawn so much attention that many
Japanese students got in touch with him to express their desire
to join the Libyan University because of the tempting facilities,

L 122, "Girl Guides", Libain_Review, Lay 1968.

The first Conference of Lrab Girl Guides was held in Libya
last month under the auspices of the Libyan Girl Guide Association.
Delegations from Libya, Tunisia, Kuwait, aorocco, and Algeria took
part in the conference, The main topics disaussed wore the Lrab
Girl Guide movement in general, the regulations of the Arab Girl
Guide Bureau, and the Sth bcout Jamboree and conference to be held
this summer in Llgeria. The Seventh Girl Guide Jamboree held in
Libya last year recommended the establishment of a permanent
bureau for Lrab Girl Guides in Libya with a rotational chairman-
ship.

L 123, "Industrial Studios Center Starts Punctioning", Luna
Review, Lpril 1968.

The establishment of the Center of Industrial Studies at
Tripoli is a landmark in the history of the Maghreb States of
Libya, Tunisia, Morocco, and Llgeria and will greatly help,
thraugh uutual cooperation, to industrialize these four countries.
The center, which was opened on March 16, cost 1,454,900 dollars
of which 1,287,000 dollars came from a special fund and 167,100
dollars to help pay for local operating costs came from the
aovernment. The United Nations Industrial Development Organiza-
tion (UiIDO) is the exeautive agency while tho Permanent Consul-
tative Committee of the kaghreb is the agency for the cooperating
governments,

Functions: The main functions of the center are to undertake,
at the request of the Laghreb Permanani Consultative Committee or
its member governments:

. General industrialization surveys and specific feasibility
studios, including market and location surveys, as well as studies
of the integration of industries and of comparative manufacturing
and:import costs. Priority will be given to studies affecting
two or more countries;

dvisory services to governments and industries in the
respective countries;

- Training of officials already employed, with finances
provided by the governments;

- Dissemination of information and-data obtained in the course
of the work of the center as well as relevant international studies
and publications; and

. Studies relating to standardization and quality control.
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SPECILL PROBLELS

L 124. "Lwalu Patatitn Libya Pi Mihnat i aadalia" (The Virst Woman
Chemist in Libya), Id kaarifa, June 12, 1964, Page 7.

kany Libyan women have begun to fight for an .equal status
with uen, One of them, a 34-year-old woman of Benghazi, graduated
from a British University as a Chemist. 441 iviaarifa L1ar6azine
interviewed Miss Wided J Sakizli, the firsi-VOTEn chemist in
Libya, on her studies and on the job dhe has chosen, kiss
$akis1i who was sent to primary school said that her parents
took great care with her education. She was sont to Groat Britain
by the government, enrolled at Ldinburough University, and was
graduated in 1961. Then she trained in a London hospital and
when she returned home received a post with the principal chemist
.of AJenghazi.

L 125. "Ta'hilu Ll ;&djaza Pi Libya" (The hducation of the Handi-
capped in Libya), Ll Maarifa, No. 364, July 21, 1967, pace 6-7.

The Linistry for Labor and Social Ilffairs was put in charge
of the education of handicapped people, The International Labor
Buroau helps to create and carry out the programs. 4f4 center was
cr'eated for the blind where they are trained to do handicraft
work. kany of them have obtained jobs in factories, othors have
been employed as telephone operators. Blind people have proven
to be very skillful telephone operators, There are 41ssociations
for the Blind in Tripoli and Benghazi which work for the benefit
of the handicapped by providing recreational and musical activities.
The aim of the 8overnment is to have everybody take part in the
growth and development of the country.

L 126. ,"West Gorman Journalists in Libya", Mbar' Review, 4ri1
1968.

delegation of Nest German journalists which visited Libya
last month was particularly impressed by tho pro6ress being made
in female education in Libya. They visited girls'secondary schools
in Derna and iienghazi and witnessed the type of education being
received by the girls. They also saw educational institutions for
boys and appreciated the steps adopted by the Libyan government to
spread literacy in the country. The journalists also saw indust-
rial and vocational training centers.

L 127. "The Libyan Woman Lnters the Professions", The LilmAn
Bconomist, February-lAarch 1968.
UMM0.00.0% 'MM., Mr./

In spite of the short time that has elaDsed since Libyan
womn began to acquire a share of freedom and overcome the obstacles
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t4at barred their way to education and culture, today large numbers
oy women have entereu the professions whore they have earned dis-
tinction and have proved themslves to be equal to men. The most
striking aspect of the chanc;c1 that has taken place in the status
of women since Independence is the spoed with which they have made
up for lest time, for all the centuries when they wore kept in a
state of ignorance, for the most part illiterate, and for all
intents and purposes, a separate race. It was only after the end
of 14orld War II that any real steps were taken to make education
available for girls. With first the primary schools, and then
the secondary schools being opened to irls it soon followed that
many young women won the right to continue their studies at the

Libyan University where all the departments were open to them.
Later others went abroad to qualify in subjects not taught in
Libya at the time, In a short time, qualified women began totake
their place besider the men in a number of different fields.

M 128, 1!;lohamed El Fassi, "La Langue laabe hst la kesure du honde
Loderne" (i,rabic Should De Placed on an Equal Footing with the
Development of the Modern-World), je:line Lfriue, 4'.u2;ust 20, 1967.

"41,rabization" will not affect higher education for twenty

ye;ars. How can we continue without an international language?
Historical circumstances have made French our choice. Since Lrabie

is a language of a civilization, as rich as Vrench or hnGlish,

we must constantly coin new words for expressing new techniques

and new ideas.

T 129. "Conflit de Generations" (Conflict .6etween the (ieneratiens),

L'Lction, November 6, 1968.

In Tunisia, like in many other under-developed countries,
there is a conflict between people who have no diplomas but who

satsfactorily assumed responsible positions after Independence,
and those who came later, were rapidly trained, and whose main

interest is to occupy the best posts without having had any prac-

tical experience. These latter people must realize that they can

benefit from the experience of the others and gain a more thorough

training which will better prepare them to handle their responsi-

bilities, Isesides their diplomas they must have experience in
dealing with follow workers so as to achieve higher productivity.

T 130. "Los LIZ:yes et l'hcole" (The School and Pupils), Lp Pres.pe,

14ovember 6, 1968.

Theu8h the efforts made by the Tunisian government in the field

of education have bcen considerable we still find some unresolved

problems:. One of these important problems concerns those children

who have to walk from five to ton kilometers to reach school. They

are so tired that their ability to work is considerably diminished.

It would be a good idea to mAke available a transportation service

so that they may reach school prepared both physically and men-

tally to do good work.
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